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F O R E W O R D
William Hyman, SHRP 2 Senior Program Officer, Reliability

This research report—a product of the Reliability focus area of the second Strategic Highway
Research Program (SHRP 2)—presents findings on the feasibility of using existing in-vehicle
data sets, collected in naturalistic driving settings, to make inferences about the relationship
between observed driver behavior and nonrecurring congestion. General guidance is provided
on the protocols and procedures for conducting video data reduction analysis. In addition, the
report includes technical guidance on the features, technologies, and complementary data sets
that researchers should consider when designing future instrumented in-vehicle data collec-
tion studies. Finally, a new modeling approach is advanced for travel time reliability perfor-
mance measurement across a variety of traffic congestion conditions.

Traffic congestion continues to grow on the nation’s highways, increasing the concerns of
transportation agencies, the business community, and the general public. Congestion includes
recurring and nonrecurring components. Recurring congestion reflects routine day-to-day
delays during specific time periods where traffic demand exceeds available roadway capacity.
Road users come to expect these daily traffic patterns, and they adjust their travel plans accord-
ingly to achieve timely arrivals. Nonrecurring congestion results from random incidents, such
as crashes, weather, and work zones, that cause unexpected extra delays. Road users are frus-
trated by these unexpected delays, which can make for unreliable arrival times at their desti-
nations. The SHRP 2 Reliability research objective focuses on reducing nonrecurring congestion
through incident reduction, management, response, and mitigation. Achieving this objective
will improve travel time reliability for both people and freight.

Human factors contribute to traffic operating conditions and safety performance on pub-
lic roads. This research seeks to better understand how driver behavior influences the primary
causes of nonrecurring congestion and to identify countermeasures to modify these behaviors.
The research team identified domestic and international candidate studies on driver behavior
conducted in recent years that captured video driver behavior data sets and other supplemen-
tary data. Evaluation criteria were established to determine the key dimensions of feasibility
for selecting the best candidate studies to investigate in detail.

The research results provide the foundation for recommendations on the feasibility of
using existing data sets for this research purpose; general guidance on the proper protocols,
procedures, and facilities to conduct video data reduction; and technical guidance on fea-
tures, technologies, and complementary data—all of which should be considered in design-
ing future in-vehicle video data collection studies to explicitly examine driver behavior and
the impacts on nonrecurring congestion.
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Nonrecurring congestion is traffic congestion due to nonrecurring causes, such as crashes, dis-
abled vehicles, work zones, adverse weather events, and planned special events. According to data
from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), approximately half of all congestion is
caused by temporary disruptions that remove part of the roadway from use, or “nonrecurring”
congestion. These nonrecurring events dramatically reduce the available capacity and reliability
of the entire transportation system. The objective of this project is to determine the feasibility of
using in-vehicle video data to make inferences about driver behavior that would allow investi-
gation of the relationship between observable driver behavior and nonrecurring congestion to
improve travel time reliability. The data processing flow proposed in this report can be summa-
rized as (1) collect data, (2) identify driver behavior, (3) identify correctable driver behavior, and
(4) model travel time reliability, as shown in Figure ES.1.

Executive Summary
Introduction

Key domestic and international studies in which in-vehicle video cameras were used to collect data
were investigated in this study. The research team reviewed video, kinematic, and external data col-
lected in each candidate data set. To quantitatively assess the qualification of candidate data sets,
dimensions of feasibility were defined to evaluate the data sets with respect to legal restrictions,
comprehensiveness, video data quality, in-vehicle data quality, linkages to external data, and
format and structure. A list of qualified data sets was identified for further data reduction and
analysis.

The original research goals, data reduction process, and data formats of these studies were
examined by the research team. The video data were manually reviewed, and additional data
reduction was conducted to identify contributing factors to crashes and near crashes using
video data and supplementary data. If the events were caused by inappropriate driver behavior
or driver inattention, then countermeasures were suggested to prevent these safety-related
events.

In modeling travel time reliability, the team reviewed models used by other researchers. A
multimode distribution of travel time was then proposed to model travel time variations. A sta-
tistical method to model travel time reliability was developed that considers two factors: the
probability of encountering congestion and the probability that certain estimated travel times
will be experienced when congestion occurs.

Potential problems and risks associated with existing data, including kinematic data, video data,
reduced data, and external data, were identified during the data reduction and analysis phase. To
facilitate future data collection efforts, including those related to in-vehicle data, other external data
were proposed to improve the efficiency of data collection, reduction, and analysis.
1
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Figure ES.1. Data processing flow.

FCW = forward crash warning.
Findings

According to data reduction results, most crashes or near crashes are caused by driver inatten-
tion and errors. These events might be prevented if appropriate instrumentation were installed
to warn drivers in a timely manner. The following factors imply that the proposed systems can
resolve driver inattention and errors and thus prevent a collision:

1. In the Road Departure Crash Warning System (RDCWS) Field Operational Test (FOT), the
largest contributing factor to freeway crashes and near crashes was decision errors, including
driving too fast or too slowly, following too closely, and misjudging a gap; more than 85% of
the events were caused by this driver-related factor. For events that occurred on arterials, the
same pattern followed. The next largest category for both road types was recognition errors,
including inattention, inadequate surveillance, and other types of distraction; more than 5%
of events were ascribed to this category.

2. In the 100-Car Study, the largest contributing factor category for crashes was driver recogni-
tion errors, totaling 32% of the events. The second largest category was decision errors, count-
ing 28% of the total. The largest and second largest contributing factor categories for near
crashes were decision errors and recognition errors at 29% and 26%, respectively.

3. In the Drowsy Driver Warning System (DDWS) FOT, a different pattern was exhibited. The
most frequent critical reason for crashes was an object in the roadway, which constituted 57%
of the events. The next largest groups were the driver-related factors of recognition errors and
performance errors; each had more than 14% of the cases related to driver factors. In tire strike
cases, the majority were attributed to environment-related factors; more than 64% of the
events were ascribed to this category. For near crashes, recognition errors and decision errors
constituted 31% and 18%, respectively.

4. In the Naturalistic Truck Driving Study (NTDS), the most frequent critical factor for crashes
was an object in the roadway, followed by the driver-related factors of recognition errors, deci-
sion errors, and performance errors; each constituted 20% of the total cases. Not surprisingly,
almost all (75%) the tire strikes involved some type of improper turn. The second and third
largest categories of contributing factor for crashes were driver performance errors and deci-
sion errors, respectively. For near crashes, the most frequent factor was driver-related recog-
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nition errors; more than 40% of near crashes resulted from inattention or distraction. Among
these near crashes, almost one-quarter involved the subject driver’s not seeing the other
vehicle during a lane change or merge.

Countermeasures were proposed to correct the driver behaviors that caused these events.
Almost all the crashes in the RDCWS FOT study have the potential to be prevented if one or
multiple countermeasures are applied; 91% of the near crashes in that study are correctable. In
the 100-Car Study, almost 40% of the crashes can or are likely to be prevented, and more than
80% of the near crashes can or are likely to be prevented given reasonable countermeasures. In
the two truck studies, all the crashes, tire strikes, and near crashes are preventable using appro-
priate countermeasures.

To model nonrecurring congestion related to modifying driver behavior, it is ideal to find a sub-
stantial number of crashes that result in changes in traffic conditions. The congestion, therefore,
can be monitored and modeled. According to the data reduction results, not enough realizations
of such crashes occurred. Other supplemental data sets were used to construct the statistical model.
The travel time data in the 100-Car Study were used only to validate the multimode distribution
of travel time that is being proposed; the model is valid regardless of the source of the travel time
data. The travel time reliability model results provide a better fit to field data compared with tra-
ditional unimodal travel time model results. The reliability model is also more flexible and pro-
vides superior fitting to travel time data compared with single-mode models. It provides a direct
connection between the model parameters and the underlying traffic conditions and can be directly
linked to the probability of incidents. Thus, it can capture the impact of nonrecurring congestion
on travel time reliability.

Conclusions

The team explored the identified data sets to discuss the various issues associated with video and
other supplementary data collection and data reduction, to propose models for travel time relia-
bility, and to identify potential problems in data. From the analysis of the naturalistic data sources,
this study demonstrates the following:

1. It is feasible to identify driver behavior before near crashes and crashes from video data col-
lected in a naturalistic driving study and to thus infer the causes of those events.

2. Recommendations can be made to change driver behavior and, therefore, prevent crashes and
near crashes or reduce the frequency of such events.

3. Naturalistic data are useful to identify impacts of crashes on traffic conditions. Given the
small sample of crashes and the fact that the data acquisition system (DAS) does not gather
data when the engine is off, it is not possible to study the impact of incidents on travel time
reliability. When effectively integrated with external data sources, which is extremely feasi-
ble given an accurate time and location stamp in the data set, naturalistic data can be highly
efficient in recognizing the relationship between modifying driver behavior and nonrecur-
ring congestion.

4. Increased coordination with weather and traffic volume data is required to determine when
nonrecurring congestion exists, as well as to determine what driver actions are a result of these
nonrecurring events.

5. It is possible to analyze naturalistic driving data to characterize typical levels of variability in
travel times and to develop measures for quantifying travel time reliability.

Limitations of Existing Data Sets

The team reviewed multiple naturalistic driving data sets involving video data that are currently
available. In analyzing driver behavior, as is the case with this research effort, high-quality video
data is required. In general, all existing data sets are satisfactory in terms of video quality because
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driver behavior can be clearly viewed regarding decision errors, performance errors, inattention,
and recognition errors. The following limitations still exist:

1. Some studies had fewer video cameras installed compared with other studies. For example, the
Automotive Collision Avoidance System (ACAS) FOT and the RDCWS FOT conducted by the
University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) had only two video cam-
eras: one facing the driver and the other facing the front view. In these cases, the data sets are
limited because traffic conditions beside and behind the subject vehicles are not available. The
video frequencies of these UMTRI studies were set relatively low because the original research
purposes were not driver-behavior oriented. Consequently, the causal factors of safety-related
events are not viewable.

2. Image glare was a typical problem with video data. Some data sets have issues with glare that
sometimes make it difficult to make judgments regarding driver behavior.

3. Accidental cable unplugging or malfunction caused incompleteness or errors in data. Although
linear interpolation can solve some of the missing data problems, in many cases such problems
were not easily detected or corrected.

4. Driver identification is an issue worthy of attention. In a naturalistic driving study, it is not
uncommon for the equipped car to be driven by drivers other than the appointed partici-
pant. Although the video data can be manually viewed afterward to differentiate drivers in
data reduction, it is more efficient if an automatic identification process can be used to tag
each trip recorded with driver information so that the data analysis can avoid unnecessary
biases.

5. Existing data sources lack a sufficient sample size of crash events to identify changes in driver
behavior and the impact of these changes on nonrecurring congestion. The data collection effort
in SHRP 2 Safety Project S07, In-Vehicle Driving Behavior Field Study, will offer a unique data
set that can be used for further analysis.

Recommendations

To improve the quality of video data in future data collection efforts of this kind (i.e., designed to
investigate the reduction of nonrecurring congestion through modifying driver behavior), there
are several recommendations.

First, the procedure to recruit participants needs to be carefully designed. It is ideal to include a
comprehensive population of drivers ranging evenly across every age, income, and occupation cat-
egory. When recruiting participants, it is crucial to make it clear that driver information is vital for
the research. To better identify drivers, two methods can be used:

1. A formal statement needs to be included in the contract to make the signer the exclusive
driver of the vehicle.

2. A touch-screen device can be installed onboard to collect information before and after each
trip. The touch-screen equipment can be designed so that a customized interface will be dis-
played to the driver to input trip-related information by selecting certain check boxes. The
before trip information-collecting interface may consist of a list of the first names of house-
hold members for the driver to select from as passengers, a list of trip purposes, weather con-
ditions when the trip started, and any information about why the driver selected the time of
departure. The after trip information-collecting interface may include an “original trip pur-
pose changed” option, a “route choice changed” option, and a “crashes happened en route”
option. Necessary hardware can be designed to connect the input touch screen with the engine
so that the driver can start the engine only after the information is input. To ensure safety while
driving, the device should be disabled while the vehicle is in motion to prevent driver distrac-
tion. One concern with this approach is that it reminds drivers that they are being monitored
and thus may deem the study nonnaturalistic.
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Second, to serve the research purpose, certain data are more important than others. The 
following four categories are imperative:

1. Basic onboard equipment should include devices that collect the following data: video; vehicle
network information (speed, brake pedal, throttle, turn signal); global positioning system (GPS)
data (latitude, longitude, heading); X, Y, and Z acceleration; distances between the subject and
surrounding objects; lane location information (X, Y, Z); driver behavior (seat belt usage, lights
on or off); and yaw rate.

2. The video cameras should shoot at least five views: front, back, right, left, and the driver. The
resolution should be high enough to identify ongoing traffic conditions, weather conditions,
and the driver’s hand movements and facial expressions. Correction of sun glare to improve
video quality is available when needed.

3. The frequency setting should be high enough that the video is continuous, the acceleration and
deceleration of the vehicles clearly recorded, and the reaction times recorded and measured.
The recommended minimum frequency for GPS devices is 1 Hz and for all other equipment,
10 Hz.

4. To improve the versatility of the data so that the data can be used in other related research, vehi-
cle performance parameters such as engine speed, throttle position, and torque should be
recorded.

Third, the data collection system needs to run for an additional 10 minutes after the engine is
turned off in case an accident occurs. During the data reduction, data collection usually halted as
soon as the driver stopped the vehicle. Because it is important to observe the traffic conditions being
affected by a safety-related event, additional data are required after a driver turns off the engine.
One concern is that if some malfunction to the subject vehicle occurs (in case of an accident),
gathering data may cause a safety hazard. This issue needs further investigation.

Fourth, to improve linking vehicle data with external data, it is ideal to standardize the format
for time and location information. For vehicle data, the synchronized GPS clock should be used
rather than local computer time for better connection of the data with external traffic, crash, work
zone, and weather data. For external data, some states have their database built on the milepost sys-
tem. The conversion of mileage post locations to a standard latitude and longitude should be con-
ducted ahead of time.

Fifth, because a limited number of crashes—especially severe accidents that affected traffic
conditions—occurred in all the candidate data sets, certain adjustments are needed to create a sta-
tistically significant database. A longer data collection effort or more drivers involved in the study
would be ideal. For example, SHRP 2 Safety Project S07, In-Vehicle Driving Behavior Field Study
(a 2,500-Car Study), which will soon be conducted, is a quality candidate. Another solution is
simulation, which can be used to compensate for data shortage.

Sixth, additional analysis of existing data is required to study typical levels of variability in driver
departure times and in trip travel times and the level of variability in driver route choices. A char-
acterization of this behavior is critical in attempting to quantify and develop travel time reliability
measures and to understand the causes of observed travel time reliability. The data may be
augmented with tests on a driving simulator to study the impact of travel time reliability on driver
route-choice behavior.

Finally, although numerous studies have used video cameras to gather data, an ideal starting
point is a compiled data source list that summarizes existing video-involved studies with specifi-
cations of data collected, limitations of data usage, and access issues. Such a list will help prevent
redundancy in future investigation efforts.



C H A P T E R  1

Introduction
SHRP 2 was established in 2006 to investigate the under-
lying causes of highway crashes and congestion in a short-term
program of four interrelated focus areas: Safety (significantly
improve highway safety by understanding driving behavior
in a study of unprecedented scale); Renewal (develop design
and construction methods that cause minimal disruption
and produce long-lived facilities to renew the aging high-
way infrastructure); Reliability (reduce congestion and improve
travel time reliability through incident management, response,
and mitigation); and Capacity (integrate mobility, economic,
environmental, and community needs into the planning
and design of new transportation capacity). This report
results from Project L10, part of the Reliability research of
SHRP 2.

Nonrecurring congestion is traffic congestion that results
from nonrecurring causes, such as crashes, disabled vehicles,
work zones, adverse weather events, and planned special events.
According to data from the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), approximately half of all congestion is caused by
temporary disruptions that remove part of the roadway from
use, or nonrecurring congestion. These nonrecurring events
dramatically reduce the available capacity and reliability of
the entire transportation system. Three main causes of non-
recurring congestion are incidents ranging from a flat tire to
an overturned hazardous material truck (25% of congestion),
work zones (10% of congestion), and weather (15% of con-
gestion). Accidents resulting in fatalities and injuries may
occur if a driver behaves in an inappropriate or less-than-
optimal manner in response to such factors as incident scenes,
work zones, inclement weather, roadside distractions, and
queues of vehicles.

In-vehicle video, along with other data, can potentially
provide insight regarding how to modify driver behavior that
contributes to nonrecurring congestion. The objective of this
project is to determine the feasibility of using in-vehicle video
data to make inferences about driver behavior that would allow
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investigation of the relationship between observable driver
behavior and nonrecurring congestion to improve travel time
reliability. The successful execution of this research effort
requires an in-depth understanding of existing research using
video camera data and research about the modeling of travel
time reliability.

The team investigated key domestic and international
studies that used in-vehicle video cameras to collect data.
After an initial screening of candidate data sets, the feasibil-
ity of using existing data was assessed by assigning scores 
to five general areas: access to the data; comprehensiveness
of the data; types of vehicle performance data collected;
ability to link to operational, traffic control, work zone, and
environmental data; and data structure and format. The
evaluation results generated a list of potential data sets. The
data sets were examined in further detail, determining cri-
teria to identify crashes and near crashes, contributing fac-
tors to these safety-related events, and countermeasures to
prevent these events. The team then reviewed literature in
both the traffic engineering and human factors arena on
safety impacts of driver behavior and travel time reliability.
A new statistical method was also developed to model travel
time reliability.

To provide constructive suggestions for the next stage of
research, potential problems and risks were identified and
reviewed to determine strategies to address these shortcom-
ings. Issues worthy of notice for future data collection efforts
and the general guidelines for video data reduction and analy-
sis are also discussed.

The current report conveys the results of this effort,
beginning with an introduction of the existing video-based
driver performance databases (Tasks 1 and 2, as described
in Chapter 2). Chapter 3 details each data set and identifies
qualified data sources by assigning scores to the data set,
including comprehensiveness, types of data, and data structure
(Tasks 2 and 3). Chapter 4 details issues about data storage and
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the data reduction conducted by the original research team
(Task 4). Chapter 5 summarizes step-by-step guidelines to
analyze video data for studying driver behavior in relation
to nonrecurring congestion (Tasks 1 through 4). Chapter 6
introduces the statistical models that were developed to
assess travel time reliability (Task 5). Chapter 7 discusses
potential problems, risks, and limitations in the data sets.
Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the data reduction results
for each candidate data set and proposes recommendations
for future research efforts (Tasks 6 and 7).

Reference
1. Federal Highway Administration, Office of Operations. Reducing

Non-Recurring Congestion. http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/program_areas/
reduce-non-cong.htm. Accessed May 12, 2011.



C H A P T E R  2

Existing Studies Using In-Vehicle Video Cameras
Digital video cameras have rapidly evolved since the 1990s.
Tapeless video cameras make it possible to use relatively small
hardware equipment to record and save large-sized data. The
quality of images has greatly improved and the editing process
is simplified, allowing nonlinear editing systems to be widely
deployed on desktop computers. Even though image sizes are
small, it is easy to recognize the movements of targets and the
ongoing background environment and acquire the information
needed.

Because of their advanced capability, digital cameras have
recently been used in multiple transportation safety research
projects to capture drivers’ behaviors in a naturalistic driving
environment. Table 2.1 lists the studies discussed in this report.
Because of difficulties associated with older data collection
methods (e.g., videocassette tapes), emphasis was placed on
research conducted during recent years. A short description of
each project follows Table 2.1.
Project 1: Sleeper Berth

Conducted by the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute
(VTTI), this study examined drivers’ sleeping habits and
drowsiness with respect to crash risk. Two tractor trailers were
instrumented and loaned to trucking companies for their
extended runs. Data from 41 drivers were used. In total, 47
males and 9 females were involved in the study. The average
age was 43, with ages ranging from 28 to 63. On average, the
drivers had 13 years of driving experience. Data collection runs
lasted up to 240 h (6 to 10 days).

Continuous video data were recorded on four channels: 
driver’s face, forward roadway, left rear, and right rear. Data
were saved only for predefined critical incidents. If a specified
kinematic trigger was activated, the data acquisition system
(DAS) saved video and parametric data for 90 s before and 30 s
after the event. Predefined events included:

• Steering wheel moved faster than 3.64 rad/s;
• Lateral acceleration was greater than 0.3 g;
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• Longitudinal acceleration was greater than 0.25 g;
• Critical incident button was pressed;
• Vehicle crossed solid lane border;
• Time to collision (TTC) of 4 s or less;
• PERCLOS (percent eyelid closure) of 8% for 1 min;
• Driver subjectively assessed drowsiness as “extremely

fatigued or difficult to stay awake” or did not respond;
• Lane departure followed by a steering event (disabled if

turn signal was on); and
• A baseline data file, collected every 45 to 75 min.

In addition to the video-recorded data, the data collected
included vehicle network information (speed, accelerator,
brake pedal, and steering wheel); environmental monitoring
(temperature, illumination, vibration, and noise in decibels); X,
Y, and Z acceleration; and lane orientation using a SafeTRAC
lane tracking system, as well as some data generated after the
data reduction, such as eyeglance behavior and road type and
geometry (1–3).

Project 2: Automotive Collision
Avoidance System Field
Operational Test

The Automotive Collision Avoidance System (ACAS) FOT was
led by General Motors (GM) under a cooperative agreement
with the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT). The FOT
involved exposing a fleet of 11 ACAS-equipped Buick LeSabre
passenger cars to 12 months of naturalistic driving by drivers
from southeastern Michigan. The ACAS included a forward
crash warning (FCW) and an adaptive cruise control (ACC)
system. The FOT’s goal was to determine the feasibility of
the ACAS for widespread deployment from the perspective of
driving safety and driver acceptance. Ninety-six drivers partic-
ipated, resulting in 137,000 mi of driving. Results indicated
that the ACC was widely accepted by drivers, but the accept-
ance of the FCW was mixed (due to false alarms) and not found
to be significantly related to the FCW alert rate.
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Time Frame (Year)

Study (Institute That Conducted the Research) 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10

1. Sleeper Berth (VTTIa)
2. Automotive Collision Avoidance System Field Operational 

Test (UMTRIb)
3. Quality of Behavioral and Environmental Indicators Used 

to Infer the Intention to Change Lanes (Chemnitz 
University of Technology and INRETS)c

4. Lane Change Field Operational Test (VTTI)
5. Road Departure Crash Warning System Field Operational Test 

(UMTRI)
6. The 100-Car Study (VTTI)
7. Drowsy Driver Warning System Field Operational Test (VTTI)
8. Naturalistic Truck Driving Study (VTTI)
9. Naturalistic Driving Performance During Secondary Tasks 

(UMTRI)
10. Effect of In-Vehicle Video and Performance Feedback on 

Teen Driving Behavior (Iowa)
11. Naturalistic Teen Driving Study (VTTI)
12. Cooperative Intersection Collision Avoidance System  

for Violations (CICAS-V)—Infrastructure (VTTI)
13. Pilot Study to Test Multiple Medication Usage and Driving 

Functioning (NHTSAd)
14. Older Driver Field Operational Test (ongoing study) (VTTI)
15. Cooperative Intersection Collision Avoidance System for 

Violations (CICAS-V)—Pilot Field Operational Test (VTTI)
16. Volvo Driving Behavior Field Operational Test (ongoing 

study) (Volvo and SAFERe)

a Virginia Tech Transportation Institute
b University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute
c French National Institute for Transport and Safety Research (Institut National de Recherche sur les Transports et leur Sécurité)
d National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
e SAFER Vehicle and Traffic Safety Centre, Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden

Table 2.1. List of Studies Using In-Vehicle Cameras
Driver image data were collected for 8 s (4 s before and 
4 s after the event) when the ACAS was activated. Alerts
consisted of ACC engagements, collision warnings, hard
braking, and hard steering. In addition to the video data,
250 separate data signals were collected, including data 
for trip time history, trip transition, trip summary (dura-
tion and counts), trigger summary, buffered Controller
Area Network (CAN) packets, video time and image, and
audio data.

The data set also has a valid time stamp and global posi-
tioning system (GPS) data that can be used to link to weather
and other environmental data, such as traffic count and work
zones (4).

Project 3: Quality of Behavioral
and Environmental Indicators
Used to Infer the Intention 
to Change Lanes

The study was conducted by the Chemnitz University of Tech-
nology (Chemnitz, Germany) and the Institut National de
Recherche sur les Transports et leur Sécurité (INRETS) in
Bron, France. It focused on the examination and comparison
of selected behavioral and environmental indicators that pre-
dict the intention to change lanes. Data were collected on a
multilane motorway between Bron and the Lyon Interna-
tional Airport (in both directions), with a length of 31 mi in
an area of central France around the city of Lyon. The study
included 22 participants aged 24 to 58; among them, 10 were
female and 12 were male. Their driving experience ranged
from 2 to 39 years and annual driving distance ranged between
1,243 and 31,075 mi. Participants were required to drive a
Renault Scenic equipped to record and synchronize sensor
data and videos on this route.

Video signals were recorded from five sources: (1) stereo-
vision camera with radar for distance estimation to obstacles;
(2) front view; (3) rear view; (4) view from the left outside mir-
ror down to the road surface; and (5) view of the participant’s
head with indications of the eye tracker.

Data other than video data included speed, acceleration,
deceleration, yaw rate, driver’s eye movement, steering wheel
position, pedal use, turn signal, and inclination. Environmen-
tal data that included the distance to the car ahead and GPS
data were also gathered (5).
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Project 4: Lane Change Field
Operational Study

The main purpose of this VTTI study was to examine lane
change behavior. The study monitored the commutes of 
16 participants for approximately 1 month. Drivers commuted
on Route 460 through the New River Valley or on Interstates
81 and 581 in the Roanoke Valley. Commutes were 25 or more
miles in each direction to and from work.

Data would begin recording when a vehicle reached 35 mph
and stopped recording when the vehicle slowed to 25 mph. In
all, 24,000 vehicle miles of travel (VMT) data were collected.
More than 8,000 lane changes were identified in the full data
set and then classified by urgency and severity. Approximately
500 of the more urgent lane change events were analyzed in
depth.

Video data were recorded on five channels: driver’s face, 
forward roadway, rear view, and two side views. Data were
saved using 8-mm videotapes. Besides the video data, the vehi-
cle network information collected speed, accelerator, brake
pedal, steering wheel, and turn signal data, as well as lateral
acceleration, radar-collected information (one front and two
rear sensors), and reduced data, such as eyeglance behavior and
road type and geometry (6).

Project 5: Road Departure
Crash Warning System Field
Operational Test

The project was conducted under a cooperative agreement
between U.S. DOT and the University of Michigan Trans-
portation Research Institute (UMTRI) and its partners: Vis-
teon Corporation and AssistWare Technologies. This FOT was
designed to assess a Road Departure Crash Warning System
(RDCWS). Two areas were assessed: safety-related changes in
driver performance that may have been attributed to the sys-
tem and levels of driver acceptance in key areas. Testing
involved 11 passenger sedans equipped with the RDCWS
and a DAS that collected performance, video, and audio
data. Seventy-eight drivers participated for 4 weeks each, and
the resulting data set captured 83,000 mi of driving. Analysis
showed that drivers improved lane-keeping and reduced lane
excursions while the RDCWS was active. Driver acceptance of
the system was relatively positive, especially for the lateral drift
component of the system.

Two video cameras were mounted on the vehicle’s A-pillar:
one forward-looking and one aimed at the driver. The inside
camera also had a set of infrared light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
that provided nighttime illumination of the driver’s face.
The images of the driver’s face camera were captured in three
modes: at 0.5 Hz when the data system was on, during an
RDCWS alert captured for 8 s (4 s before and 4 s after the
event), and a batch of 50 driver images spaced every 0.2 s for
5 min at the beginning of the trip and every 5 min thereafter.

In addition to the video data, roughly 400 separate data sig-
nals were collected, including data for vehicle and driver infor-
mation, vehicle position, heading and motion, driver control
inputs, RDCWS driver displays, RDCWS intermediate values,
roadway environment, RDCWS and subsystem diagnostic
information, RDCWS radar data, and audio data.

The data set has a valid time stamp that can be used to link
to weather data and to link valid GPS data to other environ-
mental data, such as traffic count and work zones (7).

Project 6: The 100-Car Study

The 100-Car Study was undertaken by VTTI, which collected
large-scale naturalistic driving data from 100 vehicles in north-
ern Virginia for approximately 18 months (12 to 13 months
per vehicle). Drivers were given no special instructions, and the
majority (78 out of 100) drove their own vehicles. The result-
ing data set has 6.4 terabytes (TB) of approximately 2 million
VMT from 241 primary and secondary driver participants with
a 12- to 13-month data collection period for each vehicle. The
8,295 incidents recorded included 15 police-reported crashes,
67 other crashes, and 761 near crashes. A variety of crash risk
factors were analyzed.

Continuous video was collected on four channels at 30 Hz:
driver’s face, instrument panel (over driver’s right shoulder),
forward roadway, and rear roadway. The final data set contains
43,000 h of video. Vehicle network information (speed, brake
pedal, throttle, and turn signal); GPS (latitude, longitude, and
heading); and X, Y, and Z acceleration were also collected. For-
ward radar and rear radar were used to collect surrounding
information. Data reduction generated other data, such as
driver status, traffic flow, vehicle status, seat belt usage, and road
type and geometry.

Because of a malfunction in the GPS subsystem, the time data
are unreliable. Consequently, it is not possible to link some
environmental data from external databases, such as work zone
data and traffic condition data. The weather variable that has
been coded in the reduced data set is available (8–9).

Project 7: Drowsy Driver
Warning System Field
Operational Test

The Drowsy Driver Warning System (DDWS) study was con-
ducted by VTTI. The main purpose was to examine the effec-
tiveness of a mechanism that alerted drivers that they were
about to fall asleep (monitored using a PERCLOS meter).
VTTI instrumented 34 trucks with an experimental warning
system, video cameras, and a DAS. The final data set included
2.3 million VMT, 12 TB of data, and 46,000 h of driving.
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Continuous video collected data on four channels at 30 Hz:
driver’s face, forward roadway, left rear, and right rear. Addi-
tional data included vehicle network information (speed, brake
pedal, throttle, and turn signal), GPS (latitude, longitude, and
heading), lateral and longitudinal acceleration, forward radar-
collected data, and sleep quantity (measured by an activity
wristwatch).

After the data reduction, 16 crashes and 136 near crashes
were identified. Data were reduced to identify events based on
such information as:

• Lateral acceleration;
• Longitudinal acceleration;
• Lane deviation;
• Normalized lane position; and
• Forward TTC.

The following events were identified: baseline driving epoch,
crash, crash: tire strike (defined as any physical contact of tires
with other objects on the road), near crash (evasive maneuver),
crash-relevant conflict (evasive maneuver), crash-relevant
conflict (no evasive maneuver), or nonconflict. Other vari-
ables, such as seat belt usage, date, time, light, weather, work
zone, roadway condition, and traffic density, were also coded.
The status of the vehicle and driver before events was coded as
well (10).

Project 8: Naturalistic Truck
Driving Study

Conducted by VTTI, the Naturalistic Truck Driving Study
(NTDS) attempted to examine the crash risk factors of
commercial truck drivers. VTTI instrumented eight tractor
trailers to monitor truck-driving behavior. The data set
includes 735,000 VMT data, which amounts to 6.2 TB and
14,500 h of driving. Almost 3,000 critical events, such as
crashes, illegal maneuvers, and unintentional lane deviations,
were analyzed.

Continuous video data were collected on four channels:
driver’s face, forward roadway, left rear, and right rear. Addi-
tionally, the final data set has vehicle network information
(speed, brake pedal, throttle, and turn signal), GPS (latitude,
longitude, and heading), lateral and longitudinal accelera-
tion, forward and rear radar-collected data, and sleep quan-
tity (measured by an activity wristwatch). Data were reduced
based on the following triggers:

• Longitudinal acceleration (LA);
• Swerve;
• TTC;
• Lane deviation;
• Critical incident button; and
• Analyst identified.

Events identified from the data reduction included crash,
crash: tire strike, near crash, crash-relevant conflict, uninten-
tional lane deviation, and illegal maneuver. After the data
reduction, five crashes, 61 near crashes, 1,586 crash-relevant
conflicts, 1,215 unintentional lane deviations, and 5,069 base-
lines were identified (11).

Project 9: Naturalistic Driving
Performance During
Secondary Tasks

The purpose of the study, which was conducted by UMTRI, was
to determine the frequency and conditions under which driv-
ers engage in secondary behaviors and to explore the relation-
ship these behaviors might have to driving performance. Data
from 36 drivers involved in a naturalistic driving study were
divided into three age-groups and analyzed to determine the
frequency and conditions under which drivers engage in sec-
ondary behaviors, such as eating, drinking, and using a cellular
phone. Mean ages for drivers in this study were 25.1, 45.6, and
64.2 for the younger, middle, and older age-groups, respec-
tively. The data collected were also analyzed to explore the rela-
tionship these behaviors might have to driving performance.

A video camera was mounted to the inside of the vehicle’s
A-pillar and captured 5-s images of the driver’s face at 
10 frames/s at 5-min intervals. Researchers examined a repre-
sentative sample of 18,281 video clips from the FOT. The
sample was not associated with any RDCWS alerts, repre-
sented driving at least 25 mph, and included drivers with at
least 10 qualifying video clips. Researchers coded 1,440 5-s
video clips of the drivers’ faces for the occurrence of specific
secondary behaviors and the duration of glances away from
the forward scene.

Other performance data from instrumented vehicles were
used to calculate the variability of the steering angle, the mean
and the variability of lane position, the mean and the variabil-
ity of throttle position, and the variability of speed (12).

Project 10: Effect of In-Vehicle
Video and Performance
Feedback on Teen 
Driving Behavior

The study was conducted with 26 participants from a high
school in rural Iowa. Study periods consisted of a 9-week base-
line period followed by 40 weeks of video collection and feed-
back and 9 weeks of video collection without immediate
feedback. The study found that teen drivers showed a statisti-
cally significant decrease in triggering behaviors between the
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feedback and nonfeedback conditions, possibly indicating that
drivers became aware of their unsafe driving behaviors and
learned to improve their driving.

The study used a DriveCam camera mounted to the wind-
shield underneath the rearview mirror. The DriveCam is a
palm-sized device that integrates two cameras (in-cab and for-
ward view) and a wireless transmitter. Video data are continu-
ously buffered 24 h per day but only write to memory when a
threshold in latitudinal or longitudinal force is exceeded.
Twenty seconds of data (10 before and 10 after each “event
trigger”) were recorded. Event triggers included any event that
exceeded g-forces of .055 for lateral movement or 0.50 for lon-
gitudinal movement. If an event occurred, the drivers were
given immediate feedback.

In this data set, weather was coded as clear or cloudy; fog;
rain; mist; snow, sleet, or hail; or smoke or dust. Because no
GPS data were collected, location-related environmental data
cannot be linked to the data. However, the data were reduced
such that extensive environmental data (e.g., traffic condition,
work zones, and driver behavior data) are coded in the reduced
database by reductionists (13–14).

Project 11: Naturalistic Teen
Driving Study

The Naturalistic Teen Driving Study (NTNDS) was conducted
by VTTI. The primary purpose of the study was to evaluate and
quantify crash risk among teen drivers. VTTI installed DASs in
42 cars primarily driven by newly licensed teenage drivers in
the New River Valley area of Virginia. Naturalistic driving data
of the teens and a parent of each teen were collected during the
course of 18 months. The resulting data set has 500,000 VMT,
amounting to 5.1 TB of data.

Continuous video was collected on four channels: driver’s
face, instrument panel (over driver’s right shoulder), forward
roadway, and rear roadway. Two additional cameras would
periodically activate for a few seconds at a time. These cameras
provided views of the vehicle’s entire cabin (blurred to protect
passenger identities) and the lap area of the back seat.

Other data, such as GPS (latitude, longitude, and heading);
X, Y, and Z acceleration; forward radar-collected data; and
video-based lane tracking data, as well as reduced data (e.g.,
eyeglance behavior, time-of-day and ambient lighting, road
type and geometry, and traffic density), were available in the
resulting database (15).

Project 12: Cooperative
Intersection Collision
Avoidance System for
Violations Infrastructure

During the Cooperative Intersection Collision Avoidance Sys-
tem for Violations (CICAS-V), a VTTI and Collision Avoid-
ance Metrics Partnership (CAMP) collaborative project, the
first study was an infrastructure-based effort monitoring sig-
nalized and stop-controlled intersections. The study was
undertaken to model stopping behavior and the kinematic
factors that could lead to intersection violations.

Continuous video was collected. Stop-controlled inter-
sections generally had one camera focused on one particular
approach. Signalized intersections had four channels of video,
one for each approach. In total, 1.5 TB of video and radar data
were collected. Other data collected included lateral speed,
lateral and longitudinal acceleration, lateral and longitudinal
range, and lane tracking for approaching objects (16–17).

Project 13: Pilot Study to Test
Multiple Medication Usage 
and Driving Functioning

The study was performed by TransAnalytics for the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). Its purpose
was to explore the relationship between polypharmacy and
driving functioning through separate but related research activ-
ities. Driver performance evaluations, brake response time, and
functioning screening measures were conducted for the study
sample; drug profiles were documented through a “brown bag”
review by a licensed pharmacist. Field evaluation occurred on
routes in residential communities in the Hockessin, Delaware,
and Parkville, Maryland, vicinities.

Two miniature video cameras were used: one for the driver’s
face view and one for the forward road view. Cameras were
used in the field study of driver performance of 44 older adults.
Additionally, cameras were used in private cars of a subsample
of five individuals. The video data included the Advanced
System Format (ASF) with 704 × 496 resolutions and a 12-Hz
frame rate. Each trip was recorded in 10- to 100-s snippets
(depending on the amount of motion in the video), which were
later combined and rendered in postprocessing to produce 
single clips for subsequent video coding analysis. Recorders
were set to start recording automatically when powered on and
to stop recording when no motion was detected in the driver
face view camera for at least 30 s.

Other data, such as driving speed, brake response time, GPS,
onboard diagnostics (including vehicle speed, throttle position,
and engine speed), and date and time, were also recorded. The
lane-changing behavior of the drivers was manually recorded
by researchers in this study (18).

Project 14: Older Driver 
Field Operational Test

The purpose of the FOT, which is being conducted by
VTTI, is to study older drivers’ driving behavior. The data
collection process is still ongoing. The estimated resulting
data set should have 4,867 h of video data and 2.5 TB of
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video and binary data collected from 131,400 vehicle miles
of travel.

Four cameras are used to collect driving data: forward,
rear, driver’s face, and instrument panel over the driver’s
shoulder. Other data collected include latitude and longitude
acceleration, forward radar-collected data, lanetracker data
that tracks lane changing, GPS location, and acceleration.

Project 15: Cooperative
Intersection Collision
Avoidance System for
Violations Pilot Field
Operational Test

The Cooperative Intersection Collision Avoidance System for
Violations (CICAS-V) study was conducted by VTTI. This was
the second study performed during the CICAS-V project. It
was a pseudonaturalistic field test of a collision warning system
for both effectiveness and driver acceptance.

Continuous video was collected on four channels: driver’s
face, instrument panel (over the driver’s right shoulder), for-
ward roadway, and rear roadway. The study collected 214 giga-
bytes (GB) of data, which amounted to 194 h of data. Other
information, including vehicle network information (speed,
brake pedal, throttle, and turn signal); GPS (latitude, longi-
tude, and heading); X, Y, and Z acceleration; forward and rear
radar-collected data; and reduced data, such as eyeglance
behavior and map-matching variables, were also available. For
applicable intersections, only the distance to stop bar, time to
intersection crossing, lane number, and signal phase were also
gathered (19).

Project 16: Volvo Driving
Behavior Field Operational Test

The Swedish manufacturer Volvo is conducting an ongoing
study to compile a variety of data about driving behavior. The
research project is part of the European Union (EU) project
called EuroFOT, in which Volvo Cars and the SAFER Vehicle
and Traffic Safety Centre at Chalmers University of Technol-
ogy are engaged. The overall goal is to develop a safer, cleaner,
and more efficient road transportation system in Europe.
The study started in May 2008 and is expected to last 3 years.
Approximately 100 Volvo V70 and XC70 cars will be involved
in the data collection.

Cameras to record the driver’s head and eye movements, as
well as the view of the road and behind the car are installed in
the car to collect video data. A data logger will also be used to
record the information from the safety features in the car. Sys-
tems to be tested include Collision Warning with Auto Brake
(CWAB), ACC, Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS),
Driver Alert Control (DAC), and Blind Spot Information Sys-
tem (BLIS).
Concluding Remarks

As demonstrated in this chapter, there have been significant
efforts to gather naturalistic driver behavior using video and
other sensor systems. These data sources will be analyzed in
more detail in Chapter 3.
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C H A P T E R  3

Dimensions of Data Feasibility
To determine the feasibility of using data from projects based
on in-vehicle video data, the accuracy of two components of
the data is critical. The components are (1) the video data and
(2) parametric data, such as GPS data, radar-detected data,
and complementary data. It is preferable to have continu-
ously recorded and high-frequency data that are capable of
showing the details of drivers’ maneuvers, environment, and
vehicle status. The existence of complementary data and the
availability of, for example, flow data, crash data, and weather
data need to be investigated. An accurate time and location
stamp that enables a proper link between vehicle data and com-
plementary data is necessary to the vehicle and complementary
data sources. Figure 3.1 shows the conceptual relationship
between the data sets to be analyzed and the potential travel
time reliability improvement measures.

Some of the studies listed in Table 2.1 are readily suitable
to serve the research purpose of this study. The quality of
vehicle data and complementary data of each data set are dis-
cussed individually in this section.
Quality of Vehicle Data

The following data sets were eliminated from the candidate
list after examining the data size, quality, and availability.

Project 1: Sleeper Berth

The Sleeper Berth project instrumented two tractor trailers
with cameras and DASs. Data from only 41 drivers were used
in this study. Because of data acquisition limitations at the
time the data were gathered, this data set is event-triggered.
Consequently, it is not considered in the current study.

Project 3: Quality of Behavioral 
and Environmental Indicators Used 
to Infer the Intention to Change Lanes

This data set contains only 22 participants, and the data were
collected in France. Because of the small sample size, potential
differences in driver behavior relative to that in North Amer-
15
ica, and the challenge of using data from another country, this
data set is considered unsuitable.

Project 4: Lane Change FOT

Because this is an older data set, only the most urgent lane
change events have been converted to digital video. Significant
effort and time would be required to digitize the data. Conse-
quently, this data set is deemed unsuitable for the current study.

Project 9: Naturalistic Driving Performance
During Secondary Tasks

This study used a small subset of data collected during the
RDCWS FOT conducted by UMTRI. Because the RDCWS
FOT is included in this research effort and is discussed in detail
later, this subset of the data set is not considered further.

Project 10: Effect of In-Vehicle Video 
and Performance Feedback 
on Teen Driving Behavior

Instead of continuously recording data, the video cameras
in this study were trigger-activated. Therefore, this data set
is eliminated from further consideration.

Project 12: CICAS-V Infrastructure

The CICAS-V infrastructure study collected almost 1.5 TB
of video and radar data for approaching vehicles at several
instrumented signalized intersections. Driver image data
were not collected in this study. The videos were installed at
the intersections to capture vehicle movements and thus are
not in-vehicle video data. Consequently, this data set is not
considered further.

Project 13: Pilot Study to Test Multiple
Medication Usage and Driving Functioning

According to the consent forms for the study, NHTSA 
is not allowed to share the video data with other parties. 
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Figure 3.1. Relationship between project data sets and travel time reliability improvement.
Consequently, the team would not have access to the data,
and thus it is not considered further.

Project 14: Older Driver FOT

Data collection for this study is under way. It is anticipated
that the data should be available in early 2010. Although the
resulting data set has great potential to be used for future
studies, it cannot be used in this study, given that the data
are still being gathered.

Project 15: CICAS-V Pilot FOT

The CICAS-V pilot study has a relatively small data set. Only
87 drivers were recruited for this study, which involved driv-
ing an experimental vehicle on a predetermined short route
(approximately 40 mi). The driving data were not collected
using a completely naturalistic method, and the length and
roadways of the route are limited; therefore, this data set is
excluded from the analysis.

Project 16: Volvo Driving Behavior FOT

This study commenced in May 2008 and is expected to last
for 3 years. It will still be ongoing by the time this research
effort ends. Therefore, this study is excluded.

Data Sets After Initial Screening

After the initial filtering, the resulting valid data sets are listed
in Table 3.1. As can be seen from the table, data for Project 2
were collected in southeastern Michigan. For Project 5, data
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Table 3.1. Locations of Candidate Studies

Candidate Data Set Dimensions MI DC DE MD NJ NY PA VA WV

Project 2. ACAS FOT ✔

Project 5. RDCWS FOT ✔

Project 6. 100-Car Study ✔ ✔ ✔

Project 7. DDWS FOT ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Project 8. NTDS ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Project 11. NTNDS ✔
were collected in southeastern Michigan, including Detroit and
surrounding suburbs and rural areas, resulting in 2,500 h of
video data. For Project 6, data were collected in the Washing-
ton, D.C., northern Virginia, and Maryland areas, resulting
in 43,000 h of video data. For Project 7, drivers were recruited
in Roanoke, South Boston, Stuarts Draft, and Cloverdale,
Virginia, as well as in Charlotte, North Carolina. Data were
collected for long-haul (cross-country) trips, as well as for
overnight express (out-and-back) operations throughout
the Mid-Atlantic area, resulting in 46,000 h of video data.
For Project 8, drivers were recruited at trucking centers in
Charlotte, Kernersville, and Henderson, North Carolina, and
in Roanoke, Gordonsville, and Mount Crawford, Virginia.
Data were collected for trucking runs throughout the Mid-
Atlantic region, resulting in 14,500 h of video data. For Proj-
ect 11, data were collected in the New River and Roanoke
Valleys in Virginia, resulting in 16,644 h of driving data,
including 10,754 h of teen driving data.

Quality of External Data

Using in-vehicle video data to help assess the role of driver
behavior in nonrecurring congestion requires analyzing not
only the vehicle and driver data but also the complementary
data. For instance, it has been documented that weather affects
driving behavior and performance and leads to longer follow-
ing distances, thereby decreasing throughput at intersections
and resulting in longer travel time. Another factor that has
been shown to affect crash risk is the occurrence of a prior
incident. Driver behavior in the vicinity of traffic control devices
also contributes to nonrecurring congestion. Finally, previous
studies in the Los Angeles conurbation have shown that more
vehicle-hours of delay result from extraordinary and acciden-
tally occurring traffic disturbances (nonrecurring) than from
regularly occurring network overloading during typical daily
peak hours (recurring).

Although some of the complementary data can be obtained
from data reduction (e.g., the traffic condition is a variable
recorded by data reductionists while they were viewing video
data to describe the surrounding traffic), the availability of
weather, traffic condition, crash, and work zone data in related
states is investigated to provide a consistent data set across the
studies and to avoid potential subjective bias brought by data
reductions.

Weather data can be reliably obtained by acquiring data
from a nearby weather station. Figure 3.2 shows the locations
of weather stations in the related states. As can be seen from the
map, weather stations are densely located and thus there is a
high possibility of linking a vehicle location to a nearby weather
station through GPS data. Out of 592 weather stations, 253 are
either Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) stations
or Automated Weather Observing System (AWOS) stations.

Weather stations using ASOS are located at airports. ASOS
is supported by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
the National Weather Service (NWS), and the Department of
Defense (DOD). The system provides weather observations that
include temperature, dew point, wind, altimeter setting, visibil-
ity, sky condition, and precipitation. Five hundred sixty-nine
FAA-sponsored and 313 NWS-sponsored ASOS stations are
installed at airports throughout the United States. The weather
reports by ASOS that could be used in this study are of METAR
type (Aviation Routine Weather Reports) and contain precipi-
tation type, precipitation intensities (in./h), and visibility read-
ings (m). ASOS visibility measurements are performed at 30-s
increments using a forward scatter sensor to compute 1-min
average extinction coefficients (sum of the absorption and scat-
tering coefficients). For this purpose, a photocell that identifies
the time of day (day or night) is used to select the appropri-
ate equation for use in the procedure. ASOS computes a 1-min
average visibility level that is used to compute a 10-min moving
average (MA) visibility level. This value is then rounded down
to the nearest reportable visibility level. The system uses
precipitation identification sensors to determine the type 
of precipitation (rain, snow, or freezing rain). Precipitation
intensity is recorded as liquid-equivalent precipitation accumu-
lation measurements using a Heated Tipping Bucket (HTB)
gauge. The HTB has a resolution of 0.01 in. and an accuracy of
±0.02 in., or 4% of the hourly total, whichever is greater.
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Figure 3.2. Weather station locations.
AWOS is one of the oldest automated weather stations
and predates ASOS. It is a modular system utilizing a central
processor that receives input from multiple sensors. Oper-
ated and controlled by the FAA, state and local governments,
and some private agencies, the AWOS reports weather infor-
mation at 20-min intervals but does not report special obser-
vations for rapidly changing weather conditions. Depending
on the different varieties, AWOS observes different indices.
The most common type, AWOS-III, observes temperature
and the dew point in degrees Celsius, wind speed and direc-
tion in knots, visibility, cloud coverage and ceiling up to
12,000 ft, and altimeter setting. Additional sensors, such as
for freezing rain and thunderstorms, have recently become
available.

Traffic count data are available in all the states that were
studied. The state of Virginia has extensive locations of traf-
fic count stations. There are more than 72,000 stations, 470
of which collect continuous data. A subset from the Virginia
Count Station list—the traffic count locations in the city of
Richmond—is shown in Figure 3.3. The traffic count stations
in West Virginia are shown in Figure 3.4. There are approx-
imately 60 permanent count stations in West Virginia, and
one-third of the state is counted each year in a Coverage
Count Program. In Pennsylvania, there are 116 continuous
stations out of 30,661 count stations. Figure 3.5 shows a sub-
set of the traffic count stations in Pittsburgh. Figure 3.6 shows
traffic count stations in Delaware.

A sample of the longitudinal and latitudinal information
of one traffic count station on link ID 507002 is shown in
Table 3.2. Table 3.3 demonstrates a sample of the raw traf-
fic counts collected by that station at 15-min intervals by
vehicle class in the state of Virginia. Traffic conditions (e.g.,
traffic density and level of service) can be inferred from the
counts. The longitudinal and latitudinal fields can then be
used to link in-vehicle GPS data and traffic count data.
Some states have location information for the stations listed
as mileposts and street names that can be digitized when
necessary.

Crash data are readily available for every state, although
some have stringent data privilege requirements. Some states,
such as New Jersey and Michigan, have online crash databases
from which the information can be downloaded. The District
of Columbia DOT coded their crashes with work zone infor-
mation if there was a work zone in the surrounding area
when the crash happened. Table 3.4 provides a crash sample
from Washington, D.C. Because of space limitations, only



Figure 3.3. Traffic count stations in Richmond, Va.
Figure 3.4. Traffic count stations in West Virginia.
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Figure 3.5. Traffic count stations in Pittsburgh, Pa.
some of the variables in the original database are listed here.
Other information, such as road condition, light condition,
weather, and the sobriety of involved drivers, is listed in the
original database.

Crash and traffic volume data are typically saved in a data-
base, but work zone data usually are not. This is especially true
for completed road work. Most states have ongoing projects
recorded in the database, but completed projects are not stored.
A few states have incomplete data or data that are not in suffi-
cient condition for use. For example, as of August 2008 in the
state of Virginia, the 511 system has used a program called VA
Traffic to log information. Before August 2008, there was lim-
ited free-text-based information recording the scheduled start
and end of road work. For the state of Pennsylvania, the work
zone data are only available for projects that occur on state high-
ways. Table 3.5 provides a sample of the work zone data from
West Virginia.

Table 3.6 summarizes the availability of complementary
data in related states. Online sources from which data can be
downloaded are listed in the footnotes.
Evaluation of Candidate 
Data Sets

To help determine the feasibility of candidate databases, a
multidimensional criterion is established for the data sources.
These dimensions include comprehensiveness, video data
quality, vehicle data, linkages, and data format and structure.
Table 3.7 provides a detailed explanation and definition for
each feasibility dimension.
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Figure 3.6. Traffic count stations in Delaware.

Color version of this figure: www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/165281.aspx.
Table 3.2. Location of Traffic Station

Link ID Counter Sensor Physical Location Latitude Longitude

507002 1 1 0.205 mi from Country Club 37.21934 −80.4056
Each candidate database is evaluated on each dimension to
demonstrate the suitability for further analysis. At the same
time, the legal restriction for each data set is examined. Cer-
tain data sets have IRB restrictions, meaning that the data col-
lected in that study are restricted for external usage and need
to be eliminated from the candidate pool. Some studies col-
lected video data at a lower frequency and, therefore, are not
suitable for this study.
To quantitatively evaluate each qualified candidate data-
base, a composite feasibility score is computed to reflect the
database’s strengths and weaknesses, as displayed in Table 3.8.
Each dimension receives a seven-point scale score, ranging
from 1, representing a low score (e.g., small sample and
data available only in raw form), to 7, representing a high
score (e.g., large, representative sample and data in reduced
form). In computing the score, each feasibility category is
assigned a weight so that the sum of weights across all cat-
egories totals 100 (e.g., the weight for the feasibility cate-
gory comprehensiveness is 15). Within each feasibility
category the various measures that constitute a category are
assigned a score so that the sum of scores within a category
is 10. For example, the comprehensiveness category includes
four measures: (1) driver population, (2) types of road-
ways, (3) types of trips, and (4) types of vehicles. These mea-
sures are assigned a weight of 4, 4, 1, and 1, respectively. The
weights are used to compute a weighted average score for
each feasibility category. The feasibility category scores are
then used to compute a weighted average overall score
between 1 and 7. The quality of video data is vital to this
project. Some dimensions, such as whether the driver’s face
and hand movements can be clearly seen or whether the sur-
rounding vehicles can be accurately located by the radar sen-
sors, receive greater weights to emphasize the importance of
those data to this study.

To further illustrate the scoring methodology, the pro-
cedure is demonstrated using the 100-Car data set. The
score for the comprehensiveness category is computed as
the weighted average of the four measures that constitute
this category as

This computation is repeated for each of the remaining
feasibility categories (video data quality, vehicle data, link-
ages, and data format and structure). The overall score is
then computed as the weighted average of the various cat-
egory scores as

6.50

100

× + × + × + × + × =15 6 20 40 6 11 20 2 67 20 7 00 5
5
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Table 3.3. Sample of Traffic Count Data in Virginia

Link ID Direction Lane Start Date and Time Interval Class Quality Class 15

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 7:00 15 1 4

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 7:15 15 1 6

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 7:30 15 1 20

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 7:45 15 1 26

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 8:00 15 1 20

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 8:15 15 1 26

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 8:30 15 1 32

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 8:45 15 1 20

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 9:00 15 1 22

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 9:15 15 1 8

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 9:30 15 1 10

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 9:45 15 1 10

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 10:00 15 1 6

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 10:15 15 1 4

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 10:30 15 1 7

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 10:45 15 1 11

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 11:00 15 1 8

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 11:15 15 1 6

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 11:30 15 1 10

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 11:45 15 1 18

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 12:00 15 1 4

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 12:15 15 1 16

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 12:30 15 1 18

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 12:45 15 1 12

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 13:00 15 1 18

507002 1 1 3/15/2007 13:15 15 1 9
Table 3.4. Crash Sample Data from Washington, D.C.

No. of No. of 
No. of No. of Passengers Passengers 

Date Time Report Type Street Block Vehicles Injuries in Car 1 in Car 2

01/22/07 19:20 1/22/07 Injury Good Hope Rd. 2300 2 1 1 2

01/22/07 19:20 1/22/07 Prop. Damage Benning Rd. 3330 1 0 1 0

01/23/07 12:20 1/23/07 DC Property Benning Rd. 4500 2 0 1 1

08/12/07 11:25 8/12/07 Injury Southern Ave. 4400 2 1 1 0

08/12/07 14:00 8/12/07 Hit and Run 57th St. 100 2 0 1 0
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Table 3.5. Sample Work Zone Data from West Virginia

County Route Project Description Miles Start Date Completion Date

Braxton WV 4 Replace Drainage, Gassaway–Sutton Road 0.68 9/25/2008 9/28/2008

Braxton I-79 Reset Bearings, Sutton/Gassaway Bridge 0.22 5/28/2008 7/28/2008

Braxton I-79 Resurfacing, County 19/26–Flatwoods 2.76 6/28/2008 10/31/2008

Braxton I-79 Resurfacing, Flatwoods–Burnsville Road 3.74 5/28/2008 10/31/2008

Braxton I-79 Resurfacing, WV 5–Burnsville 3.95 6/28/2008 10/31/2008

Brooke WV 2 Beech Bottom–Wellsburg Road 4.32 7/28/2008 10/28/2008

Brooke WV 2 Follansbee–Coketown Road 2.09 7/1/2008 10/28/2008
Table 3.6. Environmental Data of Candidate Studies

Traffic Work Crash 
State Count Zone Log Log

Virginia Yes Yesa Yes

Delaware Yes No Yes

Maryland Yes No Yes

Washington, D.C. Yesb Yesc Yes

New Yorkd Yese Yes Yes

New Jersey Yesf No Yesg

Pennsylvaniah Yes Yes Yes

West Virginia Yesi Yesj Yesk

Michigan Yes No Yes

aData before August 2008 incomplete.
bData available at http://ddot.dc.gov/DC/DDOT/About+DDOT/Maps/Traffic+
Volume+Maps. According to DDOT, the data were collected using portable
counters every 3 years and are converted to Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT)
as shown on the map.
cData available online at http://app.ddot.dc.gov/information_dsf/construction/
index.asp?pro=COM&wardno=1.
dOnline real-time data available at www.511ny.org/traffic.aspx.
eOnline data available at http://gis.nysdot.gov/tdv/.
fOnline data available at www.state.nj.us/transportation/refdata/roadway/traffic_
counts/.
gOnline data available at www.state.nj.us/transportation/refdata/accident/
rawdata01-03.shtm.
hOnline real-time data available at www.dot7.state.pa.us/TravelerInformation/.
iAADT data online at www.wvdot.com/3_roadways/rp/TA%20Traffic%20files/
SecBcounts.htm.
jReal-time work zone information online www.transportation.wv.gov/highways/
traffic/Pages/roadconditions.aspx. Historical work zone data available for the
past 2–3 years.
kwww.transportation.wv.gov/highways/traffic/Pages/default.aspx.
The results show that the NTDS and the NTNDS score the
highest, with high scores for video, vehicle, and format struc-
ture measures. Although these data sets are limited in terms
of population or vehicle coverage, the weights assigned to
these categories were lower; thus the final score is still consid-
ered high relative to the other studies. The next two studies
are the 100-Car Study and the DDWS FOT. Noteworthy is
the fact that the truck and teen driver studies scored low in
the comprehensiveness category because they are restricted
either to specific vehicle types or specific driver populations.
Given that the focus of this project is to investigate the feasi-
bility of using video data to characterize driver behavior
before nonrecurring congestion, this feasibility category is
not assigned a high weight.

All the data sources are accessible to the research team,
although some limitations may apply. For example, the teen
study conducted by VTTI, which studied minors, would
require special procedures before any data mining could be
conducted. Specifically, data for this study are strictly limited
to VTTI researchers, and data reduction can be conducted
only in a separate laboratory in which data reductionists can-
not be seen by other personnel. Special instructions should be
given to reductionists regarding what to do if they find sensi-
tive data or if they meet participants socially and other such
conduct instructions. The resulting qualified data sets are
listed in Table 3.8. As can be seen from the table, Projects 6,
7, 8, and 11 score relatively higher than the other projects
overall. These projects collected data with fewer flaws in video
data. Postprocessing of that data will require fewer monetary
and human resources.
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Table 3.7. Definitions of Dimensions

Feasibility Dimensions Definitions

Institutional Review Board (IRB)

Comprehensiveness

Driver population

Types of roadways

Types of trips

Types of vehicles

Video Data Quality

Driver’s hand and foot movements captured

Driver’s face captured

Front view

Side view

Rear view

Vehicle Data

Lane location for each target

Projected collision time

Speed

Headway

Accelerometer

Braking

GPS

Lane-changing behavior

Lateral placement

Linkages

Ability to link to environmental data

Ability to link to operational data

Ability to link to special-event data

Ability to link to incident data

Ability to link to traffic control devices

Ability to link to work zone data

Data Format and Structure

Sampling rate suitability

Event or continuous

Reduced or raw

Do the consent forms used in the study allow for the data to be released to third parties?

Does the data set contain a sample of heterogeneous drivers (e.g., teens, older adults, novices)?

Are multiple driving locations (freeways, urban settings, rural roads) represented in the data set?

Does the data set contain different trips that occurred at different times during the day (e.g.,
peak and nonpeak)?

Does the data set contain multiple vehicle types?

Can the driver’s hands and feet be clearly seen in the video?

Does the video resolution allow for eyeglance reduction? Is it possible to see driver–passenger
interactions and other sources of distraction?

Do the camera views allow verification of interaction between the vehicle and other vehicles in sight?

Do camera views outside the vehicle allow the researcher to see what the driver is responding
to by the side of the vehicle?

Will the following vehicle be seen in the video?

Are radar data available for calculating lane locations for other targets?

Is TTC available in the data set or can it be calculated by data reductionists?

Is vehicle speed available?

Is headway available (either distance or time headway)?

Is acceleration measured?

Is braking behavior recorded in the data?

Are GPS data available to identify the vehicle’s location?

Is lane-changing behavior coded in the data or in the reduced data?

Is the lateral placement of the vehicle measured?

Is it possible to link the data to environmental data (such as weather) using the time and 
location information?

Will it be possible to link the vehicle data with the surrounding operational data, such as traffic
volume or congestion?

Is the time stamp valid to link the data to a surrounding special event?

Are the crash data available to be linked to the data sets?

Can any traffic control devices (e.g., traffic light, stop sign, yield sign) be linked to the data set?

Can work zone data be linked to the data set?

Is the sampling rate of the data collection sufficient to understand driver behavior and traffic
conditions outside the vehicle?

Does the data set contain continuous driving behavior, or just segments that are event-triggered?

Is the data set already in a format that would allow for efficient analysis (reduced), or are the data
only available in a raw format?
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Table 3.8. Scale Scores of Candidate Studies

Project 5:
Road Project 7:

Project 2: Departure Drowsy Project 8: Project 11:
ACAS Crash Driver Naturalistic Naturalistic
Field Warning Project 6: Warning Truck Teen

Operational System 100-Car System Driving Driving
Feasibility Dimensions (Score) Weight Test (FOT) FOT Study FOT Study Study

Legal Restrictions (0/1) 1 1 1 1 1 1

Comprehensiveness 15 6.40 6.40 6.50 3.40 3.80 5.30

Driver population 4 7 7 6 4 5 3

Types of roadways 4 7 7 7 4 4 7

Types of trips 1 7 7 6 1 1 6

Types of vehicles 1 1 1 7 1 1 7

Video Data Quality 40 3.40 3.40 6.20 7.00 7.00 6.20

Driver’s hand and foot movements
captured 2 1 1 7 7 7 7

Driver’s face captured 2 7 7 7 7 7 7

Front view 2 7 7 7 7 7 7

Side view 2 1 1 3 7 7 3

Rear view 2 1 1 7 7 7 7

Vehicle Data 20 7.00 5.33 6.11 6.00 7.00 6.33

Lane location for each target 1 7 4 5 7 7 5

Projected collision time 1 7 1 7 7 7 7

Speed 1 7 7 7 7 7 7

Headway 1 7 1 7 7 7 7

Accelerometer 1 7 7 7 7 7 7

Braking 1 7 7 7 7 7 7

GPS 1 7 7 5 4 7 7

Lane-changing behavior 1 7 7 5 7 7 5

Lateral placement 1 7 7 5 1 7 5

Linkages 20 5.5 5.5 2.67 3.17 5.50 5.83

Ability to link to environmental data 2 7 7 2 3 7 7

Ability to link to operational data 2 7 7 2 3 7 7

Ability to link to special-event data 2 4 4 2 4 4 4

Ability to link to incident data 2 7 7 2 3 7 7

Ability to link to traffic control devices 2 6 6 6 3 6 6

Ability to link to work zone data 2 2 2 2 3 2 4

Data Format and Structure 5 5.20 5.20 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00

Sampling rate suitability 1 7 7 7 7 7 7

Event or continuous 6 7 7 7 7 7 7

Raw or reduced 3 1 1 7 7 7 7

Overall Score (1–7) 5.1 4.7 5.6 5.5 6.2 6.1



C H A P T E R  4

Develop a Methodology for Analyzing Data
A list of data elements has been identified from the quali-
fied data sets in Chapter 3. From the various data sets, data
elements that need to be considered could include video and
vehicle kinematic data, in-vehicle and surrounding environ-
mental data, vehicle- and infrastructure-based data, and raw
and reduced data. Processing and analyzing the data requires
addressing data storage issues, data storage configuration,
reduction, and the computing necessary to analyze each data
set. Because the candidate studies identified earlier are con-
ducted by VTTI or UMTRI, the data computation capability
of these two institutes is discussed briefly.

Data Storage and Computation
Requirements

Naturalistic data collection studies that include video data usu-
ally generate large files that require professional management.
Consequently, research data at VTTI are stored on the Virtual
Library System (VLS) Storage Area Network (SAN) that oper-
ates within a dedicated private network. These data are isolated
from VTTI’s operational network and all other networks,
including the web, by high-end firewall hardware managed by
VTTI’s Information Technology Group (ITG). All network
connections within VTTI are high-speed Gigabit Ethernet.
The data sets can be accessed using a dedicated, high-speed
structured query language (SQL) server and by means of spe-
cial application servers using Microsoft Sequel Server, MatLab,
or SAS. Figure 4.1 shows the data center at VTTI.

The data center has the following features:

• Emergency power provided by an on-site diesel generator
that supplies backup power for the data center, emergency
lighting, and a telecommunications closet;

• External wide area network (WAN) speeds equal to an OC-3
(45 Mbps, approximately 30 times that of a T-1 connection);

• A dedicated climate control system with a backup contin-
gency system;
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• Remote monitoring alarm system for indication of fire,
smoke, intrusion, power outage, climate control failure,
hardware failure, water presence, and high temperature;

• Elevated flooring system;
• High physical security with steel-reinforced structural walls;
• Limited personnel accessibility; and
• Two 600-ft2 secure data reduction laboratories that house

high-end Dell workstations.

VTTI’s Data Services Center server room houses the fol-
lowing equipment:

• 250+ Dell-branded business-class desktops, laptops, and
laboratory workstations;

• 15+ high-availability, high-performance Dell PowerEdge
servers;

• More than 60 TB of redundant high-speed storage with
short-term expandability exceeding 100 TB;

• Redundant optical SAN switch/routers;
• A large-capacity backup system that includes a tape library

capable of handling 12 GB of data per min; and
• Network connections that are all high-speed Gigabit Ether-

net (VTTI was a pioneer in implementing this technology
for every network portal).

The computing requirements necessary for data manipu-
lation and analysis are a result of the data size, data storage
configuration, reduction needs, and analysis requirements.
The VTTI team created codes that extract subsets of data for
analysis purposes in multiple software environments, includ-
ing MatLab, SAS, and SQL. An example of a flowchart for a
MatLab function to extract a subset of data on a defined high-
way section is provided in Figure 4.2.

Besides the existing commercial software, VTTI developed
proprietary data-viewing software, the Data Analysis and
Reduction Tool (DART), to allow synchronized viewing of
driver performance (parametric) data and video and audio
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Figure 4.1. Environmentally controlled and secured
VTTI data center.
 

Figure 4.2. Sample flowchart of a MatLab function.
streams. This system allows researchers and data reductionists
to work directly with large databases while providing ease of
use and improved accuracy. As shown in Figure 4.3, reduction-
ists can select specific variables and customize the interface of
the illustration. While the video is playing, the software will
draft charts for those variables along the time axis synchro-
nized with the video. When multiple targets are sensed by radar
units, the charts are color coded for better viewing.
Similar to the data storage and calculation capability of
VTTI, UMTRI has developed its data collection, storage,
and computation capability over the years. UMTRI has devel-
oped large, driver-vehicle databases since the mid-1990s. By
the end of 2006, approximately 1 million vehicle miles of data
had been collected. The data archive at UMTRI is maintained
on an Internet-accessible system for on-demand access by
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Figure 4.3. DART developed by VTTI.
registered users. Acquired data sets go through rigorous data
quality assurance and validation procedures and can be refor-
matted for use in standard analytical systems (e.g., ADAAS,
SAS, and SPSS) and on multiple software platforms. Two
servers hosted UMTRI data when it was first collected in 2004
through 2005. The first server is a Dell PowerEdge 4600 with a
12-GB system drive, a 546-GB RAID 10 drive containing data-
base data files, and a 124-GB RAID 1 drive containing database
log files. The server runs Windows 2003 Server SP2 and
Microsoft SQL Server 2005. The video files are stored on a sep-
arate Dell PowerEdge 4600 with a 1.2-TB logical drive. The
servers are among several servers housing data from six FOTs
and dozens of other projects that are located in a small, secure
server room. UMTRI uses data structures that are intended to
provide fast access so that custom tools allow users to access
video in any project within 5 s. Direct access to the data and
video is available for authorized users located within UMTRI,
throughout the university, and within selected research part-
ners, including access to all tools from remote locations.

The descriptions provided summarize the data computation
and storage abilities of VTTI and UMTRI. Data-processing
capability does not have to achieve such levels to conduct video
data–related research. Data storage and reduction will be satis-
factory to make a judgment about nonrecurring congestion
caused by driver behavior as long as the equipment can 
(1) secure the data so that only authorized personnel can access
it; (2) be large enough to accommodate the video data, radar
data, and associated vehicle and external data; (3) organize a
relational database so that the data can be queried and retrieved
efficiently; and (4) allow synchronized playback of the video
data together with other vehicle and external data.

Data Reduction and Crash and
Near-Crash Detection

As stated, data collection studies that include video data usually
generate large files. The 100-Car Study raw data set, including
both video and vehicle kinematic data, requires 7 TB of data
storage. Reduced data sets require much less storage capacity.
The quality of reduced data sets should be sufficient for the
purposes of this study.

With the exception of the NTNDS, which is still involved
in an ongoing data reduction effort (see Table 3.7), the other
three VTTI data sets and the two UMTRI FOT studies have
been reduced and are discussed in detail in this chapter. The
data reduction methodology, criteria to identify crashes and
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near crashes, and the associated weather and traffic condi-
tions at the point that crashes and near crashes occurred are
enumerated.

Project 2: Automotive Collision Avoidance
System Field Operational Test

The original purpose of the study was to test the effectiveness of
the FCW and ACC systems developed and integrated by GM
and Delphi. The FCW delivers a warning when there is a for-
ward crash possibility, and the ACC system maintains a safe
headway. In addition to these systems, a DAS developed by
UMTRI was installed on the test vehicles. The DAS deployed in
this study organized data by trips. The system started to collect
data each time the vehicle ignition was turned on and stopped
when the engine was stopped. After each trip, files comprising
the time history, transition, trip summary, triggered summary,
raw CAN, video (each record contains a time and the bitmap
image), and audio were recorded in the DAS.

The video system had two cameras: a forward camera and a
face camera. The forward scene was recorded continuously at
1 Hz, and the driver’s face was sampled at 5 Hz for 4 s every
5 min. Exposure video was saved simultaneously. One of the
following triggers enabled the video system to capture a retro-
spective clip, 8 s of video data (5 s before the event and 3 s after
for the forward camera; 4 s before and 4 s after for the face
camera), and saved the data to disk. These were activated by
(1) a driver comment button; (2) Conventional Cruise Con-
trol (CCC) and ACC engagement events; (3) FCW events; and
(4) hard-braking events.

The files recorded by the triggers were sent to UMTRI by
way of cell modem for the purpose of preparing and facilitat-
ing the participant debriefing. When the car was returned to
UMTRI, software was used to process and view data, as shown
in Figure 4.4 (1). Correspondingly, there were two phases of
data reduction. The first phase was completed by the DAS as
the vehicles were being driven by the participants. The onboard
data-processing system generated CAN message lists and his-
tograms for multiple variables, as well as an inventory file with
all triggers. The second phase involved the processing of data by
analysts after the vehicle was returned to UMTRI. The resulting
data set of the ACAS FOT contained approximately 164 GB of
data. Invalid trips were filtered out by discarding trips with
any of the following attributes: zero distance; maximum speed
less than 20 mph; system health histogram not okay; critical
okay less than 90%; frozen threat index; radar malfunction; or
non-FOT subject driving.
exceed 2 m/s. Specifically, the weather was coded as 0 for “dry,”
1 for “wet,” and 2 for “snow covered.” As defined in the data
reduction dictionary, the road was classified as wet if it was wet
from snow but not snow covered. Also, any moisture on the
road was classified as wet; there did not need to be standing
water. A snow-covered classification would have included ice-
covered if it was observed. If any portion of the road, including
turn lanes, were covered in snow, the classification was snow
covered. The traffic density was coded using the number of vis-
ible traffic counts in the front camera, as shown in Figure 4.5
(1), in which “sparse” describes the top figure for which
smoothed traffic count is less than 1.5 targets, “moderate”
describes the middle figure for which smoothed traffic count is
between 1.5 and 4.0 targets, and “dense” describes the bottom
figure for which smoothed traffic count is greater than 4.0 tar-
gets. The reduced data dictionary appears in Appendix A (1).

Although the reduced data set included a description of
secondary tasks (e.g., cell phone use, eating, drinking, smok-
ing, and grooming), hand location, and eye location, it did
not specify if the behavior was a contributing factor to the
event. The team explored the possibility of conducting addi-
tional data reduction to identify contributing factors but real-
ized that the RDCWS FOT conducted by UMTRI (Project 5)
has a similar but more sophisticated data structure compared
with that for this project; that data set fits better with the cur-
rent research goal. Also, the data transferring of this project
has issues because of a waiver signed by the participants to
allow for secondary usage of the data. To complete the addi-
tional data reduction for the UMTRI studies in a timely man-
ner, it was decided that the team would focus on the data
collected from Project 5, and the results of data reduction
performed by the team are discussed in Chapter 8.
Project 5: Road Departure Crash Warning
System Field Operational Test

The research goal was to study the effectiveness and acceptance
of the RDCWS, in which a Lane Departure Warning System
(LDWS), a Curve Speed Warning System (CSWS), and a DAS
were equipped onboard to provide warnings and collect data.
The LDWS used a camera to observe visual features that delin-
eate lane and road edges and a set of onboard radar units to
modulate the warnings when potentially dangerous objects
were sensed. The CSWS used GPS technology and a digital
map to anticipate curve location and radius. The CSWS issued
an alert when the speed was detected to be unsafe for the curve.
The DAS, developed and managed by UMTRI, collected
data from the RDCWS CAN bus, two radar buses, two video
streams, an audio stream, and several other instruments. Data
variables collected in this study are listed in Table 4.1 (2).
While the video data were examined, environmental fac-
tors (e.g., weather and traffic density), target characteristics,
driver behavior, alert classification, and the driving scenario
were identified and classified. A total of 634 alerts were man-
ually examined wherever the target speed was estimated to
The two video cameras—one capturing the driver’s face
and the other recording the forward view—recorded video
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Figure 4.4. Software interface used in Project 2.
data at the frequencies shown in Table 4.2. Specifically, the
DAS captured a 5-s video clip every 5 min from the face
camera, regardless of the driving situations or driver activ-
ity, creating a random sample of driver activity. The triggers
(RDCWS alerts generated by the LDWS, CSWS, or a driver
comment button pressed by the driver) sent a signal to the
video system, and the cameras then recorded data at a higher
frequency (as shown in Table 4.2) for 4 s before the event and
4 s after the alert.
To reduce the data, analysts assigned values to 24 variables
based on a review of the video and numerical data from the
alerts. Twelve of the variables were associated with the cir-
cumstances (e.g., road types and curves), and 12 variables
addressing driver activities before, during, and after the alert
(e.g., driver’s distractions, including glance direction) were
coded for the events. Appendix B contains a summary of the
data dictionary (2), and Figure 4.6 shows a screenshot of the
video data collected in this project. Although the frequency
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Figure 4.5. Traffic density definitions in data reduction in Project 2.
Table 4.1. Data Collected in Project 5

Data Sources

Vehicle and driver identifications

Vehicle position, heading, and motion: speed, yaw rate, accelerations, pitch and roll angle and
rates, GPS (differential and nondifferential)

Driver control inputs: steering wheel angle, throttle input, brake switch, turn signal, headlamp
state, cruise control state and set speeds, LDWS and CSWS sensitivity settings

RDCWS driver displays: LDWS and CSWS alerts and levels, availability icons

RDCWS intermediate values: lane position, warning thresholds, road geometry estimates, threat
locations, vehicle-centered object map

Roadway environment: road type and attributes, urban and rural settings

RDCWS and subsystem health and diagnostics information, as well as subsystem version numbers

RDCWS radar data: forward radar data, side radar data

Video: forward driving scene and driver face views

Audio from driver comment button: dictated messages from driver

Preset values

CAN bus and FOT sensors

CAN bus

CAN bus

CAN bus

Onboard digital map via CAN bus, plus
postprocessing, Highway Performance
Monitoring System (HPMS) database

CAN bus

CAN bus

LDWS camera, FOT sensors

FOT sensors
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Table 4.2. Video Camera Configurations in Project 5

Nominal Triggered
Rate Rate Pretrigger Posttrigger

Video (Hz) (Hz) Window(s) Window(s)

Forward video 2 10 4 4

Face video 0.5 10 4 4

Face video—exposure 5 n/a 0 5
Figure 4.6. Video data collected in Project 5.
set for the video cameras was relatively low, the data collected in
this study are accurate, comprehensive, and efficiently reduced.

Project 6: 100-Car Study

The data reduction performed in this project can be summa-
rized in two steps. First, events were identified using predefined
trigger criteria values that resulted in a low miss rate and a high
false alarm rate to avoid missing valid events. These criteria were
derived after a sensitivity analysis. The specifics of the trigger
values are described in Table 4.3.

Second, the video data for all the events identified were
reviewed by data reductionists. The reductionists focused on a
90-s epoch for each event (60 s before and 30 s after the event)
to validate the event, determine severity, and code the event for
a data reduction dictionary.
conflicts were “any event that increases the level of risk asso-
ciated with driving but does not result in a crash, near-crash,
or incident. . . . Examples include: driver control error with-
out proximal hazards being present; driver judgment error,
such as unsafe tailgating or excessive speed; or cases in which
drivers are visually distracted to an unsafe level.” Proximity
events were “any circumstance resulting in extraordinarily
close proximity of the subject vehicle to any other vehicle,
pedestrian, cyclist, animal, or fixed object where, due to
apparent unawareness on the part of the driver(s), pedestri-
ans, cyclists or animals, there is no avoidance maneuver or
response. Extraordinarily close proximity is defined as a clear
case where the absence of an avoidance maneuver or response
is inappropriate for the driving circumstances (including
speed, sight distance, etc.).” Crash-relevant events were “any
circumstance that requires a crash avoidance response on the
part of the subject vehicle or any other vehicle, pedestrian,
cyclist, or animal that is less severe than a rapid evasive maneu-
ver, but greater in severity than a ‘normal maneuver’ to avoid
a crash. A crash avoidance response can include braking,
steering, accelerating, or any combination of control inputs.
The severities of the valid events were determined based on
various criteria, and all required variables were recorded and
edited in MySQL databases. According to the severities, the
valid events were classified into five categories: nonconflict,
proximity events, crash-relevant, near crash, and crash. Non-
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Table 4.3. Event Triggers in Project 6

Trigger Type Description

Lateral acceleration

Longitudinal acceleration

Event button

Forward TTC

Rear TTC

Yaw rate

Lateral motion equal to or greater than 0.7 g.

Acceleration or deceleration equal to or greater than 0.6 g.

Acceleration or deceleration equal to or greater than 0.5 g coupled with a forward TTC of 4 s or less.

All longitudinal decelerations between 0.4 and 0.5 g coupled with a forward TTC value less than or equal to 4 s;
corresponding forward range value at the minimum TTC is not greater than 100 ft.

Activated by the driver pressing a button on the dashboard when an event occurred that he or she deemed critical.

Acceleration or deceleration equal to or greater than 0.5 g coupled with a forward TTC of 4 s or less.

All longitudinal decelerations between 0.4 and 0.5 g coupled with a forward TTC value less than or equal to 4 s;
corresponding forward range value at the minimum TTC is not greater than 100 ft.

Any rear TTC trigger value of 2 s or less that also has a corresponding rear range distance less than or equal to
50 ft and any rear TTC trigger value in which the absolute acceleration of the following vehicle is greater
than 0.3 g.

Any value greater than or equal to a plus and minus 4-degree change in heading (i.e., vehicle must return to the
same general direction of travel) within a 3-s window.
A ‘normal maneuver’ for the subject vehicle is defined as a
control input that falls inside of the 99 percent confidence
limit for control input as measured for the same subject.” Near
crashes were defined as “any circumstance that requires a
rapid, evasive maneuver by the subject vehicle, or any other
vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, or animal to avoid a crash. A rapid,
evasive maneuver is defined as a steering, braking, accelerat-
ing, or any combination of control inputs that approaches the
limits of the vehicle capabilities. As a guide: subject vehicle
braking greater than 0.5 g, or steering input that results in a
lateral acceleration greater than 0.4 g to avoid a crash, consti-
tutes a rapid maneuver.” Crashes were defined as events with
“any contact with an object, either moving or fixed, at any
speed, in which kinetic energy is measurably transferred or
dissipated. Includes other vehicles, roadside barriers, objects
on or off the roadway, pedestrians, cyclists or animals” (3–4).

The variables defined in the reduced data can be catego-
rized into one of the following homogeneous groups: general
information, event variables, contributing factors, surround-
ing factors, driver state variables, and driver information of
the second vehicle involved. The variables are described in
Table 4.4.
Table 4.4. List of Variables in Reduced Data in Project 6

Classification List of Variables

General information

Event variables

Contributing factors

Environmental factors:
driving environment

Driving environment:
infrastructure

Driver state variable

Driver/Vehicle 2

Vehicle number, epoch number, event severity, trigger type, driver subject number, onset of precipitating factor,
and resolution of the event

Event nature, incident type, pre-event maneuver, judgment of Vehicle 1 maneuver before event, precipitating fac-
tor, evasive maneuver, and vehicle control after corrective action

Driver behavior: Driver 1 actions and factors relating to the event, Driver 1 physical or mental impairment, Driver 1
distracted, willful behavior, driver proficiency, Driver 1 drowsiness rating, Driver 1 vision obscured by, and vehicle
contributing factors

Weather, light, windshield wiper activation, surface condition, and traffic density (level of service)

Kind of locality, relation to junction, traffic flow, number of travel lanes, traffic control, and alignment

Driver 1 hands on wheel, occupant safety belt usage, Driver 1 alcohol use, fault assignment, average PERCLOS,
and Driver 1 eyeglance reconstruction

Number of other vehicles/person(s), location of other vehicle(s)/persons, Vehicle/Person 2 type, Vehicle 2 maneu-
ver, Driver/Vehicle 2 corrective action attempted, Driver/Vehicle 2 physical or mental impairment, and Driver 2
actions and factors relating to crash or incident
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As listed in Table 4.4, event nature was one of the variables
coded in the reduced data set. Event nature usually was
decided by reductionists based on predefined criteria together
with subjective judgments. According to the definition, the
valid events were classified into five categories according to
their severity: nonconflict, proximity event, crash-relevant,
near crash, and crash. These categories are described previously
in this report.

Among the safety-related events, crashes are relatively easy
to identify. Near crashes and crash-relevant events are not as
straightforward. Many safety applications would greatly ben-
efit from a reliable, purely quantitative definition of a near
crash and crash-relevant event. Because a near crash is more
severe than a crash-relevant event and could have developed
into a real crash, it is important to differentiate a near crash
from a crash-relevant event. During data reduction, it was
found that strictly applying a fixed number as a threshold
value in acceleration or speed to identify near crashes inher-
ently generates some “noise.” For example, a TTC of 0.1 s
occurs regularly on interstates during congestion and is nor-
mal, whereas the same TTC happening on a rural road at
night is significantly different. Also, because of the varied
driving habits of different drivers, it is hard to apply one uni-
form number. Some drivers apply more frequent aggressive
brakes simply because they are comfortable with rapid decel-
erations. Therefore, both qualitative and quantitative criteria
should be incorporated. As a guideline in this study, a subject
vehicle braking greater than 0.5 g or a steering input that
results in a lateral acceleration greater than 0.4 g to avoid a
crash constitutes a candidate rapid maneuver, as defined in
near crashes. Combined with the subjective judgment of
experienced reductionists, this maneuver is decided by reduc-
tionists as a near crash or crash-relevant event. A similar pol-
icy for identifying near crashes was applied to most VTTI
studies with appropriate adjustments made for threshold val-
ues. Altogether, 69 crashes and 761 near crashes were identi-
fied in the 100-Car data set. The crashes and near crashes
were parsed into the following 18 conflict categories:

• Conflict with a lead vehicle;
• Conflict with a following vehicle;
• Conflict with oncoming traffic;
• Conflict with a vehicle in an adjacent lane;
• Conflict with a merging vehicle;
• Conflict with a vehicle turning across the subject vehicle

path in the same direction;
• Conflict with a vehicle turning across the subject vehicle

path in the opposite direction;
• Conflict with a vehicle turning into the subject vehicle path

in the same direction;
• Conflict with a vehicle turning into the subject vehicle path

in the opposite direction;
• Conflict with a vehicle moving across the subject vehicle
path through the intersection;

• Conflict with a parked vehicle;
• Conflict with a pedestrian;
• Conflict with a pedal cyclist;
• Conflict with an animal;
• Conflict with an obstacle or object in the roadway;
• Single-vehicle conflict;
• Other (specify); and
• Unknown conflict.

Table 4.5 shows the level of service (LOS) at the time the
crash or near crash happened. Preferably, the LOS both
before and after the event can be identified so that the travel
time reliability caused by incidents can be analyzed and mod-
eled. (Details of modeling travel time reliability are discussed
in Chapter 6.) Once a car was involved in an accident and the
engine was turned off, the onboard data collection system
would be turned off and would cease collecting data. There-
fore, the LOS after events usually was not available. Table 4.5
lists only the LOS before the events occurred.

The weather conditions associated with safety-related
events varied. Clear weather was associated with the same
percentage of 100-Car Study crashes (78%) and near crashes
(78%). The second most associated weather factor was rain.
Drivers had a slightly higher percentage of crashes (12%) than
near crashes (8%) that occurred during rainy days. Cloudy
weather was associated with more near crashes (13%) than
crashes (9%). Only one 100-Car Study crash occurred with
snow as an associated factor.
Project 7: Drowsy Driver Warning System
Field Operational Test

Data reduction started with the identification of potential
events using the DART. A 90-s epoch was created for each
event, which included 1 min before the trigger and 30 s after.
The automatic scanning resulted in an event database. The
triggers and values used in identifying critical events are listed
in Table 4.6.
Data reductionists reviewed the video data for the identi-
fied events to validate them. Invalid events for which sensor
readings were spurious because of a transient spike or some
other false-positive classification were filtered out. Valid
events were classified as conflicts or nonconflicts. Conflicts
were further classified into four categories based on the sever-
ity: crash, crash: tire strike, near crash, and crash-relevant. Non-
conflicts were events with valid threshold values but did not
create safety-significant traffic events. Verified valid conflicts
were categorized based on the following descriptions. Crashes
are classified as any contact with an object, either moving or
fixed, at any speed in which kinetic energy is measurably
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Table 4.5. LOS for Crashes and Near Crashes by Conflict Type

Crashes Near Crashes

Conflict type LOS A LOS B LOS C+ LOS A LOS B LOS C+

Single 24 20 3 1 48 42 3 3

Lead 15 5 5 5 380 78 241 61

Following 12 4 7 1 70 16 39 15

Obstacle 9 6 3 0 6 1 5 0

Animal 2 2 0 0 10 10 0 0

Turning across opposite direction 2 1 1 0 27 12 15 0

Adjacent vehicle 1 0 1 0 115 32 69 14

Parking 4 3 1 0 5 3 2 0

Across path through intersection NA 27 11 15 1

Oncoming 27 14 12 1

Other 2 1 1 0

Pedestrian 6 4 1 1

Turning across in same direction 3 2 1 0

Turning in same direction 28 16 12 0

Merging 6 2 4 0

Unknown 1 1 0 0
Table 4.6. Trigger Values to Identify Critical Incidents in Project 7

Trigger Type Description

Longitudinal acceleration (LA)

Time to collision (TTC)

Swerve (S)

Critical incident (CI) button

Analyst identified (AI)

(1) Acceleration or deceleration greater than or equal to⎟ 0.35 g⎟ . Speed greater than or equal to 15 mph. 
(2) Acceleration or deceleration greater than or equal to⎟ 0.5 g⎟ . Speed less than or equal to 15 mph.

(3) A forward TTC value of less than or equal to 1.8 s, coupled with a range of less than or equal to 150 ft, a
target speed of greater than or equal to 5 mph, a yaw rate of less than or equal to⎟ 4°/s⎟ , and an azimuth
of less than or equal to⎟ 0.8°⎟ . (4) A forward TTC value of less than or equal to 1.8 s, coupled with an
acceleration or deceleration greater than or equal to⎟ 0.35 g⎟ , a forward range of less than or equal to 
150 ft, a yaw rate of less than or equal to⎟ 4°/s⎟ , and an azimuth of less than or equal to⎟ 0.8°⎟ .

(5) Swerve value of greater than or equal to 3. Speed greater than or equal to 15 mph.

(6) Activated by the driver pressing a button, located by the driver’s visor, when an incident occurred that he
or she deemed critical.

(7) Event identified by a data reductionist viewing video footage; no other trigger listed above identified the
event (e.g., LA and TTC).
transferred or dissipated. Near crashes (evasive maneuver)
are classified as any circumstance that requires a rapid, eva-
sive maneuver, including steering, braking, accelerating, or
any combination of control inputs that approaches the limits
of the vehicle capabilities, by the subject vehicle or any other
vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, or animal to avoid a crash. Near
crashes (no evasive maneuver) are classified as any circum-
stance that results in extraordinary proximity of the subject
vehicle to any other object. Extraordinary proximity is defined
as a clear case in which the absence of an avoidance maneuver
or response is inappropriate for the driving circumstances
(e.g., speed and sight distance). Crash-relevant conflicts (eva-
sive maneuvers) are assessed similar to near crashes (evasive
maneuvers). Longitudinal decelerations of −0.35 g or greater are
reviewed to assess whether they qualify as crash-relevant con-
flicts (or near crashes); those with decelerations of −0.50 g or
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greater are always coded as crash-relevant conflicts or near
crashes. Crash-relevant conflicts (no evasive maneuver) are
classified similar to near crashes (no evasive maneuver). Here
a TTC of 1 s is used to identify near crashes. Cases with a TTC
between 1 and 2 s relied on subjective judgment (5). Relevant
information was coded in a data dictionary that includes
more than 50 variables (Appendix C). Figure 4.7 provides the
flowchart showing the process of data reduction.

After data reduction, 915 safety-relevant events were identi-
fied; of these, there were 14 crashes, 14 tire strikes, 98 near
crashes, and 789 crash-relevant conflicts. A random sample of
1,072 baseline epochs was also selected to represent normal
driving. Each baseline epoch is 60 s long. The data dictionary
was also applied to those baseline epochs. The purpose of select-
ing baseline events was to provide a comparison with the events
in that the baseline events represent normal driving. Figure 4.8
shows a screenshot of the video data in this study (5).
Events Database 

Valid Events? 
No

Yes

Conflicts? 

Yes 

Classified and reduced in 
data dictionary: 

• Crash 
• Crash: Tire strike 
• Near crash 
• Crash-relevant 

conflict 

No 

End 

Start Data Scanning

Figure 4.7. Flowchart for data reduction
in Project 7.
Figure 4.8. Screenshot from Project 7.
venience provided to the motorist, passenger, or pedestrian
is excellent;

2. LOS B/Flow with some restrictions: In the range of stable
traffic flow, but the presence of other users in the traffic
stream begins to be noticeable. Freedom to select desired
speeds is relatively unaffected, but there is a slight decline
in the freedom to maneuver within the traffic stream from
LOS A because the presence of others in the traffic stream
begins to affect individual behavior;

3. LOS C/Stable flow: Maneuverability and speed are more
restricted. In the range of stable traffic flow but marks the
beginning of the range of flow in which the operation of
individual users becomes significantly affected by the inter-
actions with others in the traffic stream. The selection of
speed is now affected by the presence of others, and maneu-
vering within the traffic stream requires substantial vigi-
lance on the part of the user. The general level of comfort
and convenience declines noticeably at this level;

4. LOS D/Unstable flow: Temporary restrictions substantially
slow driver. Represents high-density and unstable traffic
flow. Speed and freedom to maneuver are severely restricted,
and the driver or pedestrian experiences a generally poor
level of comfort and convenience. Small increases in traffic
flow will generally cause operational problems at this level;

5. LOS E: Vehicles are unable to pass and there are temporary
stoppages. Represents operating conditions at or near the
capacity level. All speeds are reduced to a low but relatively
uniform value. Freedom to maneuver within the traffic
stream is extremely difficult, and it is generally accom-
plished by forcing a vehicle or pedestrian to yield to accom-
modate such maneuvers. Comfort and convenience levels
are extremely poor, and driver or pedestrian frustration is
generally high. Operations at this level are usually unstable
because small increases in flow or minor perturbations
within the traffic stream will cause breakdowns;
In characterizing traffic density at the time the event hap-
pened, a detailed description was provided to the data reduc-
tionists to assist in assigning the LOS. According to the report
from Project 7 (5), six levels of traffic density are defined plus
a status of unknown or unable to determine:

1. LOS A/Free flow: Individual users are virtually unaffected by
the presence of others in the traffic. Freedom to select
desired speeds and to maneuver within the traffic stream
is extremely high. The general level of comfort and con-
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6. LOS F: Forced traffic flow condition with low speeds and
traffic volumes that are below capacity; queues form in par-
ticular locations. This condition exists whenever the amount
of traffic approaching a point exceeds the amount that can
traverse the point. Queues form behind such locations.
Operations within the queue are characterized by stop-and-
go waves, and they are extremely unstable. Vehicles may
progress at reasonable speeds for several hundred feet or
more and then be required to stop in a cyclic manner. LOS F
is used to describe the operating conditions within the queue,
as well as the point of the breakdown. In many cases, oper-
ating conditions of vehicles or pedestrians discharged from
the queue may be quite good. It is the point at which arrival
flow exceeds discharge flow that causes the queue to form,
and LOS F is an appropriate designation for such points.

Table 4.7 shows the numbers and percentages of crashes,
crashes: tire strikes, and near crashes associated with each LOS.
Table 4.7. Level of Service for Crashes and Near Crashes

No. of % of No. of % of
No. of % of Crashes: Crashes: Near Near

Traffic Density Crashes Crashes Tire Strikes Tire Strikes Crashes Crashes

LOS A 13 92.9% 9 64.3% 61 62.2%

LOS B 1 7.1% 1 7.1% 21 21.4%

LOS C 0 0.0% 4 28.6% 11 11.2%

LOS D 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 1.0%

LOS E 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 2 2.0%

LOS F 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 2 2.0%

Unknown 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Total 14 100.0% 14 100.0% 98 100.0%
Weather conditions were coded as “No adverse conditions,”
“Rain,” “Sleet,” “Snow,” “Fog,” “Rain and fog,” “Sleet and fog,”
“Other,” and “Unknown.” Table 4.8 shows the numbers and
percentages of crashes, crashes: tire strikes, and near crashes
associated with each weather condition.
Table 4.8. Weather Condition When Events Happened

No. of % of No. of % of
No. of % of Crashes: Crashes: Near Near

Weather Crashes Crashes Tire Strikes Tire Strikes Crashes Crashes

No adverse conditions 11 78.6% 14 100.0% 91 92.9%

Rain 2 14.3% 0 0.0% 7 7.1%

Sleet 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Snow 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Fog 1 7.1% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Rain and fog 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Sleet and fog 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Other 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Project 8: Naturalistic Truck Driving Study

Data reduction for the NTDS involved two main steps. Step 1
was to identify events of interest. The DART was used to
find events of interest by scanning the data set for notable
actions, including hard braking, quick steering maneuvers,
short TTCs, and lane deviations. Table 4.9 displays the vari-
ous trigger threshold values (6). VTTI researchers developed
the values based on data reduction experience obtained from
the 100-Car Study. A 75-s epoch was created for each trigger
comprising 1 min before the trigger and 15 s after the trigger.
The result of the automatic scan was an event data set that
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Table 4.9. Trigger Values Used to Identify Critical Incidents in Project 8

Trigger Type Definition Description

Longitudinal acceleration (LA)

Time to collision (TTC)

Swerve (S)

Lane deviations (LD)

Critical incident (CI) button

Analyst identified (AI)

Hard braking or sudden acceleration

Amount of time (in seconds) it would take
for two vehicles to collide if one vehicle
did not perform an evasive maneuver.

Sudden jerk of the steering wheel to return
the truck to its original position in the
lane.

Any time the truck aborts the lane line and
returns to the same lane without making
a lane change.

Self-report of an incident by the driver.

Event identified by the analyst but not by a
trigger.

Acceleration or deceleration greater than or equal to⎟ 0.20 g⎟ .
Speed greater than or equal to 1 mph (1.6 km/h).

A forward TTC value of less than or equal to 2 s, coupled
with a range of less than or equal to 250 ft, a target
speed of greater than or equal to 5 mph (8 km/h), a yaw
rate of less than or equal to⎟ 6°/s⎟ , and an azimuth of less
than or equal to⎟ 0.12°⎟ .

Swerve value of greater than or equal to 2 rad/s2. Speed
greater than or equal to 5 mph (8.05 km/h).

Lane tracker status equals abort. Distance from center of
lane to outside of lane line less than 44 in.

Activated by the driver pressing a button by the driver’s visor
when an incident occurred that he or she deemed critical.

Event that was identified by a data analyst viewing video
footage; no other trigger listed above identified the event
(e.g., LA and TTC).
included both valid and invalid events waiting to be further
identified in step 2.

Step 2 involved a manual inspection of these potential
events of interest by data reductionists to filter out invalid
events. Figure 4.9 shows a screenshot of the video data.
Valid events were further classified into one of six safety-
critical events: crash, crash: tire strike, near crash, crash-
relevant conflict, unintentional lane deviation, and illegal
maneuver. Table 4.10 summarizes the definitions of these
event types (6).
Figure 4.9. Screenshot of video data in Project 8.
ated video data and answering questions in a pull-down
menu in the DART. Invalid events were eliminated when sen-
sor readings were spurious because of a transient spike or
some other anomaly (i.e., false positive). Appendices C and D
provide the data dictionary for event and environmental cri-
teria, respectively.

Most of the events happened during smooth traffic condi-
tions and nonadverse weather conditions. Tables 4.11 and 4.12
show the details of the LOS and weather categories, respec-
tively. The traffic and weather conditions at the instant the
crashes and near crashes occurred should not be used alone to
decide if these factors have an impact on the likelihood of
the safety-related events. The percentage of heavy traffic and
adverse weather conditions occurring in baseline epochs
should be compared with the event epochs. For example, heavy
traffic occurs in 10% of the baseline epochs but is present in
20% of the event epochs. Although 20% is not a high percent-
age, it is a factor worthy to note.
Project 11: Naturalistic Teen Driving Study

Data reduction procedures in this study included three
tasks: initial data reduction, straight road segment data
reduction, and event data reduction. The initial data reduc-
tion involved recording general information about the
driver and passengers of each trip. A trip was defined as a con-
tinuous data collection from the start of the engine of a partic-
ipant’s vehicle to its turn-off. The recorded variables included
participant ID, number of passengers, age of passengers,
The details of each valid event were coded by reductionists
using an established coding directory by watching the associ-
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Table 4.10. Event Types in Project 8

Event Type Description

Crash

Crash: tire strike

Near crash

Crash-relevant conflict

Unintentional lane deviation

Illegal maneuver

Any contact with an object, either moving or fixed, at any speed.

Any contact with an object, either moving or fixed, at any speed in which kinetic energy is measurably trans-
ferred or dissipated when the contact occurs only on the truck’s tire. No damage occurs during these
events (e.g., a truck is making a right turn at an intersection and runs over the sidewalk or curb with a tire).

Any circumstance that requires a rapid, evasive maneuver (e.g., hard braking, steering) by the subject vehicle
or any other vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, or animal to avoid a crash.

Any circumstance that requires a crash-avoidance response on the part of the subject vehicle, any other vehi-
cle, pedestrian, cyclist, or animal that was less severe than a rapid evasive maneuver (as defined above)
but more severe than a normal maneuver. A crash-avoidance response can include braking, steering,
accelerating, or any combination of control inputs.

Any circumstance in which the subject vehicle crosses over a solid lane line (e.g., onto the shoulder) where
there is not a hazard (guardrail, ditch, or vehicle) present.

Any circumstance in which either the subject vehicle or the other vehicle performs an illegal maneuver, such as
passing another vehicle across the double yellow line or on a shoulder. In many cases, neither driver performs
an evasive action.
Table 4.11. LOS for Crashes and Near Crashes in Project 8

No. of % of No. of % of
No. of % of Crashes: Crashes: Near Near

Traffic LOS Crashes Crashes Tire Strikes Tire Strikes Crashes Crashes

LOS A 3 60.0% 4 50% 23 37.7%

LOS B 2 40.0% 3 37.5% 22 36.1%

LOS C 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 13 21.3%

LOS D 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 1.6%

LOS E 0 0.0% 1 12.5% 2 3.3%

LOS F 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Unknown 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Total 5 100.0% 8 100.0% 61 100.0%
Table 4.12. Weather Condition for Crashes and Near Crashes in Project 8

No. of % of No. of % of
No. of % of Crashes: Crashes: Near Near

Weather Crashes Crashes Tire Strikes Tire Strikes Crashes Crashes

No adverse conditions 5 100.0% 8 100.0% 56 91.8%

Rain 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 5 8.2%

Sleet 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Snow 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Fog 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Rain and fog 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Sleet and fog 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Other 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Total 5 100.0% 8 100.0% 61 100.0%
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and time of day. For the straight road segment reduction,
data reductionists recorded a set of variables for 22 previ-
ously selected straight road segments that were chosen based
on the frequency of travel. The recorded variables included
driver behavior and performance in an attempt to analyze
driver engagement in secondary tasks and the driver’s eye-
scanning patterns. For the event reduction, potential events
were initially identified by the kinematic trigger values, and
trained reductionists reviewed the video data to confirm
their validity. The details of the trigger values are described
in Table 4.13.

Valid events were further classified by data reductionists
into three categories—crash, near crash, and judgment error—
based on their severity. A crash is defined as “any contact
with an object, either moving or fixed, at any speed in which
kinetic energy is measurably transferred or dissipated. Includes
other vehicles, roadside barriers, objects on or off the road-
way, pedestrians, cyclists, or animals.” A near crash is defined
as “any circumstance that requires a rapid evasive maneu-
ver by the subject vehicle or any other vehicle, pedestrian,
cyclist, or animal to avoid a crash. A rapid evasive maneuver
is defined as steering, braking, accelerating, or any combina-
tion of control inputs that approaches the limits of the vehi-
cle capabilities.”

Judgment error is defined as “any circumstance where the
teen driver purposefully or inadvertently creates a safety-
relevant situation due to either general inexperience or per-
formance error. Examples include those events where the
teen drivers engage in ‘horseplay’ or overreact to surround-
ing traffic” (7).

For crash and near crash events, a series of variables were
coded during the data reduction process. The variables are
broadly classified into several homogeneous groups as vehicle,
event, environmental, driver’s state, and second vehicle vari-
ables, as summarized in Table 4.14.
Table 4.13. Trigger Types in Project 11

Trigger Type Description

Longitudinal deceleration (LD)

Lateral acceleration

Forward time to collision (FTTC)

Yaw rate

Longitudinal acceleration (LA)

Critical incident (CI) button

Speeding trigger

Less than or equal to −0.65 g

Greater than or equal to 0.75 g or less than or equal to −0.75 g

• FTTC less than or equal to 4 s with a deceleration less than or equal to −0.6 g.

• FTTC less than or equal to 4 s paired with a deceleration less than or equal to −0.5 g and forward range
of less than or equal to 100 ft.

Vehicle swerves ±4 degrees/s to ±4 degrees/s within a window of 3.0 s

Greater than or equal to 0.5 g, returning to 0.1 g within 0.2 s

Boolean response

In excess of 70 mph but not traveling on an interstate
Table 4.14. List of Variables in Reduced Data 
in Project 11

Classification Examples

Vehicle variables

Event variables

Environmental
variables

Driver’s state

Driver of vehicle 2

Vehicle ID, vehicle type, owned or shared, 
and VMT

Nature of event or crash type, pre-event maneu-
ver, precipitating factors, corrective action or
evasive maneuver, contributing factors, types
of inattention, driver impairment

Weather, ambient lighting, road type, traffic
density, relation to junction, surface condi-
tion, traffic flow

Hands on wheel, seat belt usage, fault assign-
ment, eyeglance

Vehicle 2 body style, maneuver, corrective
action attempted
Figure 4.10 illustrates some sample screenshots for the
NTNDS. The left screenshot is a snapshot from the continu-
ous video data captured by four continuous camera views
monitoring the driver’s face and the driver side of the vehicle,
the forward view, the rear view, and an over-the-shoulder
view for the driver’s hands and surrounding areas. In the right
screenshot, the bottom photos show sample periodic still shots
by two other cameras in the interior vehicle cabin, as well as
the lap area of the rear passenger seat.
Data reduction for this study is ongoing, and not much can
be presented in this report. Because this study is the most recent
naturalistic study accomplished by VTTI, all the equipment
involved is the most updated and highly accurate. The data
reduction protocol is refined so that the threshold values selected
are more reasonable, and data reductionists have acquired
more experience from previous studies. The resulting data set
will be beneficial in the next stage of research for this study.
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Figure 4.10. Screenshots of video data in Project 11.
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C H A P T E R  5

General Guidelines for Video Data Analysis
Because all the data sets discussed in this report used video
cameras to record driver behavior, certain rules need to be
followed. All the naturalistic data sets identified in this proj-
ect are protected by the VT IRB, a committee that approves,
monitors, and reviews research involving humans with the
aim of protecting the rights and welfare of the study partici-
pants. These approvals have been granted to the team mem-
bers. In video-based data sets, IRB protocols are restrictive
regarding who may access the data because of the inherent
personal information (e.g., faces of drivers or location of res-
idences). Access is often limited to key personnel associated
with the original data collection project, making it difficult
for an outside entity to gain access to an institution’s data.

It is straightforward for the VTTI team to access and use
in-house data, as well as outside data that have IRB approval,
but special issues need to be addressed when conducting
research using video data because human beings are involved.
In case any institute performs a similar task using raw video
data and other raw kinematic vehicle data, the following pro-
cedures are necessary.

Assuming the IRB protocol permits access to a contractor,
the contractor must be capable of complying with IRB require-
ments. At a minimum, IRB approval from the entity main-
taining the data set is required; approval from the contractor’s
IRB may also be necessary. In some instances, the original IRB
agreement will not permit sharing of any personally identi-
fiable data. In these cases, the contractor must perform the
analyses without the personally identifiable data (e.g., with-
out video). Once IRB approval is granted, the institution per-
forming analysis on video-based data sets must possess the
capability to work efficiently with data sets from outside
sources. The contracting institution must have a secure com-
puting facility dedicated to the storage, retrieval, processing,
and analysis of data. Permissions must be established so that
the videos and any associated data files for the project may be
accessible only to researchers and other personnel involved in
the project.
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Each data set to be analyzed for this project typically has
two data types associated with it. When applicable, video files
will exist in a certain format, such as MPEG2, Audio Video
Interleaved (AVI), or MP4. Additionally, each video file will
be associated with a parametric data file, such as a comma-
separated values (CSV) file, SQL database, or binary data file.
This parametric data file contains information collected from
the vehicle sensors, such as velocity, acceleration, time of day,
and radar data. The contracting institution must have the
capability to access and manipulate the various data formats
provided.

For researchers to determine congestion factors, several
tools are required to view and examine a video-based data set.
The institution performing the analysis must have access to
and expertise with the tools necessary to perform manipula-
tion of parametric data. Commercially available tools, such as
MatLab and SAS, are commonly used to transform data,
identify events of interest, and perform statistical analyses of
large data sets. Once events of interest are identified (e.g.,
crashes and near crashes), the data reduction process begins.

Data reduction is the process of manually viewing video
and parametric data to validate events and derive additional
measures. This process requires an institution that has facili-
ties and tools for viewing synchronized video and parametric
data, as well as a tool that links parametric data to video data
and provides an interface for entering additional data into the
data set. Because no tool designed specifically for this purpose
is commercially available, the contracting institution will
need to have the capability to develop a custom solution.
Some research groups (e.g., VTTI) have developed software
packages for data reduction that could easily be modified to
meet the needs of this project.

Finally, a team of data reductionists will need to be trained
on proper treatment of video data involving human subjects
and the software used to reduce and analyze data. Reduc-
tionists should be educated on the goals of the project, the
nature of the events, and the protocol for coding variables in
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a robust manner. They work independently to interpret events
and record additional variables into the database. Examples of
variables obtained through data reduction include weather,
traffic conditions, and roadway type. Input from reduc-
tionists should be monitored and supervised by a reduction
manager, and measures of inter-rater and intra-rater relia-
bility should be used to ensure that quality control is main-
tained. The contracting institution should have experience
with data reduction, as well as facilities within which data
reduction can be performed.

The reduced data provide a rich source of information to
relate driver behavior to surrounding roadway, weather, and
traffic conditions. Driver status information (e.g., secondary
tasks, driver distraction, driver apparent impairment, and
driving habits) is available from the video data. Vehicle status
information (e.g., vehicle speed, acceleration and decelera-
tion, and lane orientation) is available as part of the in-vehicle
kinematic data. A proper linkage of driver and vehicle vari-
ables to external variables (traffic, weather, work zone, and
accident data) through location and time information will
enable an in-depth study of the relationship between driver
behavior and travel time reliability.

General Guidelines for 
Video Data Reduction

According to the general guidelines discussed earlier, the
most challenging effort related to data reduction involves
video data. Having conducted multiple naturalistic driving
studies involving video data, VTTI has developed a mature
procedure to organize, reduce, and analyze large-scale natu-
ralistic driving data. According to different research objec-
tives, the threshold values selected may vary from one data
reduction to another, but the basic principle is consistent and
the procedure is uniform. The step-by-step description of
video data reduction in each project has been detailed indi-
vidually in Chapter 4. Following is a summary of the general
guidelines for video data reduction.

There are three primary steps in video data reduction. The
first is to scan the raw data to identify potential safety events.
VTTI developed its own software (DART) that reads and cal-
culates numerical data to detect if events of interest have
occurred. Therefore, the first step in data reduction is to run
the event trigger program. The variables examined include
velocity, acceleration (longitudinal or lateral), swerve, TTC
(calculated from range and range rate between the subject
vehicle and other vehicles detected by radar), and yaw rate.
The software reads through the raw numeric data and extracts
an epoch of data when it detects a parameter exceeding the
trigger threshold set by researchers in advance. Different
lengths of the epoch and threshold values can be adopted
according to different attributes of the subject vehicle (e.g.,
heavy commercial trucks or light cars) and study goals. Details
of the trigger threshold values for VTTI studies are listed in
Tables 4.3, 4.6, and 4.9 in Chapter 4.

The second step is to check the validity of the potential
event epochs generated in step 1 through visual inspection.
As described in Figure 4.7 (1), invalid events and valid events
(including conflicts and nonconflicts) are differentiated.
Invalid events are false alarms in which sensor readings are
spurious because of a transient spike or other anomaly. Valid
events are events in which recorded dynamic-motion values
occur and are verifiable in the video and other sensor data
from the event. Valid events are further parsed as conflicts
and nonconflicts. Conflicts are occasions in which a crash,
near crash, incident, or conflict happens. Nonconflicts are
occasions in which the trigger values satisfy the thresholds but
the driver makes a maneuver and is in complete control of the
vehicle. Examples can be a hard brake without any obvious
reasons or a high swerve value from a lane change. In most
cases, nonconflicts reflect aggressive driving habits or styles.
In step 2, valid events are labeled for the next step.

The final step is to apply the data dictionary to the vali-
dated events. In this step, a data dictionary created by the
researcher in advance is used to extract useful information
from the raw data. Data reductionists code results while they
watch the video by choosing correct answers from pull-down
menus for each research question in the data dictionary. Vari-
ables included in the data dictionary should reflect the inter-
ests of investigators and the research objectives. This is the
step in which the identification of driver behavior that affects
congestion is extracted. Reductionists can plot real-time
charts of any selected variable in the DART—such as range,
velocity, and acceleration—simultaneously with the play of
the associated video clips. When studying the relationship
between driver behavior and nonrecurring congestion, the
LOSs and traffic density before and after the event, as well as
the contributing factors, are important. The LOS or traffic
density before and after can be used in a simulation envi-
ronment or in statistical modeling (details of travel time
modeling are included in the previously submitted Task 5
Report) so that the events that generate congestion can be iden-
tified. Contributing factors, especially those that are driver-
and vehicle-related, are judged by reductionists as correctable
and avoidable or otherwise. For example, data reductionists
decide if a crash or near crash was caused by one of the fol-
lowing reasons: (1) the driver was conducting a secondary task,
such as talking on a cell phone, dining, adjusting the radio, or
talking to passengers; (2) the driver was inattentive to the road,
either distracted by something inside or outside the vehicle or
simply daydreaming; (3) the driver was driving under the
influence (such as drugs, alcohol, or medicine); (4) the driver
made a wrong decision; or (5) the driver has questionable
driving habits or driving skills. Simultaneously, other possible
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Figure 5.1. Quality assurance and quality control flowchart at VTTI.
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contributing factors, such as weather, traffic flow, traffic den-
sity, traffic control, road profile, surface condition, and light-
ing condition, are identified. If available from the video clip,
the status of other involved vehicles can also be examined and
coded. A similar procedure is applied to reduce baseline epochs.
The baseline epochs were used as a benchmark in which driver
behavior can be compared with that in a safety-related event.
According to the design of the researchers, a certain number
of baseline epochs of selected length are decided. For exam-
ple, the baseline epochs in Project 7 were 60 s long with a total
of 1,072 epochs, whereas in Project 8 the baseline epoch was
30 s long and 456 were selected.

To ensure high-quality data reduction, a quality control
procedure needs to be established. On the one hand, differ-
ences between data reductionists should be minimized. On
the other hand, data reductionists should ensure that their
judgments are consistent over time. Accordingly, inter-rater
and intra-rater reliability are tested regularly. Before a data
reduction effort starts, several test events are selected and
coded by expert analysts (e.g., the principal investigator [PI]
of the project or a data reduction director who has extensive
experience with data reduction). Next, each reductionist is
asked to code the same events. Their coding results are com-
pared with those of the experts, and discrepancies are noted
and discussed. The validation results help to determine (1) if
reductionists are correctly coding the events; (2) if certain
reductionists have systematic bias on certain questions; and
(3) if the data dictionary is rationally composed and easily
understood. Associated training, supervision, and modifica-
tion of the data dictionary are applied if needed. For the intra-
rater reliability test, one example event is selected for each
category representing crash, near crash, proximity, and crash-
relevant events. Data reductionists are required to code these
events to the dictionary at the beginning of the process. They
code the same event again after a period of time (varying from
a week, a month, or a year, depending on the full length of the
data reduction effort). The results are compared with the
original reduction results. If there are differences, reduc-
tionists are notified to review their work and make necessary
adjustments.

In summary, three-step data reduction is effective in pro-
cessing large-scale video data and other numeric data. The
selection of threshold values is always a compromise between
exhaustiveness and false events. Lower trigger values will
capture the maximum number of potential events, but the
trade-off is a higher chance of false-positive events, nonconflict
events, and less severe conflicts. Similarly, a higher trigger value
will result in a higher percentage of valid events but will gener-
ate some omissions. A careful examination of threshold values
by experts is highly recommended before data reduction starts.

For studies such as Project 2 and Project 5, which were
aimed at testing onboard alarm systems, data reduction is rel-
atively more straightforward. When an alert was triggered or
the driver comment button was pushed, the main system
logged the triggered summary file, and the video system was
notified and captured a retrospective clip of video data with
transition counts, histograms, errors, and other trip summary
information recorded to a trip-summary log. Because data
were already organized by trips and alarms during collection,
the scanning step to identify potential events from numerical
data is unnecessary. Data reductionists can start data reduc-
tion from viewing epochs of video data of events and then
coding variables to the data dictionary. Data associated with
the reduced data include demographic information (driver’s
age-group), lighting condition, road type, and traffic density.
Additionally, numerous secondary behaviors (behaviors
besides driving) are coded and include such actions as con-
versing, adjusting the radio, speaking on a cell phone, and
brushing one’s hair. The same modeling method for estimat-
ing travel time reliability and judging if driver behavior is cor-
rectable can be applied. Figure 5.1 summarizes a typical data
reduction process (2).
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C H A P T E R  6

Measuring Travel Time Reliability
Previous chapters discussed data sources; the next step is to
characterize the impact of incidents on travel time reliability.
This chapter introduces the development of travel time reli-
ability performance measures. A set of specific, measurable,
achievable, results-oriented, and timely (SMART) performance
measures needs to be developed. The measures should pro-
vide valuable information for a traveler’s decision making
and facilitate the management of transportation systems.

Travel time reliability is a measure of the stability of travel
time and is subject to fluctuations in flow and capacity. Typi-
cal quantifiable measures of travel time reliability that are
widely used include the 90th or 95th percentile travel times (the
amount of travel time required on the heaviest travel days), the
buffer index (extra time required by motorists to reach their
destination on time), the planning time index (total travel time
that is planned, including the buffer time), and the frequency
with which congestion exceeds some expected threshold. These
measures are typically applied in cases of recurring congestion.
The same measures can be applied in cases of nonrecurring
congestion. For example, on an urban freeway, traffic backups
may not be strictly caused by a recurring bottleneck (e.g., lane
drop) but in many cases may be caused by nonrecurring
bottlenecks (e.g., incidents).

Literature Review

Literature on modeling the relationship between crash reduc-
tion and travel time reliability improvement is scant. How-
ever, there are significant publications that deal with how to
measure travel time reliability, as well as how to estimate travel
time delays caused by incidents. This section provides an over-
view of these studies.

Research on Modeling Travel Time Reliability

Existing travel time reliability measures have been created by
different agencies. Based on the ways the measurements were
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calculated, travel time reliability can be classified into empir-
ical and practical-based or mathematical and theoretical-
based (1).

Empirical and Practical Measures

FHWA recommended four travel time reliability measures:
90th or 95th percentile travel time, a buffer index (the buffer
time that most travelers add to their average travel time as a
percentage, calculated as the difference between the 95th per-
centile and average travel time divided by average travel time),
the planning time index (calculated as the 95th percentile
divided by the free-flow travel time), and the frequency that
congestion exceeds some expected threshold (2).

In the FHWA report Monitoring Urban Freeways in 2003:
Current Conditions and Trends from Archived Operations Data
(3), several reliability measures were discussed (e.g., statisti-
cal range measures, buffer measures, and tardy-trip indicator
measures). The recommended measures in this report include
percentage of variation (the amount of variation is expressed in
relation to the average travel time in a percentage measure),
misery index (length of delay of only the worst trips), and buffer
time index (the amount of extra time needed to be on time for
95% of the trips).

Florida’s Mobility Performance Measures Program pro-
posed using the Florida Reliability Method. This method was
derived from Florida DOT’s definition of reliability of a high-
way system as the percentage of travel on a corridor that takes
no longer than the expected travel time (median travel time)
plus a certain acceptable additional time (a percentage of the
expected travel time) (4).

Monitoring and Predicting Freeway Travel Time Reliability
Using Width and Skew of Day-to-Day Travel Time Distribution
(5) examined travel time data from a 6.5-km eastbound car-
riageway of the A20 freeway in the Netherlands between 6 a.m.
and 8 p.m. for the entire year of 2002. Data were binned into
15-min intervals. Two reliability metrics (skew and width of
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the travel time distribution) were created as reliability mea-
sures: λskew = (T90−T50)/(T50−T10) and λvar = (T90−T10)/T50,
where TXX denotes the XX percentile values. Plots of these
two measures showed an analogous behavior to the rela-
tionship between traffic stream flow and density, although
the authors argued that the general pattern may change if the
binning size is set larger (greater than 45 min). The prelimi-
nary conclusion is that for λskew≈1 and λvar≤0.1 (free flow is
expected most of the time), travel time is reliable; for λskew<<1
and λvar>>0.1 (congested), longer travel times can be expected
in most cases; the larger the λvar, the more unreliable travel
times may be classified. For λskew>>1 and λvar≥0.1, congestion
may set in or dissipate, meaning that both free-flow and high
travel times can be expected. The larger the λskew, the more
unreliable travel times may be classified. An indicator UIr for
unreliability, standardized by the length of a roadway, was
proposed in this research using λskew and λvar. A reliability map
was created for each index: λskew, λvar, UIr, as well as a com-
monly used index UIr

alternative, calculated as the standard devi-
ation divided by mean. It was found that the UIr takes both
congestion and transient periods as periods with unreliable
travel times, whereas λskew and λvar each cover one situation
and UIr

alternative shows much less detail. The author incorporated
the indices to predict long-term travel times using a Bayesian
regularization algorithm. The results showed a comparable
travel time prediction to the observed travel times.

Mathematical and Theoretical Measures

The report Using Real-Life Dual-Loop Detector Data to Develop
New Methodology for Estimating Freeway Travel Time Relia-
bility (6) used real-life dual-loop detector data collected on 
I-4 in Orlando, Florida, on weekdays in October 2003 to fit
four different distributions—lognormal, Weibull, normal, and
exponential—for travel times for seven segments. Anderson-
Darling goodness-of-fit statistic and error percentages were
used to evaluate the distributions, and lognormal produced
the best fit to the data. The developed lognormal distribution
was used to estimate segment and corridor travel time relia-
bilities. The reliability in this paper is defined as follows: A
roadway segment is considered 100% reliable if its travel time
is less than or equal to the travel time at the posted speed
limit. This definition is different from many existing travel
time reliability definitions in that it puts more emphasis on
the user’s perspective. The results showed that the travel time
reliability for segments was sensitive to the geographic loca-
tions where the congested segments have a higher variation
in reliability.

New Methodology for Estimating Reliability in Transportation
Networks (7) defined link travel time reliability as the prob-
ability that the expected travel time at degraded capacity is less
than the free-flow link travel time plus an acceptable tolerance.
The authors suggest that the reliability for a network is equal
to the product of the reliabilities of its links. As a result, the
reliability of a series system is always less than the reliability
of the least reliable link. Therefore, the multipath network
system should have a reliability calculated as

where J is the path label and W is the number of possible paths
in the transportation network. The authors independently
tested different degraded link capacities for a hypothetical net-
work (with four nodes and five links) with capacity reduction
at 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%. It was found that a
small reduction in link capacity would cause only a small or
no variation in travel time reliability.

In A Game Theory Approach to Measuring the Performance
Reliability of Transport Networks (8), the network reliabil-
ity in two dimensions is defined as: connectivity and per-
formance reliability. According to the author, the measurement
of network reliability is a complex issue because it involves the
infrastructure, as well as the behavioral response of users. He
defines the reliability of a network as acceptable expected trip
costs even for users who are extremely pessimistic. A game
theoretical approach is described in this paper to assess net-
work reliability. A sample network composed of nine nodes
and 12 links with six possible paths from one origin to one
destination was used. A nonparametric and noncooperative
model was developed. The model assumes that network users
do not know with certainty which of a set of possible link
costs they will encounter, and the evil entity imposing link
costs on the network users does not know which route the
users would choose. The problem was formulated as a linear
program with path choice probabilities as the primal variable
and link-based scenario probabilities as the dual variables.
Because this requires path enumeration, it is not feasible for
large networks. Alternatively, a simple iterative scheme based
on the method of successive averages (MSA) was proposed.
The author believes that the expected trip cost for pessimistic
trip makers offers a quality measure for network reliability.

Trip Travel-Time Reliability: Issues and Proposed Solutions
(9) proposed five methods to estimate path travel time vari-
ances from its component segment travel time variances to
estimate travel time reliability measures. To test these five
methods and the assumption of travel time normality, field
data collected on a section of I-35 running through San
Antonio, Texas, were used. The field data included 4 months
of automatic vehicle identification (AVI) data obtained from
the TransGuide System at all 54 AVI stations from June 11,
1998, to December 6, 1998. Travel times for detected vehicles
were estimated and invalid data were filtered out. Besides the
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San Antonio network, a fictitious freeway network was cre-
ated and modeled using INTEGRATION simulation soft-
ware. The analysis found that, under steady-state conditions,
a lognormal distribution describes the travel times better than
other distributions. To evaluate the performance of the five
proposed methods, AVI data over a 20-day period were ana-
lyzed in addition to the simulated data. The results were consis-
tent for real-world and simulated data. The method that
computes the trip coefficient of variation (CV) as the mean CV
over all segment realizations (Method 3) outperformed other
methods using the field data, whereas the method that estimates
the median trip CV over all realizations j (Method 4) and the
method that estimates the path CV as the midpoint between the
maximum and minimum CV over all realizations j (Method 5)
produced the best results. With the simulated data, Method 4
performed the best. When some localized bottlenecks were
introduced to the system, Method 1 performed well and Meth-
ods 3 and 4 generated reasonable results.

Research on Estimating Delays 
from Incidents

Travel-Time Reliability as a Measure of Service (10) used travel
time data and incident records collected from a 20-mi corri-
dor along I-5 in Los Angeles, California, to describe the travel
time variation caused by incidents. It was found that both the
standard deviation and the median travel time were larger
when there were incidents. The research suggested that the
90th percentile travel time is a meaningful way to combine
the average travel time and its variability.

The I-880 Field Experiment Analysis of Incident Data (11)
conducted the I-880 study to evaluate the effectiveness of the
Freeway Service Patrol (FSP) implemented at a particular free-
way section. The data sources were the field observations made
by probe-vehicle drivers traveling the freeway section with an
average headway of 7 min, as well as the incident data collected
by the California Highway Patrol computer-aided dispatch 
system, officers’ records, tow-truck company logs, and FSP
records. In this field study, incident response, clearance times,
and durations depend on the incident type and severity and
the availability of incident management measures. Average
response time decreased after the implementation of FSPs.

New Model for Predicting Freeway Incidents and Incident
Delays (12) constructed a new model called IMPACT using
incident data from six metropolitan areas to predict incidents
and delays based on aggregate freeway segment characteristics
and traffic volumes. There are four submodels in IMPACT: an
incident rate submodel to estimate the annual number of peak
and off-peak incidents by type; an incident severity submodel
to estimate the likelihood that incidents block one or more
lanes; an incident duration submodel to estimate how long it
takes to clear the incident; and a delay submodel to estimate
the delays caused by the incidents. Seven standard incident
types were adopted and studied. The peak and off-peak incident
rates for average annual daily traffic over capacity (AADT/C) 
≤ 7 were similar across all incident types. Magnitudes of the
peak period rates are sensitive to the degree of congestion.
Some rates decline with increasing AADT/C, whereas others
have a U-shaped relationship. Based on the findings of previ-
ous studies, IMPACT estimates the capacity lost because of
incidents.

Estimating Magnitude and Duration of Incident Delays (13)
developed two regression models for estimating freeway inci-
dent congestion and a third model for predicting incident dura-
tion. According to the authors, factors that affect the impact of
nonrecurring congestion on freeway operation include inci-
dent duration, reduction in capacity, and demand rate. Two
sets of data were collected in this study for 1 month before
(from February 16, 1993, to March 19, 1993) and 1 month
after (from September 27, 1993, to October 29, 1993) imple-
menting FSP. The first set covered such incident characteristics
as type, severity, vehicle involved, and location. The second set
was related to such traffic characteristics as 30-s speed, flow,
and occupancy at freeway mainline stations and at on-and-
off ramp stations upstream and downstream of the incident
location. Two models were developed to estimate incident
delay. The first depicts incident delay as a function of incident
duration, traffic demand, capacity reduction, and number of
vehicles involved. The second predicts the cumulative inci-
dent delay as a function of incident duration, number of lanes
affected, and number of vehicles involved. Model 1 outper-
formed model 2. The incident duration prediction model
uses log transformation of duration. This model can predict
81% of incident durations in a natural log format as a func-
tion of six variables: number of lanes affected, number of vehi-
cles involved, dummy variable for truck, dummy variable for
time of day, log of police response time, and dummy variable
for weather.

Quantifying Incident-Induced Travel Delays on Freeways
Using Traffic Sensor Data (14) applied a modified deterministic
queuing theory to estimate incident-induced delays using 
1-min aggregated loop detector data. The delay was computed
using a dynamic traffic volume–based background profile,
which is considered a more accurate representation of pre-
vailing traffic conditions. Using traffic counts collected by
loop detectors upstream and downstream of the accident loca-
tion, the research team developed a curve for arrival and depar-
ture rates for a specific location. The area between the two
curves was used to compute the total system delay. To vali-
date the algorithm, VISSIM software was used to construct
some incident scenarios. Before conducting the simulation
analysis, the model parameters were calibrated by matching
in-field loop detector and simulated traffic counts. Data col-
lected on SR-520 at the Evergreen Point Bridge were fed to
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VISSIM software to simulate the incident-induced delay
(IID). Even though most of the IIDs estimated by the algo-
rithm were smaller than the IID obtained from the simulation
models, they were reasonably close with an average difference
of 15.3%. The proposed algorithm was applied to two sample
corridors: the eastbound section of SR-520 (Evergreen Point
Bridge) and the I-405 northbound section between mileposts
1.68 and 15.75. The results validated the algorithm, and the
estimated delay was comparable to field data.

Proposed Modeling
Methodology

Although the introduced existing measures attempt to quan-
tify travel time reliability, they fail to distinguish between
congested and noncongested conditions. Consequently, a
more sophisticated model is needed to quantitatively meas-
ure travel time reliability and, at the same time, reflect the
underlying traffic conditions that affect travel time reliability.
In achieving these objectives, the team proposes the use of a
novel multistate travel time reliability modeling framework
to model travel times under complex traffic conditions (15).
This chapter provides an overview of the proposed approach.

According to the model, traffic could be operating in either
a congested state (caused by recurrent and nonrecurrent
events) or an uncongested state. Travel time variability in a
noncongested state is primarily determined by individual
driver preferences and the speed limit of the roadway seg-
ment. Alternatively, travel time for the congested state (recur-
ring or nonrecurring) is expected to be longer with larger
variability compared with free-flow and uncongested states.
The multistate model is used in this research to quantitatively
assess the probability of traffic state and the corresponding
travel time distribution characteristics within each state. A
finite multistate model with K component distributions has
the density function shown in Equation 3,

where T is the travel time; f(T⎟ λ,θ) is the density function of
the distribution for T, representing the distribution of travel
time in the corresponding state; λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . λK) is a vector
of mixture coefficients and ΣK

k =1 λk = 1; θ = (θ1, . . . , θK) is a
matrix of model parameters for each component distribu-
tion; θk = (θk1 . . . , θkI) is a vector of model parameters for the
kth component distribution that determines the characteristics
of the kth component distribution; and fk(T⎟ θk) is the density
function for the kth component distribution corresponding to
a specific traffic condition. Depending on the nature of the
data, the component distributions fk(.) can be modeled using
normal, lognormal, or Weibull distributions.
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The distribution of travel time under a certain traffic con-
dition corresponds to a specific component distribution in
Equation 3. For instance, travel time in free-flow conditions
can be reasonably assumed to be generated from a single-
mode distribution. For a given period, multiple traffic condi-
tions might exist, and the overall distribution of travel time
for this period will follow a mixture distribution. The multi-
states could be a result of differing traffic conditions spatially
(local bottlenecks at different sections), temporally (during
the peak buildup or decay), or both. The multistate model has
the advantage of better model-fitting in these multiple states
and provides a novel approach for interpreting the results.

The kth component fk(T⎟ θk) in Equation 3 represents the
distribution of travel time corresponding to a specific traffic
condition. The parameter vector θk determines the charac-
teristics of the kth component distribution. The parameter
λk represents the probability of each state and has a signif-
icant implication in travel time reliability reporting, which
is discussed later.

A specific example is a two-component normal distribu-
tion, as shown in Equation 4. With different combinations of
mean and variance, as can be seen in Figure 6.1, the model
can theoretically generate any form of distribution that fits
any specific traffic conditions and travel time distributions.

where λ is the mixture coefficient for the first component dis-
tribution, which is a normal distribution with mean μ1 and
standard deviation σ1; the probability for the second compo-
nent distribution is 1 − λ, and the parameters for the second
normal distribution are μ2 and σ2. Figure 6.1 (15) shows the
density curves of a two-component normal mixture distribu-
tion. The parameters for the two-component distribution are
μ1 = 10, σ1 = 5, and μ2 = 35, σ2 = 10, respectively. The plot
shows the variation in the mixture distribution as a function
of variations in λ. The model can accommodate multiple
modes as commonly observed in travel time data. It is flexi-
ble enough to capture a wide range of patterns. In theory, the
mixture distribution can approximate any density function.
The mixture model is calibrated using the expectation and
maximization (EM) method instead of maximum likelihood
methods because the data have multiple modes.
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To verify the multistate distribution of travel time proposed
above, the team randomly examined data from 10 drivers in
the 100-Car Study data set. The home and work addresses pro-
vided by drivers were geocoded to a geographic information
system (GIS) road network database; all the trips made by that
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Figure 6.1. Mixture distribution and multimode travel time distribution.
driver were mapped to this database to visualize the trips. 
Figure 6.2 shows the home-to-work trips made by one par-
ticipant. Travel times were then extracted from the relational
database and plotted in histograms. As shown in Figure 6.3, the
distribution of travel time for work-to-home trips by that par-
ticipant is double-mode, which is in accordance with the
assumption of the travel time model proposed by the team in
the previous section. The start and end points of the trips have
been eliminated from the picture to follow IRB rules.
Model Interpretation and Travel Time
Reliability Reporting

The multistate model provides a platform to relate the param-
eters of the mixture distribution with the underlying traffic
conditions. In particular, the mixture parameter λk in Equa-
tion 3 represents the probability that a particular travel time
follows the kth component distribution, which corresponds
to a particular traffic condition, as discussed earlier. This pro-
vides a mechanism for travel time reliability reporting. A novel
two-step travel time reliability reporting method is thus pro-
posed. The first step is to report the probability of each state
as indicated by the mixture parameter λk. From a statistical
standpoint, λk represents the mixture probability of each
component distribution. The interpretation of this proba-
bility from the transportation perspective depends on the
sampling mechanism. The sampling mechanism refers to
how trips were selected for analysis. Two types of sampling
schemes—proportional sampling and fixed-size sampling—
could be used, as discussed in this section.
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Figure 6.2. Home-to-work trip visualization.
Figure 6.3. Home-to-work travel time histogram.
The number of travel time observations for a given period
depends on traffic conditions. Typically, the number of trips per
unit time is larger for congested periods when compared with
trips in a free-flow state. In a proportional sampling scheme, the
number of trips is proportional to the number of trips for any
given interval. For example, in a 10%, proportional sampling
approach, 10 trips are selected from every 100 trips. For propor-
tional sampling, the probability λk can be interpreted from both
macro- and micro-level perspectives. From the macro-level
perspective, this corresponds to the percentage of vehicles in
traffic state k; for example, the percentage of drivers that expe-
rience congested traffic conditions. This interpretation can be
used to quantitatively assess system performance from a traffic
management perspective. The λk can also be interpreted from a
micro-level perspective. Because the relative frequency (per-
centage) can also be interpreted as the probability for individu-
als, the probability λk also represents the probability that a
particular traveler will travel in state k in a given period. This is
most useful for personal trip prediction.

In a fixed-size sampling scheme, a fixed number of trips are
sampled for a given period regardless of the total number of
trips during this period. For example, 30 trips will be sampled
every 10 min. The λk under a fixed sample scheme represents
the proportion of the total duration where traffic is in the
kth condition. For example, a λ value of 80% for the con-
gested component implies that, out of 60 min, the traffic is in
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a congested state for a total of 0.8 × 60 min. = 48 min. The
fixed-size sampling scheme also provides useful information
for individual travelers, such as the proportion of time traffic
will be in a congested condition.

The multistate model provides a convenient travel time
reliability analog to the well-accepted weather forecasting
example. The general population is familiar with the two-step
weather forecasting approach (e.g., “the probability of rain
tomorrow is 80%, with an expected precipitation of 2 in. per
hour”). The same method can be used in travel reliability
forecasting (e.g., “the probability of encountering congestion
in the morning peak along a roadway segment is 67%, with
an expected travel time of 30 min”). Travel time under each
state can be reported by using well-accepted indices such as
the percentile and the misery index, which can be readily cal-
culated from each component distribution.

This two-step reporting scheme provides rich information
for both travelers and traffic management agencies. By know-
ing the probability of a congested or incident state and the
expected travel time in each state, an individual traveler can
make better travel decisions. For instance, in the case of an
important trip in which the traveler must arrive at his or her
destination at a specific time, the traveler can make a decision
based on the worst-case scenario and estimate the required
starting time from that scenario. For a flexible trip, the trav-
eler can pick a starting time with a lower probability of
encountering a congested state. For traffic management agen-
cies, the proportion of trips in a congested state and the travel
time difference between the congested state and the free-flow
state can provide critical information on the efficiency of the
overall transportation system. This can also provide an oppor-
tunity to quantitatively evaluate the effects of congestion alle-
viation methods.

Model Testing

To demonstrate and validate the interpretation of the mix-
ture multistate model, simulation was conducted using
INTEGRATION software along a 16-mi expressway corridor
(I-66) in northern Virginia. The validation was not conducted
using the in-vehicle data for several reasons. First, the time
stamps in the 100-Car data set were not GPS times and had
errors up to several hours. Second, the in-vehicle data do not
provide the ground truth conditions, given that the data are
only available for the subject vehicle and not for all vehicles
within the system. However, the simulation environment
provides similar probe data with additional information on
the performance of the entire system and detailed informa-
tion on any incidents that are introduced.

An origin-destination (O-D) matrix was developed rep-
resenting the number of trips traveled between each O-D
pair using field loop detector traffic volume measurements.
The goal of the simulation effort was twofold. The first
objective was to demonstrate that the model parameters
estimated are comparable to the characteristics of each traf-
fic state. The second objective was to demonstrate model
interpretation under two alternative sampling schemes: pro-
portional sampling and fixed-size sampling.

Two O-D demands, a congested state and an uncongested
state (scaling down from the congested matrix), were used to
simulate temporal variations. Specifically, a database of 1,000
simulation runs, 500 of them with high demand and 500 with
low demand, was constructed for various travel demand levels.
The mixture scenarios were generated by sampling from the
1,000 time units of simulation output. The simulated travel
times were mixed at fixed mixture levels of 10%, 25%, 50%,
and 75% of time units in a congested stage. The mixed travel
times were fitted to the two-state model, a mixture of two
normal distributions. The fitting results demonstrated that
the two-state model provides a better match to the simulated
travel times when compared with a unimodal model, as
shown in Figure 6.4 (16).

The results also showed that for proportional sampling in
which the number of trips sampled in a given period is pro-
portional to the total number of trips in that period, under
high-congestion scenarios (75% of time units in congested
state), the model underestimates the true proportion and
overestimates the variance of the travel time in the free-flow
state. The reason for the bias is that a single normal distribu-
tion cannot sufficiently model the travel time in the con-
gested state when the percentage is high. This problem can be
resolved by introducing a third component or by using alter-
native component distributions (e.g., lognormal or gamma).
For fixed-size sampling in which a fixed number of trips is
sampled for any given period, the model does reflect the char-
acteristics of travel time under different traffic conditions.
The parameters of the component distribution can be esti-
mated satisfactorily, and the interpretation of the mixture
parameters depends on the sampling scheme.

The multistate model was then applied to a data set collected
from I-35 near San Antonio, Texas. The traffic volume near
downtown San Antonio varied between 89,000 and 157,000
vehicles per day. The most heavily traveled sections were near
the interchange with I-37, with average daily traffic counts
between 141,000 and 169,000 vehicles, and between the south-
ern and northern junctions with the Loop 410 freeway,
with average daily traffic counts between 144,000 and 157,000.
Vehicles were tagged with radio frequency (RF) sensors, and the
travel time for each tagged vehicle was recorded whenever
vehicles passed any pair of AVI stations. A two-component
model and a three-component model were fitted to the morn-
ing peak travel time. The Akaike information criterion (AIC)
was used to compare these models. The smaller the AIC value,
the better fitted the model is. The results, shown in Table 6.1,
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Figure 6.4. Comparison between unimodal and bimodal models.
Table 6.1. Mixture Normal Model-Fitting for Morning Peak Travel Time

Two-Component Model Three-Component Model

Mixture Standard Mixture Standard
Proportion � Mean � Deviation � Proportion � Mean � Deviation �

Comp. 1 33% 588 38 0.33 588 38

Comp. 2 67% 1089 393 0.59 981 230

Comp. 3 NA NA NA 0.08 1958 223

Log likelihood −3567 −3503

AIC 7144 7020

Travel time
reliability
reporting

1. The probability of encountering congestion is 67%.
If congestion is encountered, there is a 90% proba-
bility that travel time is less than 1,592 s.

2. The probability of encountering a free-flow state is
33%. If congestion is encountered, there is a 90%
probability that travel time is less than 637 s.

1. There is a 59% probability of encountering conges-
tion. If congestion is encountered, there is a 90%
probability that travel time is less than 1,276 s.

2. There is a 33% probability of encountering free-flow
conditions. In this case, there is a 90% probability
that travel time is less than 637 s.

3. The probability of encountering an incident is 8%. In
this case, there is a 90% probability that travel time
is less than 2,244 s.
demonstrate that the three-component model provides sub-
stantially better model-fitting than does the two-component
model. The travel time reliability reporting listed in Table 6.1
clearly expresses the travel time information needed by travel-
ers and decision makers. It not only reports the probability of
encountering a congested state but also reports the expected
travel time under that state.
The multistate travel time reliability model is more flexible
and provides superior fitting to travel time data compared
with traditional single-mode models. The model provides a
direct connection between the model parameters and the
underlying traffic conditions. It can also be directly linked to
the probability of incidents and thus can capture the impact
of nonrecurring congestion on travel time reliability.
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Conclusions and Discussion

The proposed multistate model provides a better fit to field data
compared with traditional unimodal travel time models. The
distribution of field travel time is tested to be multimode. As
demonstrated in the last row of Table 6.1, the reliability mea-
sures generated from the proposed model are specific and mea-
surable.Specifically,thetwomodel parameters—the probability
of encountering congestion and the probability of an expected
travel time—are both specific and measurable. The proposed
travel time reliability reporting is achievable because the model
can be developed using in-vehicle, loop detector, video, or other
surveillance technologies. Running this model is not time-con-
suming, so it can provide timely information. Consequently,
the proposed model provides valuable information to assist
travelers in their decision-making process and facilitates the
management of transportation systems.

Travel time reliability can be enhanced by modifying driver
behavior to reduce incidents. The proposed model is designed
to model travel time reliability and congestion before and after
incident-induced congestion. The events have been viewed by
data reductionists and designated as correctable or preventa-
ble by modifying driver behavior. Ideally, the data will also
incorporate a data set with sufficient peak hour travel time
data with and without the influence of safety-related events. It
is relatively easy to capture correctable driver behavior with
the aid of the data reduction tool developed by VTTI. The
challenge is to collect travel time data before and after these
events. The original plan was to use the in-vehicle naturalistic
data collected in the candidate studies by VTTI and related
external data using in-vehicle time and location information,
but using such data is much more complicated and infeasible
in most cases.

To develop travel time reliability models, a large data set was
required, preferably with numerous trips sharing common
origin and destination. The team planned to extract work-to-
home trips from the 100-Car data set but realized that this plan
had to be abandoned. The 100-Car Study, like most naturalis-
tic driving studies, provided incentives to participants. As stated
in the 100-Car Study report,

One hundred drivers who commuted into or out of the
Northern Virginia/Washington, DC metropolitan area were
initially recruited as primary drivers to have their vehicles
instrumented or receive a leased vehicle for this study. Driv-
ers were recruited by placing flyers on vehicles as well as by
placing newspaper announcements in the classified section.
Drivers who had their private vehicles instrumented received
$125 per month and a bonus at the end of the study for com-
pleting necessary paperwork. Drivers who received a leased
vehicle received free use of the vehicle, including standard
maintenance, and the same bonus at the end of the study for
completing necessary paperwork. Drivers of leased vehicles were
insured under the Commonwealth of Virginia policy. (17)
Because participants could receive monetary compensation
or free use of leased vehicles, they were, to some extent, self-
selected. Data reduction revealed that a relatively large portion
of the subjects were students, hourly workers, or from other
low-income populations. Consequently, relatively fewer home-
to-work or work-to-home trips were collected, resulting in a
limited size of trips at regular peak hours collected.

Additionally, there are other limitations. For example, the
instrumented cars were sometimes driven by other drivers
instead of the participant who signed up for the data collection.
Consequently, the trips collected by GPS reflect multiple driv-
ers’ travel patterns. Instead of making regular trips sharing
starting and ending points, some data sets illustrated a rather
complicated travel pattern in which the trips recorded are rel-
atively scattered, covering an expanded road network.

Another limitation is that, in the 100-Car Study, the
computer time was used instead of a synchronized time,
which resulted in some errors in time stamp. Consequently,
even though the team does have a high-quality travel time
database collected and maintained by the state of Virginia,
it is hard to link the in-vehicle data with such external travel
time data.

The statistical model proposed in this chapter used other
travel time data rather than candidate data sources because of
some limitations of those data. If future data collection is care-
fully designed with the recommendations the team proposes
(as discussed in Chapter 8 of this report), the data will be sig-
nificantly improved to serve this research goal.
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C H A P T E R  7

Potential Problems and Issues in Data Reduction
Because of the limitation of hardware or software design, data
elements in candidate data sets may or may not be sufficiently
accurate and verifiable for the analysis of driver behavior asso-
ciated with crashes and near crashes and travel time reliability.
The derivation of data elements from raw data sets may not
meet the needs of the study purpose and may require modifica-
tions. In some cases, the data element may not be accurate but
can be easily transformed. An example of such a case is when an
accelerometer box is installed backward in a vehicle. In this case,
the data can be quickly converted through a simple mathemat-
ical procedure without compromising data integrity. In other
cases, the method to collect the data may be inaccurate for a par-
ticular purpose (e.g., GPS-calculated vehicle speed compared
with speed measured directly from the CAN bus). Similarly, it
may be that some portions of the data are useful but others are
not. Data need to be reviewed to determine the suitability for
nonrecurrent congestion research purposes. Potential prob-
lems, risks, and limitations for data collection and reduction are
discussed in this section.

Overall Data Collection

A common problem associated with naturalistic studies is the
proper identification of drivers. Normally, the data collection
process tries to ensure the exclusive use of an equipped vehicle
by the assigned driver whose demographic information has
been recorded. It is not unusual that the equipped vehicle would
be used by family members or friends. The different driving
habits and behaviors of a second driver and the mismatched
demographic information can bias the data. An elaborate
scheme to correctly match driver information with the actual
driver can improve the situation.

Multiple pieces of equipment are on board the test vehicles.
Different devices can be chosen for different research pur-
poses. The DAS adopted in Project 2 and Project 5 is shown in
Figure 7.1 (1). The basic arrangement of the DAS in Project 7
by VTTI is illustrated in Figure 7.2 (2). A similar setup was
56
used in the other three VTTI projects. These differences in
equipment result in variations in types of data collected and
the associated data storage and computation requirements.
Customized data computation software and hardware are
needed for individual studies. UMTRI developed a system
called Debrief View, as shown in Figure 4.4, to conduct data
reduction. VTTI developed DART software, which visualizes
and reduces data, as shown in Figure 4.3.

Even with similar types of equipment, different settings
might apply according to the varied research purposes. For
example, although all the candidate studies recorded video
data at a predefined stable frequency (i.e., continuous), the
frequency set by each study was not the same. Project 2 and
Project 5 saved data at a relatively low frequency (as shown in
Table 4.2) unless an event trigger was sent to the DAS to initial-
ize a continuous video recording for 8 s. The fact that the
purpose of these studies was to test the effectiveness of an ACA-
RDCWS warrants this lower frequency. The disadvantage, as
stated in the UMTRI reports, was that several alerts of very short
duration that occurred below the 10-Hz recording rate may
be omitted (1). On the contrary, most VTTI studies collected
continuous video data at approximately 30 Hz. Details of dri-
vers’ behavior are essential to the studies conducted by VTTI.
A relatively higher video recording frequency will provide
researchers with a better opportunity to closely observe drivers’
driving habits and distractions. A higher frequency generates
data sets that are larger in size and brings more challenge to data
reduction. When postprocessing and analyzing the same type
of data from different sources, as was done for this study, spe-
cial attention should be paid to the differences in data collection
rates. Conversion or inference of data may be necessary.

Another common problem is data dropping out; for exam-
ple, GPS outages because of urban canyons. As shown in Fig-
ure 7.3, when high buildings in downtown areas block out
satellite signals, the resulting GPS data collected has gaps
between the points. Postprocessing such GPS data to trace the
real route traveled by the vehicle usually leads to an error, as
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Figure 7.1. DAS used in Project 2 and Project 5.
Figure 7.2. DAS used in Project 7.
shown in the left part of Figure 7.4. By filling the gaps, the real
routes can be accurately located, as shown in the right part of
Figure 7.4. Another example of data dropping out is illustrated
in Figure 7.5, which depicts a situation in which data (speed and
range) are missing for a few milliseconds while the valid target
is being tracked. To impute missing data, a linear interpolation
may be performed. Figure 7.5 shows a speed profile with miss-
ing values for a target (upper part) and the same profile after
performing a linear interpolation (lower part of the figure).
Invalid readings and null values are other commonly occur-
ring obstacles. For example, in examining the rain gauge data,
invalid (unrealistic) measurements were found, as shown in
Table 7.1 (196.088 mm). A rain gauge measurements algorithm
was developed to identify such unusual rainfall values and
replace them with the average of the before-and-after values
in the case of the first problem. Additionally, Table 7.2 shows
another example of unrealistic data in which the GPS time
reports a null value for an entry. Algorithms were developed
to replace invalid or missing data, as demonstrated in the right
column of Table 7.2.

Details of challenges and potential problems regarding kine-
matic data, video data, reduced data, and other data sources are
discussed in the following sections.
Kinematic Data

Sensor measurements in each study to collect kinematic data
differ from one to another. Project 7 and Project 8 used a lane
tracker developed by VTTI (i.e., Road Scout) to detect the
vehicle’s location within a lane. The maximum error was 6 in.
for distance measuring and 1° for angular measuring. Simi-
lar equipment was used in Project 5 with a different accuracy
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Figure 7.3. Urban canyon blockage of GPS signals.
 

Figure 7.4. GPS gaps: (left) before links added; (right) after links added.
level. It used a monochrome charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera that observed painted lane markers or other nonpainted
visual features and could observe lane markers forward of the
vehicle to approximately 30 m.

The radar systems used to detect surrounding objects and
collect distance information for further derivation of data
also vary from one project to another in numbers and config-
urations. The variations in settings resulted in varied accuracy
levels. In Project 2, radar units were operating at 77 GHz fre-
quency to track up to 15 targets. The sensing range was 100 m.
This range is reduced on a winding road because of the radar’s
limited azimuth coverage. Project 5 included two forward-
looking radar units configured at 20 Hz, two side-looking radar
units configured at 50 Hz, and fields of view 120° wide. Radar
systems used in VTTI studies were operating at 20 Hz. Pro-
ject 6 had a radar range effective from 5 to 500 ft. Project 7 and
Project 8 used radar systems with effective ranges from 5 to
600 ft. Radar units used in Project 11 increased the effective
range to 700 ft.

When reviewing and reducing radar data, one must consider
the type of radar used, the rate of data collection, how “noisy”
the data are, and the assumptions used to mathematically
smooth the data. One typically derived variable was the TTC
between the subject vehicle and a leading vehicle. In Project 2,
enhanced TTC was computed incorporating the accelerations
of both vehicles, as well as the range to the vehicle ahead and the
speeds of the vehicles. In VTTI studies, the TTC was derived
from the range measured by either a radar-based VORAD for-
ward object detection unit or a TRW sensor. Acceleration and
deceleration of related vehicles were taken into consideration in
all studies except Project 11.

Radar switching targets is another difficulty. When radar
signal strength changes, the system might lose track of a tar-
get and then reacquire it. When this happens, the target will
be assigned a different ID number, which can cause confu-
sion. The manner in which the distance between the target
and the equipped vehicle is recorded and organized in the
data set may also generate errors. The data collection system
simultaneously tracks up to seven targets that change over
time. As shown in Table 7.3, VTTI has developed algorithms
that identify and track the primary target of interest. To illus-
trate the importance of implementing such algorithms, con-
sider the primary target of interest to be Target 231, as shown
in Table 7.3. Before implementing the tracking algorithm
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Figure 7.5. Speed profile: (top graph) with missing data; (bottom
graph) after performing linear interpolation.
Table 7.1. Rain Gauge Measurements

Rain Gauge Measurements Rain Gauge Measurements
(invalid values), mm (invalid values removed), mm

8.382 8.382

196.088 8.382

196.088 8.382

196.088 8.382

196.088 8.382

8.382 8.382

8.382 8.382
Table 7.2. GPS Imported Data (Null Values)

GPS Date Time
(with null values) GPS Date Time (corrected)

‘2007-06-22 06:30:39.617’ ‘2007-06-22 06:30:39.617’

‘2007-06-22 06:30:39.617’ ‘2007-06-22 06:30:39.617’

Null ‘2007-06-22 06:30:39.617’

‘2007-06-22 06:30:39.617’ ‘2007-06-22 06:30:39.617’

‘2007-06-22 06:30:39.617’ ‘2007-06-22 06:30:39.617’

‘2007-06-22 06:30:39.903’ ‘2007-06-22 06:30:39.903’
Table 7.3. Example Illustration of Radar 
Target Tracking

Time
VORAD_ID VORAD1_Range (Ft)

Step (s) 1 2 3 1 2 3

−0.6 231 248 247 50.1 370.1 212.2

−0.5 231 248 247 49.5 363.4 205.8

−0.4 248 231 247 354.5 49.6 193.1

−0.3 247 231 248 186.7 49.6 344.5

−0.2 247 248 231 173.9 331.8 49.5

−0.1 247 231 248 165 49.3 321.8
(i.e., using range values in the “VORAD1_Range_1” range
calculations), erroneous variable computations would result,
as shown in Figure 7.6. After applying the algorithm, correct
target variables are identified.

A critical postprocessing data issue that one must address
is the linking of the in-vehicle data with other data, including
environmental, traffic, and weather data. Valid and accurate
time and location variables should be available for researchers
to complete the linkage. As described in earlier reports, most
studies had GPS data recorded in their data sets. In Project 6,
however, the local computer clocks without synchronization
were used instead of GPS time, resulting in time errors. These
errors deem synchronization infeasible.

Video Data

During the extensive naturalistic driving data collection
period, it was not unusual to have technical difficulties in
cameras, including disconnection of cables and malfunction
of cameras. Special supervision is needed to ensure smoother
data collection and reduction.

Each study set up videos with varied views for its particu-
lar research goal. VTTI studies usually have four cameras cap-
turing the front view, side views (left and right), and driver’s
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Figure 7.6. Range with and without target tracking.
face. Some projects added a fifth camera to capture the driver’s
hand and foot movements.

Figure 7.7 illustrates the camera views in Project 7 (2). In
the UMTRI studies, only two cameras were used, providing a
front view and a driver’s face view, because less emphasis was
put on observing driver behavior. Video data that does not
include all four views have limited usage in this study, given
that it is not possible to identify causes and behavior before
crash or near-crash events.

In making decisions based on driver behavior, as is the case
in this research effort, a prerequisite is satisfactory quality of
video data. Incorrect brightness is a typical problem that pre-
vents researchers from interpreting video data clearly.

Figure 7.8 shows some video captures in Project 5 (3). Dur-
ing some daytime driving, when the vehicle is heading directly
into a setting sun, the camera images degraded because of sun
Behind 
Vehicle Front of 

Vehicle 
Camera 2 

Camera 1 
Camera 3 

Camera 4 

Figure 7.7. Camera directions and approximate fields of view in 
Project 7.
glare. When some data from outside sources are unavailable,
such as the weather data and level of congestion, the ability to
acquire them through video data reduction becomes vital. If
the video data are blurred, it is impossible to obtain such data.
In the new DAS protocol of VTTI, the problem is solved by
using Autobrite, as shown in Figure 7.9 (4). As can be seen, the
quality of video data on the right of the figure is significantly
improved.
Reduced Data

One challenge faced by researchers is data reduction in which
raw data can be organized in a more functional format. Each
study listed previously has a data reduction dictionary into
which raw data were coded by reductionists, but the coding
schemes of each dictionary are not identical. In Project 2, the
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Figure 7.8. Simultaneous images from the cameras of an RDCWS vehicle heading into the sun.
Figure 7.9. Prototype DAS camera under consideration.
variable “Time of Day” was coded in 0 or 1 for Day or Night,
respectively. The “Location of eyes at time of the alert” was
coded 0 through 9, representing “Looking forward at forward
scene” at one extreme, to the more distracted statuses of “Head
down, looking at center stack console area” or “Cannot accu-
rately evaluate eye location.” In contrast, data reduction at
VTTI was more extensive. In a typical VTTI study (such as Proj-
ect 7 and Project 8), “Date,” “Day of Week,” and “Time” were
three independently coded variables to pinpoint the time of an
event. “Light Condition” was a separate variable, in addition to
time and day variables, coded from 01 to 05 to describe the light
situation as “Daylight,” “Dark,” “Dark but lighted,” “Dawn,”
or “Dusk.” VTTI studies coded driver actions and distrac-
tions more elaborately. “Driver Potentially Distracting Driver
Behavior” was a variable coded in 31 values describing situa-
tions including “bite nails,” “remove/adjust jewelry,” and
even “comb/brush/fix hair.” Besides behavior variables, some
variables were designed to describe other statuses of drivers.
For example, “Driver Actions/Factors/Behaviors Relating to
Event” described drivers’ emotions, coded in 60 values to
represent “angry,” “drowsy,” “drunk,” and others. When using
data from multiple sources with different coding protocols, a
proper unifying process is required to ensure the same stan-
dards in data analysis.

Reductionist capability is a dominant factor that affects the
quality of reduced data. VTTI has a professional data reduc-
tion team composed of professional researchers and graduate
research assistants and a separate data reduction laboratory led
by laboratory managers. All the reductionists have extensive
experience in data reduction and analysis. Before data reduction
officially starts, reductionists are trained using a protocol writ-
ten by the laboratory manager and project researchers. The lab-
oratory manager works closely with the reductionists to assess
their comprehension of the data reduction dictionary. UMTRI
also has a professional data reduction team with researchers and
graduate students. Students are responsible for relatively easy
variable coding, such as weather condition, presence of passen-
ger, and type of road. The research staff is responsible for more
difficult variables that require judgments, such as degree of dis-
traction and behavior coding.

Quality control in data reduction is critical in data post-
processing and can be a decisive factor in the success of later
analyses. A quality control procedure to support accurate and
consistent coding was established at VTTI. For example, in
Project 11 data reductionists performed 30 min of spot checks
of their own or other reductionists’ work each week. Besides
the spot checks, inter- and intra-rater reliability tests were
conducted every 3 months. Reliability tests were developed for
which the reductionist was required to make validity judg-
ments for 20 events. Three of the 20 events were also com-
pletely reduced; in other words, the reductionist recorded
information for all reduction variables as opposed to sim-
ply marking the severity of the event. These three tests were
repeated on the next test to obtain a measure of intra-rater
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reliability. At the same time, using the expert reductionist’s
evaluations of each epoch as a gold standard, the proportion
of agreement between the expert and each rater was calcu-
lated for each test. This inter-rater test between expert and
regular data reductionists was completed on the initial reduc-
tion for 6, 12, and 18 months of data reduction. The results
indicated an intra-rater reliability of 99% for all three tests.
The average inter-rater reliability score for this task was
92.1%. Discrepancies are mediated by a third, senior-level
researcher (2). Similar quality control procedures were used
by the UMTRI research team. Two researchers initially
viewed and coded a small portion of the alerts indepen-
dently. The coded data were compared to decide a percentage
of agreement; each researcher then independently coded the
remaining alerts. A third researcher examined their coding
results and determined the degree of consistency in coding.
The results showed a high level of agreement, which testi-
fied to the efficiency and consistency of the data reduction
dictionary. The researchers then jointly viewed and recoded
all video to modify factors that had not been agreed on. Each
of these meticulous steps guarantees that the data reduction
is under control.

Other Data Sources

Besides the possible risks and problems that exist in vehicle
data, the availability and quality of environmental data—
specifically, weather data, traffic count, crash, and work
zone data—are worthy of attention. Accurate weather data
are available at ASOS stations. Only vehicle data that were col-
lected at locations close enough (e.g., within 15 mi) to ASOS
stations can be associated with the weather data observed
there. Another source of weather data is the Road and Weather
Information System (RWIS). RWIS is a combination of tech-
nologies that uses historic and current climatological data
to develop road and weather information. The information
is then sent to road users and decision makers. RWIS usu-
ally includes an environmental sensor system, a model to
develop forecasts, and a dissemination platform to publish
data. More than 10 DOTs in the United States have started
or plan to start RWISs. When vehicles were far from ASOS
stations or RWIS, the only source of weather information
was the weather variable coded in the reduced data by data
reductionists.

Even at locations where weather data are available, risks
that the data have errors in them still exist. In the example
shown in Table 7.4, the variable Rain_Today Field, which
records the cumulative rainfall since 12:00 a.m., is reset to
zero. The controller times do not necessarily coincide with
the local time, and thus resetting has to be done at 13:29,
Table 7.4. Weather Station Input Data

Row Minute Rain_
Number GPS of Day Today

57809 ‘2007-04-26 17:29:38.367’ 1439 8.382

57810 ‘2007-04-26 17:29:38.367’ 1439 8.382

57811 ‘2007-04-26 17:29:38.367’ 0 0

57812 ‘2007-04-26 17:29:38.367’ 0 0
according to local time (shown as 17:29 as of Coordinated
Universal Time [UTC]). To address this problem it was
determined that the offset was a constant value that was loca-
tion specific. An offset was allocated to each location in com-
puting the precipitation rate to account for this error.

For traffic count and traffic condition, crash, and work
zone data, the quality and availability differ from state to
state. As introduced in Chapter 6, some states have more
continuous traffic count stations than others. For example,
Virginia has maintained a traffic count database containing
traffic data from more than 72,000 stations, among which
470 are continuous. West Virginia has only 60 continuous-
count stations. Some states have more complete crash or
work zone databases (e.g., New Jersey and Michigan) and
others maintain only general crash records from police
reports. When linking vehicle data to outside data sources,
special attention should be paid to variations in data quality.

In summary, data elements designed to accomplish the
objectives of the original research study may not be suitable
for a study of driver behavior that causes nonrecurring con-
gestion. As discussed in this chapter, if certain modifica-
tions can be feasibly executed, a candidate data set can be more
valuable to serve the research goal of this study. Table 7.5
lists the possible modifications that can be made for each can-
didate data set to render them more compatible with this
research goal.

As illustrated in the last row of Table 7.5, one more
potential data set will be available in the near future. Being
the most extensive naturalistic travel data collection effort,
SHRP 2 Safety Project S07 will include high-quality video
data and other in-vehicle data. With accurate location and
time information, Project S07 data can be easily linked with
other external environment data. Once integrated with
other external data sets, the data set from Project S07 will
be the most valuable candidate data set for studying non-
recurring congestion and its relationship to driver behav-
ior. Details of Project S07 are discussed in Chapter 8 in the
section on recommendations.
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Table 7.5. Modification Needed for Each Data Set

Feasibility
(���) Modifications Needed Cost for Modifications ($$$)

Project 2: ACAS FOT � • Additional external data, such as work zone and crashes $$$

• Manual filtering of invalid triggers

Project 5: RDCWS FOT � • Additional external data, such as work zone and crashes $$$

• Manual filtering of invalid triggers

Project 6: The 100-Car Study �� • More efficient identification of driver $

Project 7: DDWS FOT �� • More comprehensive external data $

Project 8: NTDS �� • More comprehensive external data $

Project 11: NTNDS �� • More efficient identification of driver

• More comprehensive external data $$

SHRP 2 Project S07 ��� $$$
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Conclusions and Recommendations for 
Future Data Collection Efforts
The team reviewed reduced data from each candidate data set
in Chapter 4. The original reduced data were not detailed or
specific enough to recognize contributing factors to safety-
related events. Consequently, additional data reduction was
needed. The next section details the factors that contribute
to crashes and near crashes, whether or not driver behavior
can be adjusted, and corresponding countermeasures are
recommended.

Contributing Factors and
Correctable Driver Behaviors

For Project 5, RDCWS FOT, the original data reduction did
not specifically pinpoint contributing factors to events. The
variables coded for drivers and the related environment stated
the situation only at the instant the events occurred. The team
performed additional data reduction and identified contribut-
ing factors. As seen in Table 8.1, in most of the safety-related
events, driver-related decision errors are the contributing
factor. For both freeway and arterial safety-related events, more
than 80% of the cases are caused by factors in this category.
The next largest category on both types of roads is recognition
errors in which drivers were distracted or failed to look.

For Project 6, the 100-Car Study, the factors that precipitated
a safety-related event, contributed to the event, and were
associated with the event were determined. These factors are
grouped into pre-event maneuvers, precipitating factors, con-
tributing factors, associated factors, and avoidance maneuvers.
Of all the factors, contributing factors are the key in the study of
driver behavior and were judged by trained data reductionists
to have directly influenced the presence or severity of a crash
or near crash. Three subcategories were further constructed
for contributing factors to identify the causes of crashes:
infrastructure factors and driving environment factors, such
as road surface, traffic density, and weather; driver factors,
such as driver inattention, drowsiness, and distraction; and
vehicle factors, such as flat tires and vehicle breakdowns.
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As revealed by the data, the factors that contributed to a
crash usually were not caused by a sole factor but involved some
form of factor interaction. For example, the driver could be
distracted by both talking on a cell phone and adjusting the
radio during an event, or the crash could have been caused by
both inattention of the driver and a poorly designed roadway.
Therefore, as shown in Tables 8.2 and 8.3, the resulting sum
of percentages of contributing factors may add up to more
than 100%. Not all 18 conflict categories are listed in these
tables. Most of the categories of events have driver factors
involved as a contributing factor, especially for the single-
and lead-vehicle crashes, as well as for the single-, lead-, and 
following-vehicle near crashes. These categories have more
than 100% driver factor–involved cases, demonstrating a high
probability of human errors.

In some cases the contributing factors are descriptions 
of the status of the driver, vehicle, and environment at the
moment the event happened. For example, if the driver was
using a wireless device when the event happened, the driver
factor would be “Secondary task” under the “Inattention to
Forward Roadway” category. It is possible that these factors
are not the direct causal factor leading to the events. To better
distinguish preventable events from others, additional data
reduction was performed by the team. Table 8.4 ascribes the
crashes and near crashes to one mutually exclusive contribut-
ing category that can be considered as a dominant factor. The
categories listed in this table better serve the purpose of studying
the relationship between behavior and travel time reliability.

In summary, the data collected in the 100-Car Study were
comprehensively and accurately reduced. The continuous
video and other data are suitable for studying driving behavior
and its impact on travel time reliability.

For Project 7, DDWS FOT, more than one vehicle was
involved in multiple crashes. Because only the subject vehicle
was equipped with data collection equipment, data reduc-
tionists could observe only scenarios related to that vehicle.
Contributing factors were analyzed based on the observations
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Table 8.1. Critical Contributing Factors for Project 5

Critical Factor Freeway Arterial Total

Driver-related factor (critical nonperformance errors), including sleep; heart attack or other 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
physical impairment of the ability to act; drowsiness, fatigue, or other reduced alertness; 
other critical nonperformance

Driver-related factor (recognition errors), including inattention; internal distraction; external 5 (6.5%) 0 (0.0%) 5 (5.0%)
distraction; inadequate surveillance (e.g., failure to look); other or unknown recognition error

Driver-related factor (decision errors), including too fast or too slow; misjudgment of gap; 66 (85.7%) 19 (82.6%) 85 (85.0%)
following too closely or unable to respond to unexpected actions; false assumption of other 
road user’s actions; apparently intentional sign or signal violation; illegal U-turn or other illegal 
maneuver; failure to turn on headlamps; inadequate evasive action; aggressive driving; other 
or unknown decision error

Driver-related factor (performance errors), including panic or freezing; overcompensation; 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
poor directional control; other or unknown performance error

Environment-related factor, including sign missing; view obstruction by roadway design; 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
roadway geometry; sight distance; maintenance problems; slick roads; other highway-related 
conditions

Environment-related factor, including glare, blowing debris, animal or object in roadway 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)

Crashes or near crashes caused by others 1 (1.3%) 1 (4.3%) 2 (2.0%)

Unknown reasons 5 (6.5%) 3 (13.0%) 8 (8/0%)

Total 77 (100%) 23 (100%) 100 (100%)
Table 8.2. Contributing Factors for Crashes in Project 6

Factor Category

Crashes Total Number Driver Environmental Vehicle

Single vehicle 24 121% 38% 0%

Lead vehicle 15 127% 13% 0%

Following vehicle 12 83% 8% 0%

Object obstacle 9 144% 56% 0%

Parked vehicle 4 100% 50% 0%

Animal 2 0% 100% 0%

Turning across opposite direction 2 100% 50% 0%

Adjacent vehicle 1 100% 0% 0%
from equipped vehicles. The most frequent critical reason for
crashes was “object in roadway,” which constituted 57% of the
total events. The next largest groups were driver-related factors
(recognition errors) and driver-related factors (performance
errors); each group had more than 14% of the cases. For tire
strike cases, most were attributed to environment-related
factors. For near crashes, driver-related factors (recognition
errors and decision errors) constituted nearly half of all cases.
Details of the critical factors are enumerated in Table 8.5.

In summary, the data collected in this study were com-
prehensive, and the data reduction was extensive. This study
was conducted more recently than Project 6; consequently,
the instrumentation used to collect the data was more accurate.
Because only commercial trucks were studied, the data set
has certain limitations with regard to the versatility of drivers
and vehicles.

For Project 8, NTDS, a total of 320,011 triggers were visu-
ally inspected during data reduction. From those triggers,
2,899 safety-critical events were identified, including 13 crashes
(eight of those were tire strikes), 61 near crashes, 1,594 crash-
relevant conflicts, 1,215 unintentional lane deviations, and
16 illegal maneuvers. Additionally, a random sample of
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Table 8.3. Contributing Factors for Near Crashes in Project 6

Factor Category

Near Crashes Total Number Driver Environmental Vehicle

Single vehicle 48 135% 29% 0%

Lead vehicle 380 119% 9% 0%

Following vehicle 70 110% 9% 0%

Object obstacle 6 83% 50% 0%

Parked vehicle 5 60% 0% 0%

Animal 10 70% 10% 0%

Turning across opposite direction 27 96% 30% 0%

Adjacent vehicle 115 90% 11% 0%

Merging vehicle 6 33% 67% 0%

Across path through intersection 27 89% 30% 0%

Oncoming 27 96% 30% 0%

Other 2 100% 50% 0%

Pedestrian 6 133% 50% 0%

Turning across in same direction 3 44% 11% 0%

Turning in same direction 28 54% 21% 0%

Unknown 1 200% 0% 0%
Table 8.4. Critical Factors Contributing to Crashes and Near Crashes

Critical Factor Crashes Near Crashes

Driver-related factor (critical nonperformance errors), including sleep; heart attack or other physical impairment 
of the ability to act; drowsiness, fatigue, or other reduced alertness; other critical nonperformance 8 (11.6%) 33 (4.3%)

Driver-related factor (recognition errors), including inattention; internal distraction; external distraction; 
inadequate surveillance (e.g., failure to look); other or unknown recognition error 22 (31.9%) 201 (26.4%)

Driver-related factor (decision errors), including too fast or too slow; misjudgment of gap; following too closely 
or unable to respond to unexpected actions; false assumption of other road user’s actions; apparently 
intentional sign or signal violation; illegal U-turn or other illegal maneuver; failure to turn on headlamps; 
inadequate evasive action; aggressive driving; other or unknown decision error 19 (27.5%) 218 (28.6%)

Driver-related factor (performance errors), including panic or freezing; overcompensation; poor directional 
control; other or unknown performance error 1 (1.4%) 30 (3.9%)

Environment-related factor, including sign missing; view obstruction by roadway design; roadway geometry; 
sight distance; maintenance problems; slick roads; other highway-related conditions 2 (2.9%) 26 (3.4%)

Environment-related factor, including glare, blowing debris, animal or object in roadway 4 (5.8%) 29 (3.8%)

Crashes or near crashes caused by others 13 (18.8%) 224 (29.4%)

Total 69 (100%) 761 (100%)
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Table 8.5. Categorized Critical Factors for Crashes and Near Crashes in Project 7

Critical Factor Crashes Crashes: Tire Strikes Near Crashes

Critical reason not coded to this vehicle. 1 7.1% 0 0% 29 29.6%

Driver-related factor (critical nonperformance errors), including sleep; heart attack 0 0% 0 0% 1 1.0%
or other physical impairment of the ability to act; drowsiness, fatigue, or other 
reduced alertness; other critical nonperformance

Driver-related factor (recognition errors), including inattention; internal distraction; 2 14.3% 0 0% 30 30.6%
external distraction; inadequate surveillance (e.g., failure to look); other or 
unknown recognition error

Driver-related factor (decision errors), including too fast or too slow; misjudgment 1 7.1% 2 14.3% 18 18.4%
of gap; following too closely or unable to respond to unexpected actions; 
false assumption of other road user’s actions; apparently intentional sign 
or signal violation; illegal U-turn or other illegal maneuver; failure to turn on 
headlamps; inadequate evasive action; aggressive driving; other or unknown 
decision error

Driver-related factor (performance errors), including panic or freezing; over- 2 14.3% 3 21.4% 7 7.1%
compensation; poor directional control; other or unknown performance error

Environment-related factor, including sign missing; view obstruction by roadway 0 0% 9 64.3% 2 2.1%
design; roadway geometry; sight distance; maintenance problems; slick roads; 
other highway-related conditions

Environment-related factor, including glare, blowing debris, animal or object 8 57.2% 0 0% 11 11.2%
in roadway

Total 14 100% 14 100% 98 100%
456 baseline events, each 30 s long, was selected. Data reduc-
tionists used the data directory and coded a variety of variables
from these 456 randomly selected baseline driving events or
brief driving periods. One random baseline event was selected
for each driver-week of data collection. Baseline events were
described using many of the same variables used to describe
safety-critical events. The goal of identifying baseline events
was to provide a comparison between normal driving and
driving during critical events. For example, the proportion of
time spent driving under various conditions and the propor-
tion of time drivers performed various behaviors (e.g., eating,
drinking, talking on citizens band [CB] radio or cell phone)
were compared across different situations (1).

Because only the subject vehicle was equipped with data
collection units, only the behavior of the driver in that vehicle
was coded and documented. As shown in Table 8.6, the most
frequent critical factor for crashes was an object in the roadway,
followed by driver-related factors associated with recognition
errors, decision errors, and performance errors; each con-
stituted 20% of the total cases. Not surprisingly, almost all
(75%) the tire strikes involved some type of improper turn.
The next two largest categories of contributing factor for
crashes: tire strikes are driver performance error and driver
decision error, respectively. For near crashes, the most frequent
factor is driver-related recognition errors; more than 40%
of near crashes were caused by inattention or distraction. Of
these near crashes, almost one-quarter involved the subject
driver not seeing the other vehicle during a lane change 
or merge.

Countermeasures

A close examination of the event causations reveals that a
significant portion of the crashes or near crashes happened
because of driver errors, such as inattention, distraction, or
judgment errors. To prevent these events, the driver’s response
should be altered, his or her attention should be improved,
or his or her driving habits should be corrected. The most
frequently suggested functional countermeasures relating to
modifying driver behavior include increasing driver recognition
of specific highway crash threats (improving driver recognition
of forward threats), increasing driver attention, improving
driver situation awareness, and defensive driving. The team
examined the video data from Project 5, and the results are
listed in Table 8.7. Most events are preventable by modifying
driver behavior or increasing the attention level. The percentage
indicates the portion of crashes and near crashes that would
have been avoided if the suggested countermeasures had been
applied. It was not unusual that more than one countermeasure
could be selected for an event when the contributing factor
was a combination of factors. Therefore, the total may be more
than 100%.

Because of the massive size of the data, the countermeasures
identification for Project 6 was not as detailed as for projects
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Table 8.6. Contributing Factors for Crashes in Project 8

Critical Factor Crashes Crashes: Tire Strikes Near Crashes

Critical reason not coded to this vehicle 0 0% 0 0% 16 26.2%

Driver-related factor (critical nonperformance errors), including sleep; heart attack 0 0% 0 0% 4 6.6%
or other physical impairment of the ability to act; drowsiness, fatigue, or other 
reduced alertness; other critical nonperformance

Driver-related factor (recognition errors), including inattention; internal distraction; 1 20% 0 0% 27 44.3%
external distraction; inadequate surveillance (e.g., failure to look); other or 
unknown recognition error

Driver-related factor (decision errors), including too fast or too slow; misjudgment 1 20% 1 12.5% 6 9.8%
of gap; following too closely or unable to respond to unexpected actions; 
false assumption of other road user’s actions; apparently intentional sign 
or signal violation; illegal U-turn or other illegal maneuver; failure to turn on 
headlamps; inadequate evasive action; aggressive driving; other or unknown 
decision error

Driver-related factor (performance errors), including panic or freezing; over- 1 20% 1 12.5% 5 8.2%
compensation; poor directional control; other or unknown performance error

Environment-related factor, including sign missing; view obstruction by roadway 0 0% 6 75% 2 3.2%
design; roadway geometry; sight distance; maintenance problems; slick roads; 
other highway-related conditions

Environment-related factor, including: glare, blowing debris, animal or object 2 40% 0 0% 1 1.6%
in roadway

Total 5 100% 8 100% 61 100%
discussed earlier. The team did differentiate avoidable crashes
from unavoidable or likely avoidable crashes and near crashes,
as shown in Table 8.8. Almost 40% of crashes can or are likely
to be prevented. More than 80% of near crashes can or are
likely to be prevented, given reasonable countermeasures.

The detailed countermeasures to safety-critical events in
Project 7 and Project 8 are illustrated in Tables 8.9 and 8.10
(1; 2), respectively. Because of multiple countermeasures appli-
cable to one event, the total may be more than 100%.

Tables 8.9 and 8.10 list the functional countermeasures that
describe an intervention into the driving situation. Specifically,
to technologically modify drivers’ behaviors, warning systems
can be used to alert drivers so that they are not distracted or to
correct driving habits to improve safety. Many of these systems,
some of which are provided in the following list, have been
tested in previous studies as technical countermeasures.
which consists of a single analog black-and-white camera,
a personal computer with a frame-grabber card, and an
interface-to-vehicle network for obtaining ground speed.
Distance from the center of the car to left and right lane
markings, the angular offset between the car centerline
and road centerline, the approximate road curvature, and
marking characteristics can be measured and calculated to
determine whether the car remains in the lane or is cross-
ing lines. A similar system was developed by UMTRI. A
lane-tracking system can be used mainly to alert a driver
in circumstances of decreased alertness. It can also be used
to correct drivers’ recognition errors, decision errors, and
performance errors (1–3).

3. ACC System. Instead of simply maintaining a preset tar-
get speed, as does a CCC system, an ACC system is prima-
rily a speed and headway controller. It can modulate speed
and use throttle and brakes simultaneously to manage
headway to the leading vehicle. Usually an ACC system
holds a maximum braking authority. In Project 2, this
value is 0.3 g. When the headway decreases to the point at
which the maximum braking response is required, the
system will issue an alert or apply braking. This system will
benefit drivers with recognition errors, a decreased alertness
level, and some extent of decision errors and performance
errors (3).

4. CSWS. A CSWS can usually help drivers slow down to a safe
speed before entering an upcoming curve. It uses GPS and
1. FCW System. An FCW system measures the headway
between the subject vehicle and the leading vehicle. It
issues a visual or audio warning when the equipped vehicle
approaches the leading vehicle too rapidly. The system is
effective in correcting drivers’ performance errors and
decision errors. It is even more effective in alerting an
inattentive or a less-alert driver (3).

2. Lane Tracking System/LDWS. A lane-tracking system or
an LDWS usually can measure lane-keeping behavior. For
example, VTTI developed a lane tracker called Road Scout,
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Table 8.7. Countermeasures by Category for Project 5

Crashes and Near Crashes

Freeway Arterial Total

No countermeasure applicable 5 6.5% 6 26.0% 11 11.0%

1. Increase driver alertness (reduce drowsiness) 2 2.6% 0 0.0% 2 2.0%

2. Prevent drift lane departures 1 1.3% 0 0.0% 1 1.0%

3. Improve vehicle control on curves 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

4. Improve vehicle control on slippery road surfaces 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

5. Improve vehicle control during braking 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

6. Improve vehicle control during evasive steering 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

7. Increase driver attention to forward scene 15 19.5% 1 4.3% 16 16.0%

8. Improve driver use of mirrors or provide better information from mirrors 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

9. Improve general driver situation awareness and defensive driving 1 1.3% 0 0.0% 1 1.0%

10. Reduce travel speed 1 1.3% 0 0.0% 1 1.0%

11. Reduce speed on downgrades 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

12. Reduce speed on curves or turns 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

13. Reduce speed at or on exits (including ramps) 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

14. Limit top speed to 70 mph (except on downgrades) 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

15. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: stopped vehicle(s) in lane 14 18.2% 0 0.0% 14 14.0%
ahead, traveling in same direction

16. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: moving or decelerating 55 71.4% 17 73.9% 72 72.0%
vehicle(s) in lane ahead, traveling in same direction

17. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: vehicle in left adjacent lane 2 2.6% 0 0.0% 2 2.0%
on highway

18. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: vehicle in right adjacent lane 1 1.3% 1 4.3% 2 2.0%
on highway

19. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: vehicle in left adjacent lane 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
during merging maneuver

20. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: vehicle in right adjacent lane 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
during merging maneuver

21. Increase driver recognition or gap judgment recrossing or oncoming traffic at intersections 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

22. Improve driver response execution of crossing or turning maneuver at intersections 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
(performance failure)

23. Improve driver recognition or gap judgment response execution at intersection 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

24. Improve driver compliance with intersection traffic signal controls (both intentional and 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
unintentional intersection control violations)

25. Improve driver compliance with intersection traffic sign controls 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

26. Increase forward headway during vehicle following 9 11.7% 2 8.7% 11 11.0%

27. Improve driver night vision in the forward field 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

28. Provide warning to prevent rear encroachment or tailgating by other vehicle 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

29. Provide advisory to driver regarding reduced road-tire friction (i.e., associated with 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
slippery roads)

30. Prevent vehicle mechanical failure 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

(continued on next page)
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31. Prevent splash and spray from this vehicle affecting other vehicle(s) 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

32. Improve driver recognition or gap judgment relating to oncoming vehicle during 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
passing maneuver

33. Prevent animals from crossing roadways 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

34. Provide driver with navigation system 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

35. Aid to vertical clearance estimation 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

36. Prevent or reduce trailer off-tracking outside travel lane or path 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

97. Provide advance warning of need to stop at traffic sign or signal 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

98. Driver error or vehicle failure apparent but countermeasure unknown 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

99. Unknown 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Total 101 131.2% 21 91.3% 133 133.0%

Events Total 77 100% 23 100% 100 100.00%

Table 8.7. Countermeasures by Category for Project 5 (continued)

Crashes and Near Crashes

Freeway Arterial Total
Table 8.8. Preventability of Crashes in Project 6

Avoidable Likely Avoidable Unavoidable

Near Near Near 
Amendable Factor Crashes Crashes Crashes Crashes Crashes Crashes

Correct driver-related factor, including sleep; drowsiness 4 (5.8%) 20 (2.6%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.1%) 4 (5.8%) 12 (1.6%)
or other reduced alertness; other critical nonperformance

Correct driver-related factor, including inattention; internal 13 (18.8%) 109 (14.3%) 0 (0.0%) 29 (3.8%) 9 (13.0%) 63 (8.3%)
distraction; external distraction; inadequate surveillance 
(e.g., failure to look); other or unknown recognition error

Correct driver-related factor, including too fast or too slow; 6 (8.7%) 134 (17.6%) 1 (1.4%) 60 (7.9%) 12 (17.4%) 24 (3.2%)
misjudgment of gap; following too closely to respond to 
unexpected actions; false assumption of other road user’s 
actions; apparently intentional sign or signal violation; 
illegal U-turn or other illegal maneuver; failure to turn on 
headlamps; inadequate evasive action; aggressive driving; 
other or unknown decision error

Correct driver-related factor, including poor directional 0 (0.0%) 5 (0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 20 (2.6%) 1 (1.4%) 5 (0.7%)
control; other or unknown performance error

Correct environment-related factor, including sign missing; 0 (0.0%) 12 (1.6%) 0 (0.0%) 14 (1.8%) 2 (2.9%) 0 (0.0%)
view obstruction by roadway design; roadway geometry; 
sight distance; maintenance problems; slick roads; 
other highway-related conditions

Correct environment-related factor, including glare, 0 (0.0%) 9 (1.2%) 0 (0.0%) 20 (2.6%) 4 (5.8%) 0 (0.0%)
blowing debris, animal or object in roadway.

Not correctable: crashes or near crashes caused by others 3 (4.3%) 33 (4.3%) 0 (0.0%) 164 (21.6%) 10 (14.5%) 27 (3.5%)

Total 26 (38%) 322 (42%) 1 (1%) 308 (40%) 42 (61%) 131 (17%)
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Table 8.9. Countermeasures by Category for Project 7

Crashes: 
Crashes Tire Strikes Near Crashes

No countermeasure applicable 1 7.1% 0 0.0% 18 18.4%

1. Increase driver alertness (reduce drowsiness) 3 21.4% 0 0.0% 7 7.1%

3. Prevent drift lane departures 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 4 4.1%

4. Improve vehicle control on curves 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

5. Improve vehicle control on slippery road surfaces 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

6. Improve vehicle control during braking 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

7. Improve vehicle control during evasive steering 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 1.0%

8. Increase driver attention to forward scene 3 21.4% 0 0.0% 28 28.6%

9. Improve driver use of mirrors or provide better information from mirrors 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 3 3.1%

10. Improve general driver situation awareness and defensive driving 1 7.1% 0 0.0% 9 9.2%

12. Reduce travel speed 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 3 3.1%

13. Reduce speed on downgrades 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

14. Reduce speed on curves or turns 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 1.0%

15. Reduce speed at or on exits (including ramps) 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 1.0%

16. Limit top speed to 70 mph (except on downgrades) 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

17. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: stopped vehicle(s) in 1 7.1% 0 0.0% 4 4.1%
lane ahead, traveling in same direction

18. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: moving or decelerating 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 6 6.1%
vehicle(s) in lane ahead, traveling in same direction

19. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: vehicle in left adjacent 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 3 3.1%
lane on highway

20. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: vehicle in right adjacent 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 1.0%
lane on highway

21. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: vehicle in left adjacent 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
lane during merging maneuver

22. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: vehicle in right adjacent 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
lane during merging maneuver

23. Increase driver recognition or gap judgment regarding crossing or oncoming traffic 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 1.0%
at intersections

25. Improve driver response execution of crossing or turning maneuver at intersections 2 14.3% 5 35.7% 2 2.0%
(performance failure)

26. Improve driver recognition or gap judgment response execution at intersection 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

27. Improve driver compliance with intersection traffic signal controls (both intentional 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
and unintentional intersection control violations)

28. Improve driver compliance with intersection traffic sign controls 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

29. Increase forward headway during vehicle following 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 2 2.0%

30. Improve driver night vision in the forward field 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 5 5.1%

32. Provide warning to prevent rear encroachment or tailgating by other vehicle 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

33. Provide advisory to driver regarding reduced road-tire friction (i.e., associated with 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
slippery roads)

34. Prevent vehicle mechanical failure 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

36. Prevent splash and spray from this vehicle affecting other vehicle(s) 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

(continued on next page)
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37. Improve driver recognition or gap judgment relating to oncoming vehicle during 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
passing maneuver

38. Prevent animals from crossing roadways 4 28.6% 0 0.0% 9 9.2%

39. Provide driver with navigation system 2 14.3% 1 7.1% 1 1.0%

40. Aid to vertical clearance estimation 2 14.3% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

41. Prevent or reduce trailer off-tracking outside travel lane or path 0 0.0% 7 50.0% 5 5.1%

42. Provide advance warning of need to stop at traffic sign or signal 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 3 3.1%

98. Driver error or vehicle failure apparent but countermeasure unknown 1 7.1% 2 14.3% 0 0.0%

99. Unknown 1 7.1% 0 0.0% 2 2.0%

Total 21 150.0% 15 107.1% 119 121.4%

Events Total 14 100% 14 100% 98 100%

Table 8.9. Countermeasures by Category for Project 7 (continued)

Crashes: 
Crashes Tire Strikes Near Crashes
Table 8.10. Countermeasures by Category for Project 8

Crashes: Near 
Crashes Tire Strikes Crashes

No countermeasure applicable 0 0% 0 0% 11 18%

1. Increase driver alertness (reduce drowsiness) 0 0% 1 13% 7 11%

2. Prevent drift lane departures 0 0% 0 0% 18 30%

3. Improve vehicle control on curves 0 0% 0 0% 1 2%

4. Improve vehicle control on slippery road surfaces 0 0% 0 0% 1 2%

5. Improve vehicle control during braking 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

6. Improve vehicle control during evasive steering 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

7. Increase driver attention to forward scene 0 0% 0 0% 16 26%

8. Improve driver use of mirrors or provide better information from mirrors 2 40% 0 0% 11 18%

9. Improve general driver situation awareness and defensive driving 3 60% 2 25% 23 38%

10. Reduce travel speed 0 0% 0 0% 2 3%

11. Reduce speed on downgrades 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

12. Reduce speed on curves or turns 0 0% 0 0% 1 2%

13. Reduce speed at or on exits (including ramps) 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

14. Limit top speed to 70 mph (except on downgrades) 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

15. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: stopped vehicle(s) in lane ahead, 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
traveling in same direction

16. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: moving or decelerating vehicle(s) 0 0% 0 0% 3 5%
in lane ahead, traveling in same direction

17. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: vehicle in left adjacent lane 0 0% 0 0% 9 15%
on highway

18. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: vehicle in right adjacent lane 1 20% 0 0% 6 10%
on highway

19. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: vehicle in left adjacent lane during 0 0% 0 0% 3 5%
merging maneuver

(continued on next page)
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20. Increase driver recognition of specific highway crash threats: vehicle in right adjacent lane 0 0% 0 0% 1 2%
during merging maneuver

21. Increase driver recognition or gap judgment regarding crossing or oncoming traffic 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
at intersections

22. Improve driver response execution of crossing or turning maneuver at intersections 0 0% 1 13% 0 0%
(performance failure)

23. Improve driver recognition or gap judgment response execution at intersection 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

24. Improve driver compliance with intersection traffic signal controls (both intentional and 
unintentional intersection control violations) 0 0% 0 0% 1 2%

25. Improve driver compliance with intersection traffic sign controls 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

26. Increase forward headway during vehicle following 0 0% 0 0% 2 3%

27. Improve driver night vision in the forward field 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

28. Provide warning to prevent rear encroachment or tailgating by other vehicle 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

29. Provide advisory to driver regarding reduced road-tire friction (i.e., associated with slippery roads) 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

30. Prevent vehicle mechanical failure 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

31. Prevent splash and spray from this vehicle affecting other vehicle(s) 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

32. Improve driver recognition or gap judgment relating to oncoming vehicle during passing maneuver 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

33. Prevent animals from crossing roadways 1 20% 0 0% 1 2%

34. Provide driver with navigation system 1 20% 1 13% 1 2%

35. Aid to vertical clearance estimation 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

36. Prevent or reduce trailer off-tracking outside travel lane or path 0 0% 2 25% 0 0%

97. Provide advance warning of need to stop at traffic sign or signal 0 0% 5 63% 1 2%

98. Driver error or vehicle failure apparent but countermeasure unknown 0 0% 1 13% 0 0%

99. Unknown 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

Total 8 160% 13 163% 119 195%

Event Total 5 100% 8 100% 61 100%

Table 8.10. Countermeasures by Category for Project 8 (continued)

Crashes: Near 
Crashes Tire Strikes Crashes
digital maps to anticipate curve locations and radiuses.
Combined with recent driver control actions (turning signal
and lateral acceleration), it determines if it is appropriate to
issue a warning. The system is effective in correcting driver
performance errors, recognition errors, and decision errors.
It also helps to alert drivers of upcoming changes in road-
way geometry (4).

5. Dilemma Zone Mitigation (DZM). Many crashes that
occur at signalized intersections are associated with dilemma
zones; for example, when faced with a yellow light, some
drivers may decide to proceed through and others may
decide to stop. Components of DZM usually include a
carefully designed signal-timing cycle with an effective
vehicle detection system that will identify the speed and
size of vehicles, as well as the distance to the stopping
line and provide additional safety by extending green
time to allow safe passage through the intersection if
necessary (5).

6. Lateral Vehicle Detection (LVD). LVD usually consists
of lateral cameras, a lane change assistance system, and a
lateral collision warning system. The main purpose of LVD
is to aid drivers to detect movements of vehicles in adjacent
lanes and conduct corresponding maneuvers. The system
will issue a warning when it determines that a lateral vehi-
cle is trying to cut in front of the subject vehicle in an
unsafe way (6).

7. Intelligent Speed Adaption System. In this system, developed
in Sweden, GPS was used to locate a car on a digital map.
The speed limit on that roadway was retrieved from the
database, and the real speed of the vehicle was compared
with the speed limit. The system adopts interventions that
are preprogrammed in the vehicle (7).
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Besides these existing warning systems, potentially bene-
ficial warning systems not yet tested might be effective in
reducing safety-related events; for example, a system that is
capable of detecting weather and road surface conditions
(e.g., rainfall amount, snow amount, visibility, wet road surface)
and proposing possible road friction parameter variations
because of these conditions in order to issue corresponding
warnings, and a customized warning system initiated by the
user’s individual car key, which can adjust warning-issuing
threshold values according to different driving habits.

When making countermeasure recommendations, it should
be recognized that emerging driver assistance systems may
initiate some complexities and, therefore, the assessment of
safety benefits is not straightforward. For example, when
drivers rely on these safety systems, failure of such systems
can be fatal. Incorporating some other countermeasures in
a systematic approach will more than likely be beneficial. 
In conclusion, collision prevention should include a better
design of roads, a more comprehensive recovery system, and
a more coordinated safety management system. According to
a report from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, some basic enforcement may be highly
efficient. Seat belt usage, speed management, extra efforts to
monitor high-risk drivers, and identification and monitoring
of dangerous locations are all effective countermeasures that
contribute to improvements in transportation system safety (8).

Conclusions

To determine the feasibility of using in-vehicle video data
to make inferences about driver behavior that would allow
investigation of the relationship between observable driver
behavior and nonrecurring congestion to improve travel time
reliability, the team explored the identified data sets to inves-
tigate the usefulness of video and other supplementary data,
proposed models for the estimation of travel time reliability
measures, and identified potential problems in current data
sources. Based on the analysis of the six naturalistic data
sources, this study demonstrates the following:

1. It is feasible to identify driver behavior before near crashes
and crashes from video data collected in a naturalistic
driving study and thus infer the causes of those events.

2. Recommendations can be made to change driver behavior
and, therefore, prevent (or reduce) crashes and near crashes.

3. Naturalistic data are useful to identify impacts of crashes
on traffic conditions. Given the small sample of crashes
and the fact that the DAS does not gather data when the
engine is off, it is not possible to study the impact of inci-
dents on travel time reliability using in-vehicle data alone.
When effectively integrated with external data sources,
however, which is extremely feasible, given an accurate
time and location stamp in the data set, naturalistic data can
be highly efficient in recognizing the relationship between
modifying driver behavior and nonrecurring congestion.

4. Increased coordination with weather and traffic volume
data is required to determine when nonrecurring conges-
tion exists and which driver actions result from these non-
recurring events.

5. It is possible to analyze naturalistic driving data to char-
acterize typical levels of variability in travel times and
develop measures for quantifying travel time reliability.

Although the team has successfully proved the feasibility of
using video and other in-vehicle and external data to study
driver behavior and related nonrecurring congestion, some
limitations need to be enhanced when a full data analysis is
conducted. These limitations are summarized as follows:

1. A limited number of safety-related events exist in the data
sets the team examined because of the naturalistic nature
of the data. This shortcoming can be improved by extend-
ing the time duration of data collection or increasing the
number of participants. Both can be realized in the SHRP 2
Safety Project S07 study, in which a much larger data col-
lection effort will be performed.

2. The external data sources in this study were examined only
for availability and accuracy. Because of time constraints,
no real connection was conducted to relate driver behavior
to external driving environment.

3. Because of the limited size of travel time data in the natu-
ralistic data sets, other data sets were also used to develop
travel time reliability models. These models are general
and apply regardless of the source of travel time data.

These limitations can be corrected if a larger video data set
can be collected or the external data can be better linked with
the in-vehicle data, which will be feasible in the next stage of
the study.

Recommendations 
and Discussion

An important component of the next stage of SHRP 2 research
is a large-scale naturalistic driving data collection project
(Project S07). The field study data collection contractors will
be responsible for advertising for participants with preprepared
recruitment materials, scheduling participant drivers for
installation and assessment, conducting driver intake testing
and installing the DAS in the owner’s vehicle, collecting data,
addressing problems encountered during the study, investi-
gating crashes, transmitting data, carrying out quality control
procedures, and preparing periodic reports that document
field study activities. The combined goal is to collect approx-
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imately 4,000 vehicle-years of data in a 30-month period. The
following are the planned variables to be collected:

1. Antilock Brake System (ABS) Activation: Antilock brake
activation indicator.

2. Acceleration, x axis: Vehicle acceleration in the longitudi-
nal direction versus time.

3. Acceleration, x axis fast: Vehicle acceleration in the lon-
gitudinal direction versus time. Fast buffer (−9 s to +3 s)
based on trigger (e.g., in crash or other high-acceleration
event).

4. Acceleration, y axis: Vehicle acceleration in the lateral
direction versus time.

5. Acceleration, y axis fast: Vehicle acceleration in the lateral
direction versus time. Fast buffer (−9 s to +3 s) based on
trigger (e.g., in crash or other high-acceleration event).

6. Acceleration, z axis: Vehicle acceleration vertically (up or
down) versus time.

7. Acceleration, z axis fast: Vehicle acceleration vertically
(up or down) versus time. Fast buffer (−9 s to +3 s) based
on trigger (e.g., in crash or other high-acceleration event);

8. Airbag, Driver: Indicates deployment of the driver’s
airbag.

9. Alcohol: Presence of alcohol in the vehicle cabin.
10. Altitude, GPS: Altitude.
11. Audio: Audio recording for 30 s when incident button is

pushed.
12. Average Fuel Economy after Fueling: Average fuel econ-

omy after fueling.
13. Cruise Control: Status of cruise control.
14. Date: UTC year, month, and day.
15. Distance: Distance of vehicle travel.
16. Driver Button Flag: Flag indicating that the driver has

pressed the incident button.
17. Electronic Stability Control (ESC): ESC activation

indicator.
18. Engine RPM: Instantaneous engine speed.
19. Face, Driver ID: Machine-vision–based identification of

the driver within those observed in a specific vehicle. The
system observes within a vehicle to identify drivers who
drive that vehicle (i.e., not a unique identification across
all drivers in the study).

20. Face, Gaze Zone: Estimation of the location of the driver’s
gaze categorized into zones in and around the vehicle.

21. Face, Gaze Zone Confidence: Confidence in the estimation
of the zone at which the driver is looking.

22. Fuel Economy, Instantaneous: Instantaneous fuel
economy.

23. Fuel Level: Fuel level.
24. Heading, GPS: Compass heading of vehicle from GPS.
25. Headlight Setting: State of headlamps.
26. Horn Status: Actuation of horn.
27. Illuminance, Ambient: Ambient exterior light.
28. LDWS: Status of original equipment manufacturer (OEM)

lane departure warning system.
29. Lane Marking, Distance, Left: Distance from vehicle

centerline to inside of left side lane marker based on
vehicle-based machine vision.

30. Lane Marking, Distance, Right: Distance from vehicle
centerline to inside of right side lane marker based on
vehicle-based machine vision.

31. Lane Marking, Probability, Right: Probability that vehicle-
based machine vision lane marking evaluation is providing
correct data for the right side lane markings.

32. Lane Marking, Type, Left: Type of lane marking imme-
diately to the left of vehicle using vehicle-based machine
vision.

33. Lane Marking, Type, Right: Type of lane marking imme-
diately to the right of vehicle using vehicle-based machine
vision.

34. Lane Marking, Probability, Left: Probability that vehicle-
based machine vision lane marking evaluation is providing
correct data for the left side lane markings.

35. Lane Position Offset: Distance to the left or right of the
center of the lane based on machine vision.

36. Lane Width: Distance between the inside edge of the
innermost lane marking and the left and right of the
vehicle.

37. Latitude: Vehicle position latitude.
38. Longitude: Vehicle position longitude.
39. Pedal, Accelerator Position: Position of the accelerator

pedal collected from the vehicle network and normalized
using manufacturer specifications.

40. Pedal, Brake: On or off press of brake pedal.
41. Pitch Rate, y axis: Vehicle angular velocity around the

lateral axis.
42. Pitch Rate, y axis fast: Vehicle angular velocity around

the lateral axis. Fast buffer (−9 s to +3 s) based on trigger
(e.g., in crash or other high-acceleration event).

43. P-R-N-D-L: Gear position.
44. Radar, Azimuth Forward: Angular measure to target.
45. Radar, Range Rate Forward: Range rate to forward radar

targets.
46. Radar, Range, Forward: Range to forward radar targets

measured from the radar to the targets.
47. Radar, Target Identification: Numerical value used to

differentiate one radar target from others.
48. Radius of Curvature, Machine Vision: Estimation of road-

way curvature based on machine vision.
49. Roll Rate, x axis: Vehicle angular velocity around the

longitudinal axis.
50. Roll Rate, x axis fast: Vehicle angular velocity around the

longitudinal axis. Fast buffer (−9 s to +3 s) based on trigger
(e.g., in crash or other high-acceleration event).
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51. Satellites, Number of: Count of the number of satellites
being used for GPS position fix.

52. Seat belt, Driver: Use of the seat belt by the driver.
53. Speed, GPS: Vehicle speed from GPS.
54. Speed, Vehicle Network: Vehicle speed indicated on

speedometer collected from network.
55. Steering Wheel Position: Angular position and direction

of the steering wheel from neutral position.
56. Sync: Integer used to identify one time sample of data

when presenting rectangular data.
57. Temperature, Interior: Vehicle interior temperature.
58. Time: UTC Time. Local time offsets need to be applied.
59. Track Type: Classification of target based on radar.
60. Traction Control: Status of traction control system.
61. Turn Signal: State of illumination of turn signals.
62. Vehicle Angle Relative to Roadway: Vehicle angle relative

to the roadway based on machine vision.
63. Video Frame: Frame number of video at point in time.
64. Video, Driver and Left Side View: Video capture of the

driver and exterior area to the left of the vehicle.
65. Video, Forward Roadway: Video capture of forward

roadway.
66. Video, Occupancy Snapshot: Occupancy snapshot.
67. Video, Rear View: Video capture to the rear of the vehicle.
68. Video, Right Side View: Video capture to the right of the

vehicle.
69. Wiper Setting: Indicates setting of windshield wipers.
70. Yaw Rate, z axis: Vehicle angular velocity around the ver-

tical axis.
71. Yaw Rate, z axis fast: Vehicle angular velocity around the

vertical axis. Fast buffer (−9 s to +3 s) based on trigger
(e.g., in crash or other high-acceleration event).

To ensure that data collected in the SHRP 2 Safety Proj-
ect S07 study are versatile and comprehensive enough to be
used to conduct full-scaled research to study nonrecurring
congestion related to driver behavior, several recommendations
have resulted from the findings of this study.

First, the procedure to recruit participants needs to be
carefully designed. Ideally, a comprehensive population of
drivers ranging evenly across every age category, income
category, and occupation category should be included. When
recruiting participants, it is crucial to make it clear to them
that driver information is vital for the research. To better
identify drivers, two methods can be used:

1. A formal statement needs to be included in the contract to
make the signer the exclusive driver of the vehicle.

2. A touch-screen device can be installed on board to collect
information before and after each trip. The touch-screen
equipment can be designed so that a customized interface
will be displayed to the driver to input trip-related infor-
mation by selecting certain check boxes. The before-trip
information-collecting interface may consist of a list of the
first names of household members for the driver to select
from, a list of trip purposes, weather conditions when the
trip started, and any information about why the driver
selected the time of departure. The after-trip information-
collecting interface may include an “original trip purpose
changed” option, a “route choice changed” option, and a
“crash happened en route” option. Necessary hardware can
be designed to connect the input touch-screen with the
engine so that the driver can start the engine only after
the information is input. To ensure safety while driving, the
device should be disabled while the vehicle is in motion to
prevent driver distraction. One major concern this type of
device may impose on such studies is that it will remind
drivers that they are being monitored and thus may reduce
the naturalistic nature of the studies.

Second, to serve the research purpose, certain data are more
important than others. The following four categories are
imperative:

1. Basic onboard equipment should include devices that col-
lect the following data: video; vehicle network information
(speed, brake pedal, throttle, and turn signal); GPS data
(latitude, longitude, and heading); X, Y, and Z acceleration;
distances between the subject and surrounding objects;
lane location information (X, Y, and Z); driver behavior
(seat belt usage, lights on or off); and yaw rate.

2. Video cameras should shoot at least five views: front, back,
right, left, and the driver. The resolution of the video camera
should be high enough to identify ongoing traffic conditions,
weather conditions, and the driver’s hand movements and
facial expressions. Correction of sun glare to improve video
quality is available when needed.

3. The frequency setting should be high enough so that the
video is continuous, the acceleration or deceleration of the
vehicles should be clearly recorded, and the reaction times
need to be recorded and measured. The recommended
minimum frequency for GPS devices is 1 Hz and, for all
other equipment, 10 Hz.

4. To improve the versatility of the data so that it can be
used in other, related research, the vehicle performance
parameters (e.g., engine speed, throttle position, and torque)
should be recorded. Table 8.11 shows a sublist of variables
that are vital to the next stage of this research and that will
be collected in the Project S07 study. Units and minimum
rates of data collection are suggested.
Third, the data collection system needs to run for an addi-
tional 10 min after the engine is turned off in case the vehicle
is involved in an accident. During the additional data reduction,
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Table 8.11. Recommended Variables for Collection

Recommended 
Variable Name Units Minimum Rate

1. Acceleration, x axis g 10 Hz

2. Acceleration, y axis g 10 Hz

3. Acceleration, z axis g 10 Hz

4. Altitude, GPS ft 1 Hz

5. Date NA NA

6. Distance mi NA

7. Engine RPM rpm NA

8. Face, Driver ID NA 10 Hz

9. Face, Gaze Zone NA 10 Hz

10. Fuel Economy, Instantaneous mpg NA

11. Heading, GPS degree 1 Hz

12. LDWS NA NA

13. Lane Marking, Distance, Left ft 10 Hz

14. Lane Marking, Distance, Right ft 10 Hz

15. Lane Marking, Type, Left NA 10 Hz

16. Lane Marking, Type, Right NA 10 Hz

17. Lane Position Offset ft NA

18. Lane Width ft NA

19. Latitude Ddd.sss 1 Hz

20. Longitude Ddd.sss 1 Hz

21. Pedal, Accelerator Position NA NA

22. Pedal, Brake NA NA

23. Pitch Rate, y axis degree/s 10 Hz

24. Radar, Azimuth Forward rad 10 Hz

25. Radar, Range, Forward ft 10 Hz

26. Radar, Target Identification NA 10 Hz

27. Radius of Curvature, NA NA
Machine Vision

28. Roll Rate, x axis degree/s 10 Hz

29. Seat belt, Driver NA 10 Hz

30. Speed, GPS mph 1 Hz

31. Time NA NA

32. Track Type NA NA

33. Video Frame NA NA

34. Video, Driver and Left Side View NA 10 Hz

35. Video, Forward Roadway NA 10 Hz

36. Video, Occupancy Snapshot NA NA

37. Video, Rear View NA 10 Hz

38. Video, Right Side View NA NA

39. Wiper Setting NA 1 Hz

40. Yaw Rate, z axis degree/s 10 Hz
data collection was usually found to stop the instant the driver
stopped the vehicle. It is important, however, to observe the
traffic conditions being affected by a safety-related event. In
discussion with the SHRP 2 S06 contractor, a potential safety
hazard was identified that may deem this recommendation
infeasible. Specifically, continued data collection after an
accident may result in a vehicle explosion if the vehicle gasoline
tank is jeopardized.

Fourth, to improve the linking of vehicle data with exter-
nal data, it is ideal to standardize the time and location data.
For external data, the database in some states is built on the
milepost system. The conversion of milepost locations to
standard latitude and longitude coordinates should be con-
ducted ahead of time. For vehicle data, the synchronized GPS
clock should be used instead of the local computer time for
better connection of the data with external traffic, crash, work
zone, and weather data.

Fifth, because a limited number of crashes occurred in all
the candidate data sets—especially severe crashes that affected
traffic conditions—certain adjustments are needed to create
a statistically significant database. A lengthier data collection
effort or more drivers involved in the study would be ideal.
For example, the 2,500-Car Study (SHRP 2 Safety Project S07),
which will soon be conducted, is a quality candidate. Another
solution is simulation, which can be used to compensate for
data shortage.

Sixth, additional analysis of existing data is required to
study typical levels of variability in driver departure times,
typical levels of variability in trip travel times, and the level of
variability in driver route choices. A characterization of this
behavior is critical in attempting to quantify and develop travel
time reliability measures because it identifies potential causes
for travel time variability and thus can enhance travel time
reliability models. These data may be augmented with tests on
a driving simulator to study the impact of travel time reliability
on driver route choice behavior.

Finally, although a number of studies have used video cam-
eras to gather data, an ideal starting point is a compiled data
source list that summarizes existing video-involved studies
with specifications of data collected, limitations of data usage,
and access issues. Such a list would help prevent redundancy
in future investigation efforts.

This research can benefit from the data being collected
under the IntelliDrive Program (IntelliDrive is a service mark
of the U.S. Department of Transportation). The IntelliDrive
Program is, as introduced on its website, “a multimodal
initiative that aims to enable safe, interoperable networked
wireless communications among vehicles, the infrastructure,
and passenger’s personal communications devices” (9). It will
collect and disseminate data, including roadway, traffic condi-
tion, weather, crashes, and traffic control among vehicles. With
the development of IntelliDrive, it is possible to use the data
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sets collected by the program to complement the scantiness
of regular state-maintained traffic count and crash data.
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A P P E N D I X  A

Project 2 Data Dictionary
Motivation and intent were important criteria. The motivations
behind the driver’s actions, when able to be clearly determined,
weighed more heavily than actual behaviors. Events were coded
according to judgment with respect to why the alert went off—
as though one was looking through the eyes of the driver.

Time of Day

Dusk was difficult to classify as either day or night; this classi-
fication was subjective. Events were coded to reflect whichever
the clip was most similar to, day or night.

• 0 = Day.
• 1 = Night.

Road Condition

Glare and reflection helped determine whether the road was
dry or wet.

• 0 = Dry.
• 1 = Wet. (Any moisture on the road led to the classification

as wet; there did not need to be standing water. The road
was classified as wet if it was wet from snow but not snow
covered.)

• 2 = Snow covered (Snow covered would have included ice
covered if it was observed, but it was never observed. If any
portion of the road, including turn lanes, was covered in
snow, then the classification was snow covered.)

Precipitation

Spots on the windshield or wiper activity helped determine if
there was in fact precipitation.

• 0 = None.
• 1 = Rain. (Light rain and drizzle were classified as rain, as

were downpours.)
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• 2 = Snow. (This category included sleet. Several cues helped
indicate if the precipitation was in fact snow; snow tended to
be larger and fall more slowly than rain, it looked like white
flurries and was also present on the ground, reinforcing the
classification as snow. Also, precipitation that occurred in
December through February was assumed to be snow, not
rain. Snow could be coded in other months, but the assump-
tion that the precipitation was snow was not as strong.)

Location of Eyes at 
Time of the Alert

This category was coded at the actual time of the alert, when
the radar display showed 100 for the alert level. Eye location
was coded by what the reviewers could see of the driver’s eyes
at the time of the alert, even if they could not see the eyes
preceding the alert. Reviewers coded the location of the 
driver’s eyes even if they could see only one eye because it was
assumed that the driver’s eyes moved in parallel. Because of
the absence of an eye-tracking camera and the limitations
of the face camera, some ambiguity often existed about where
the drivers were looking. Reviewers needed to be confident in
the location of the driver’s eyes in order to code as a specific
location. In many instances, the reviewers were confident that
the driver’s eyes were not looking forward but could not tell
specifically where the eyes were looking. These instances were
coded as 8s. One such example is when the driver appeared to
be looking at the camera. In this situation, it was difficult to
determine if the driver was looking at the camera intention-
ally, glancing out the corner, or looking slightly out the left
window; therefore, it was coded as an 8. The determination of
whether glances were still forward or if they were away was also
difficult and subjective. Reviewers agreed on an area or “box”
that they considered to be looking forward; this allowed for
slight glances but even many scans across the forward scene
were considered glances away. This process defined “looking
forward” narrowly and essentially meant straight forward.
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Glances toward the right of the forward scene, the right area of
the windshield, were glances away and were coded as 8s.

• 0 = Looking forward at forward scene. (Looking forward
included looking at the head-up display [HUD].)

• 1 = Left outside mirror or window.
• 2 = Looking over left shoulder. (The driver’s gaze needed

to look over the driver’s shoulder, although the driver’s
chin did not necessarily need to cross over the driver’s
shoulder.)

• 3 = Right outside mirror or window.
• 4 = Looking over right shoulder. (The driver’s gaze needed

to look over the driver’s shoulder, although the driver’s chin
did not necessarily need to cross over the driver’s shoulder.)

• 5 = Head down, looking at instrument panel or lap area.
(Looking at the HUD was not considered part of the instru-
ment panel.)

• 6 = Head down, looking at center stack console area. (Con-
sole means the area in which the stereo, thermostat, and
clock are located.)

• 7 = Driver wearing sunglasses or glasses with glare. (Glare
prohibited the ability to classify where the eyes were look-
ing. In some instances, drivers were wearing sunglasses,
but the reviewers thought that they could confidently iden-
tify the location of the drivers’ eyes. In these instances, eye
location was recorded.)

• 8 = Cannot accurately evaluate eye location. (An 8 was cho-
sen when the reviewer was unsure of the eye position or
classification within a reasonable level of confidence but
not because of glasses. Typically, the reviewer could see the
actual eye but could not determine where the gaze was
directed. Eyes in transition were often coded as 8 because
it was unclear where the driver’s gaze was at that particular
moment.)

• 9 = Other. (For example, the driver may clearly be look-
ing at the passenger side floor. When a glance was coded
as other, the location was noted in the notes section. The
most common position recorded as other was the rearview
mirror.)

Location of Eyes During the
Last Nonforward Glance 
and Time from the Last
Nonforward Glance

If the driver’s eyes were on the forward scene at the moment of
the alert but had looked away during some portion of the clip
previous to the alert, this location was recorded. The reviewers
also recorded the amount of time between when the driver’s
gaze began to return to the forward scene and the moment of
the alert, according to the radar display showing alert level 100.
We did not count the actual moment of the alert; the time rep-
resents the time between the change in gaze and the alert. Time
was recorded in 10ths of seconds. If the driver was always look-
ing forward, then the time from the last nonforward glance was
left null because that category was not applicable. If the driver
was looking away 0.1 s before the alert and then was looking
forward at the time of the alert, the time from the last nonfor-
ward glance was recorded as 0. If the driver’s eyes were not
visible, typically because of glare, for any portion of the clip,
the location was coded as a 7 because one could not be certain
there was not a glance away. The only exception to this rule was
when the reviewers could not see the driver’s eyes and then the
eyes became visible so that the reviewers could see the eyes and
there was a glance away before the alert. This situation negates
the fact that the reviewers could not see the eyes at the begin-
ning of the clip, because there was a nonforward glance after
the portion during which the eyes were unclassifiable. If the
eyes were then unclassifiable again, before the alert but after the
glance, the eyes were coded as a 7 because the reviewers could
not be certain what happened during that portion of the clip.
If the location of one eye could be determined but not that of
the other eye, location was still coded. Reviewers were confident
in coding eye position when only one eye could be seen because
eyes normally move in parallel. If the driver’s eyes glanced away
before the alert and were in transition at the time of the alert,
the last nonforward glance code reflected where they were look-
ing at the time of the alert, not where they had previously been
looking. For more details on eye location, see the information
on eye location at the time of the alert. The criteria for classify-
ing a glance as a specific location are the same as the criteria for
eye location at the time of the alert.

• 0 = Always looking forward at the forward scene. (Looking
forward includes looking at the HUD.)

• 1 = Left outside mirror or window.
• 2 = Looking over left shoulder.
• 3 = Right outside mirror or window.
• 4 = Looking over right shoulder.
• 5 = Head down, looking at instrument panel or lap area.
• 6 = Head down, looking at center stack console area. (Con-

sole means the area in which the stereo, thermostat, and
clock are located.)

• 7 = Driver wearing sunglasses or glasses with glare. (Glare
prohibited the ability to classify where the eyes are looking.)

• 8 = Cannot accurately evaluate eye location. (An 8 was cho-
sen when the reviewer was unsure of the eye position or
classification within a reasonable level of confidence but
not because of glasses. Typically, the reviewer could see the
actual eye but could not determine where the gaze was
directed. Eyes in transition were often coded as 8 because
it was unclear where the driver’s gaze was at that particular
moment.)

• 9 = Other. (For example, the driver might clearly be look-
ing at the passenger side floor. When a glance was coded
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as other, the location was noted in the notes section. The
most common position recorded as other was the rearview
mirror.)

Eyes on Task at Time of the Alert

• 0 = No. (The classification of no was used only when the
reviewer could confidently determine that the driver’s eyes
were off the task of driving at the time of the alert [e.g., the
driver was looking at a friend or the stereo system].)

• 1 = Yes. (The classification of yes does not mean looking
forward; it means that the driver’s eyes were on the task of
driving.)

• 2 = Cannot determine. (For instance, the driver was wear-
ing glasses with glare or reviewers could not see the dri-
ver’s eyes for some other reason. This classification was also
used when reviewers could not tell if the eye location was
on task [e.g., the driver was looking out the window, but it
was unclear whether the driver was looking at traffic or at
a fancy building that was distracting the driver’s attention].
In any case, reviewers did not know whether the driver was
on task.)

Eyes in Transition

To classify the driver’s eyes as in transition, they must have
been in transition at the time of the alert and must have started
the transition at least 0.1 s before the alert. The eyes could not
be at the beginning of a transition or the end of one; they must
have been in the transition at the time of the alert.

• 0 = No.
• 1 = Yes, toward forward scene.
• 2 = Yes, away from forward scene.
• 3 = Cannot tell. (Cannot tell was selected when the driver

was wearing sunglasses or reviewers could not see the driver’s
eyes for some other reason; therefore, it was uncertain
whether they were in transition.)

Visual Response to Alert and
Time to Visual Response

Reviewers coded the time that it took the driver to initiate a
visual response to the alert by filling in the number of 10ths of
a second the response took. The time counted was the time
between the alert and when the look was initiated, not includ-
ing the moment of the alert or the moment of response. If the
response was initiated within 1.0 s, then the driver was consid-
ered to have looked in response to the alert. The amount of
time it took to look in response was always recorded for appli-
cable situations, even if this was greater than 1.0 s. If the driver
was already looking at the road and continued to look forward,
the code was null (not applicable). If reviewers were not sure of
the location of the driver’s eyes, then the time to visual response
was left as null. The time to visual response was recorded for
Week 1, even though there was no alert to which to respond.
The rationale for coding this was that a baseline would provide
an idea of what a normal time to visual response was compared
with the time to response with an alert.

• 0 = Looked in response. (The driver initiated a look in
response to the alert within 1.0 s. Glances qualified as a
look in response.)

• 1 = Did not look in response to alert. (The driver did not
look within 1.0 s of the alert.)

• 2 = NA. (This option was always used for Week 1 because
no alert occurred during that week; thus, this category could
not be coded. This option was also selected when the driver
was already looking forward at the time of the alert; this
category was not applicable.)

• 3 = Cannot tell. (Because the driver was wearing sunglasses
or other glasses with glare, reviewers could not tell where
the driver’s eyes were looking.)

Visual Occlusion

Occlusion was coded with regard to the driver as well as to
the reviewers. For instance, heavy rain or bright sun might
have occluded the scene for both parties, whereas blurry
video occluded the scene only for reviewers. The occlusion
did not necessarily have to impact the reviewers’ ability to
code the scene.

• 0 = None.
• 1 = Sun or headlight glare. (This classification includes

when the scene was whitewashed from the sun. Only head-
light glare was included in this section; taillight glare was
coded as other.)

• 2 = Other, specified in notes section. (The most common
entry was taillight glare.)

Startle Response

Coding the startle response was subjective, and the classifica-
tion as such was often hotly debated. The driver had to be vis-
ibly rattled. The driver’s startle was observed by body response,
dialogue, or both.

Cursing was not sufficient to be coded as startle, because it
might have resulted from anger or frustration, not startle.
This category tried to capture startle either to the situation or
to the alert.

• 0 = No.
• 1 = Yes.
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Steering in Response

• 0 = No steering in response to alert. (Small, jerky reactions
or slight wiggling in response to the alert or to the situation
was classified as a 0 and not considered steering.)

• 1 = Driver steered partially or fully in response to the alert.
(Steering, for review purposes, was an evasive maneuver in
an attempt to prevent striking a vehicle; thus there must
have been a significant amount of steering.)

Hand Location at Time of Alert

Because both hands were not often visible, reviewers coded
what could confidently be inferred from the scene. At times
playing the video farther helped determine what was ambigu-
ous in a still frame at the time of the alert. For instance, at
the time of the alert there may have been a small blur near the
steering wheel. On continuation of the video the blur may have
moved and come into view as a hand.

• 0 = Cannot see the position of either hand or cannot deter-
mine the position of either hand. (Reviewers coded 0 if a
hand could be seen but they could not tell if it was on the
wheel.)

• 1 = At least one hand on the steering wheel. (Reviewers
used this code when the position of one hand could not be
determined but they could see that at least one hand was
on the steering wheel.)

• 2 = Both hands on the steering wheel.
• 3 = At least one hand off the steering wheel. (This code was

used when the position of one hand could not be determined
but at least one hand was clearly off the steering wheel.)

• 4 = One hand on, one hand off the steering wheel. (A 4 was
classified when reviewers could clearly see both hands and
one was on the wheel and the other was off.)

• 5 = Both hands off the steering wheel. (A 5 was classified
when reviewers could clearly see both hands and both were
off the wheel.)

Road Geometry

• 0 = Straight.
• 1 = Curve. (A curve must be of some substance to be con-

sidered a curve.)
• 2 = Approaching curve. (The classification of approaching a

curve constituted situations in which the driver was almost
in a curve, not when there was simply a curve in the distance.)

• 3 = Lane shift. (Road geometry was classified as a lane shift
when there was a change in the lane structure, for instance,
when a new lane was created. If the new lane was a turn lane,
it was not classified as a lane shift, because the scenario
should have covered the fact that there was a turn lane if
that were relevant. Lane shifts were also considered shifts in
traffic patterns, such as lane shifts in construction areas.)

Secondary Driving Behaviors

Audio was used to assist in coding whenever possible. For
instance, reviewers may have heard the radio station change
and seen the driver look at the console; this would indicate in-
car system use. The default for nondriving behaviors was
none, coded as 0.

Cell Phone

• 10 = Conversation, in use. (Conversation could be coded
for listening, talking, or both while using the cell phone.)

• 11 = Reaching for phone. (This classification refers to when
the driver reached for the handheld phone to speak on that
phone. If the driver reached for the phone simply to answer
the phone and talk on the headset the driver was wearing,
the classification was other. Simply answering the phone
involves far less physical activity by the driver than reach-
ing for the phone and holding it during a conversation.)

• 12 = Dialing phone.

Headset, Hands-Free Phone

• 20 = Conversation. (This classification was selected when
reviewers could tell that the driver was in a conversation.)

• 21 = Reaching for headset.
• 22 = Unsure of activity level. (The driver was wearing a

headset, but it was not clear whether the headset was in use.
The driver may have been listening to someone or wearing
the headset in case there was an incoming call.)

Eating

• 30 = Highly involved. (High involvement includes such
things as eating a burger or unwrapping food.)

• 31 = Low involvement. (Low involvement includes such
things as eating candy or grabbing chips.)

Drinking

• 40 = Highly involved. (High involvement includes situa-
tions in which the driver was trying to open a straw or bot-
tle or was blowing on a hot drink.)

• 41 = Low involvement. (Low involvement includes situa-
tions in which the driver was sipping a drink or drinking
without looking.)

• 50 = Conversation. (The driver and someone in the car
were carrying on a conversation. The driver can be listen-
ing during the clip, talking during the clip, or both.)
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• 60 = In-car system use. (The driver was actively adjusting
something. For example, the driver was not just listening
to the stereo but also adjusting it. The car lighter was coded
under the smoking section.)

Smoking

• 70 = Lighting. (This classification includes the in-car lighter.)
• 71 = Reaching for cigarettes or lighter. (This classification

includes the in-car lighter.)
• 72 = Smoking.

Grooming

• 80 = Highly involved. (High involvement includes applying
makeup or brushing hair.)

• 81 = Low involvement. (Low involvement includes scratch-
ing or running one’s fingers through his or her hair.)

• 90 = Other/multiple behaviors, specified in notes section.
(Such behaviors might include whistling or classifications
that reviewers were unsure of [e.g., if the driver’s lips were
moving but there was no audio, the behavior might be
singing or conversation].)

Alert Classifications

• 1 = False alarm. (Two reasons were given for the classifica-
tion of an event as a false alarm. The first was that the tar-
get was out of the lane throughout the episode or it was off
the roadway, including both vehicles and stationary objects.
The second was that the kinematics of the scenario did not
make sense [e.g., when there was a lead vehicle deceleration
error resulting in an alert].)

• 2 = True/nuisance alert. (The target had to be a vehicle that
was in the driver’s path for at least a portion of the episode.
The event may have been viewed by the driver as either a
needed alert or a nuisance alert.)

• 3 = Instigated alert. (An alert was classified as instigated if
the driver deliberately drove in such a way as to provoke an
alert. This does not apply to when the driver was in adap-
tive cruise control [ACC] and was trying to see if the system
would brake sufficiently; this was testing the ACC system
rather than the forward crash warning [FCW] system.)

Target

A vehicle was considered in path if even a small portion—for
example, a rear bumper—of the lead vehicle remained in the
driver’s lane at the time of the alert. Vehicles with both sport-
utility vehicle (SUV) and car characteristics, a small SUV,
were classified as a car. The classification as a car for these
SUVs was because the body of the vehicle, in respect to how
the driver may follow it, is more in line with that of a car than
with that of an SUV.

• 0 = Vehicle in path—car.
• 1 = Vehicle in path—pickup, van, or SUV.
• 2 = Vehicle in path—other (e.g., motorcycle, semitrailer,

commercial vehicle).
• 3 = Vehicle out of path—car.
• 4 = Vehicle out of path—pickup, van, or SUV.
• 5 = Vehicle out of path—other (e.g., motorcycle, semi-

trailer, commercial vehicle).
• 6 = Construction. (This includes all equipment associated

with construction [e.g., barrels, cones, and construction
vehicles].)

• 7 = Discrete roadside object. (This classification includes
signposts, light poles, trees, fire hydrants, and mailboxes.)

• 8 = Overhead items. (This classification includes such
items as overhead signs and bridges.)

• 9 = Bridge support.
• 10 = Guardrail/Jersey barrier.
• 11 = Other, to be specified in notes section.

Target Stationary or Moving

This category was coded using both visual cues and radar data.
For vehicles that appeared to be either stopped or slowly mov-
ing, visual cues were used if the cues were clear—for example,
lane markings—but otherwise, radar data was used to deter-
mine the classification.

• 1 = Stationary. (The target must have had a velocity of less
than or equal to 1.3 m/s to be classified as stationary.)

• 2 = Moving.
• 3 = Stationary potential threat. (The classification of 3

was made when the target was a vehicle that was stopped
[velocity of less than or equal to 1.3 m/s] but had the
potential to move at any moment [e.g., stopped cars with
drivers in them].)

Forward Conflict Scenario

The same scenarios are used for classifying supplementary
scenarios as needed.

The supplementary scenario column also has the option of
0 = none. Supplementary scenarios are available in case there
is another possible scenario or if the situation resembles another
scenario that may be of interest to people working with that
specific type of scenario.

Out of Host’s Path

• 100 = False alarm. (Two reasons were given for the classi-
fication of an event as a false alarm. The first was that the
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target was out of the lane throughout the entire episode or
it was off the roadway, including both vehicles and station-
ary objects. The second was that the kinematics of the
scenario did not make sense [e.g., when there was a lead
vehicle deceleration error resulting in an alert].)

In Host’s Path

The following scenarios were initiated by the host vehicle.
Note, however, that this and the following subcategories
apply to the stereotypes of scenarios and may not apply to
all cases. Nevertheless, these assumptions were used during
some analyses.

• 200 = Host tailgating. (Tailgating was coded even if the lead
vehicle was on an exit or entrance ramp. The criterion for
tailgating was a headway of 0.8 s or less. If the host was using
ACC and the headway matched the criterion for tailgating,
it was not considered tailgating, because the system rather
than the driver was controlling the headway.)

• 210 = Host approaches an accelerating vehicle. (This typi-
cally occurred when the host misjudged the lead vehicle’s
acceleration and the host accelerated too fast on a vehicle
that was accelerating as well or if the host was approaching
a vehicle as a traffic light turned green.)

The following scenarios played out naturally with neither
the host nor the lead vehicle changing accelerations.

• 220 = Host approaches slower vehicle that is traveling at
constant speed. (The criteria for this classification were as
follows: no brake lights were visible; lead vehicle was always
going slower than the host while the target was detected by
ACAS; and the target did not appear to be decelerating,
either visibly or using the radar data. Slight fluctuations in
speed are normal, but the overall speed must have been
fairly constant. Typically, the lead vehicle was in the dis-
tance at the beginning of the clip and then moved into view
as the host gained on it.)

• 230 = Host approaches lead vehicle that is already stopped.
(The lead vehicle must have been traveling less than 1.3 m/s
during all portions of the clip in which it was acquired as a
target. Please see the notes on Target Stationary or Moving
for more details on how the determination of a target as sta-
tionary or moving was made.)

The following scenarios were initiated by the lead vehicle.

• 240 = Host follows a lead vehicle that decelerates to an un-
predictable stop. (This scenario was classified as such when
the traffic stopped but the host driver may have thought
traffic would just slow and not stop; no stop sign or traffic
signal was in view. The event was coded as 240 even if the lead
vehicle had not stopped by the time of the alert, as long as the
lead stopped within 12.5 s of the alert [the regular viewing
time plus a 10-s continuation]. For coding purposes, stop
means that the lead came close to 0 mph [less than or equal
to 1.3 m/s].)

• 250 = Host follows a lead vehicle that decelerates to a
predictable stop. (This scenario occurred when there was a
traffic light, stop sign, visibly stopped traffic, or the car in
front of the lead had its brake lights on. These cues made
it so that the host could logically anticipate that the lead
would stop. The event could be coded as 250 even if the
lead had not stopped by the time of the alert, as long as it had
stopped within 12.5 s of the alert [the regular viewing time
plus a 10-s continuation]. For this scenario, a stop means
coming close to 0 mph [less than or equal to 1.3 m/s].)

• 260 = Host follows a lead vehicle that decelerates in an
unpredictable manner but does not stop. (For this scenario
the brake lights on the lead vehicle had to be visible or the
lead was noticeably slowing even if the brake lights could
not be seen but the reason for slowing was not visible or
not predictable [e.g., a cat crossing the street]. The classifi-
cation as 260 was the default over a 270.)

• 270 = Host follows a lead vehicle that decelerates in a pre-
dictable manner but does not stop. (For this scenario the
brake lights on the lead had to be visible or the lead was
noticeably slowing even if the brake lights could not be
seen. The code of 270 was selected only if it was clear from
the cues available why the lead needed to decelerate [e.g., a
slow moving piece of farm equipment was ahead or the car
in front of the lead had its brake lights on].)

Transitional Host Path: One or
Both Vehicles Change Lanes

The following scenarios were initiated by the host vehicle.

• 300 = Host cuts behind a lead vehicle. (The code 300 was used
when the host cut into another lane closely behind the lead
vehicle. This maneuver could not be part of a two-lane pass.
See the description of a two-lane pass for more details.)

• 310 = Host performs two-lane pass in order to pass. (This
scenario involves the host’s cutting behind the lead in the
process of making a two-lane pass maneuver: the host
crossed the middle lane in order to enter two lanes over
from the host’s lane of origin. If two alerts occurred for
the same smooth transition during a two-lane pass, review-
ers coded the first alert as 310 and did not code the second
alert in the series. Reviewers commented on the scenario
in the notes section, labeling the second alert as such in
the notes section. A two-lane pass does not require two
alerts.)
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• 315 = Host performs two-lane pass to exit or to make a turn
that is carried out within the time of the clip. (The scenario
was classified as such when the host cut behind a lead in
the process of making a two-lane pass maneuver: the host
crossed the middle lane in order to enter a lane two lanes
over from the host’s lane of origin. If two alerts occurred
for the same smooth transition during a two-lane pass,
reviewers coded the first alert as 315 and did not code the
second alert in the series. Reviewers commented on the
scenario in the notes section, labeling the second alert 
as such in the notes section. A two-lane pass does not require
two alerts.)

• 320 = Host changes lanes to pass lead vehicle. (The tar-
get for this alert type was the vehicle in the host’s original
lane. For this event, a pass was coded even if the host had
not passed at the time of the alert, as long as the host was act-
ing like a pass was planned; for instance, the host was
checking the mirrors and accelerating. If the pass was
aborted and not carried out during the entirety of the
extended clip [10 additional seconds], reviewers classified
the event as a pass and marked the scenario as aborted.
Reviewers added notes when necessary. If the host was
passing a vehicle that was waiting to turn, reviewers coded
whichever event seemed to be the reason for the alert and
the other event could be chosen in the supplementary
scenario section.)

• 330 = Host enters turn lane or other dedicated lane (e.g., exit
lane) while approaching a lead vehicle in the new lane. (In
this case, the target was the vehicle in the host’s new lane.)

• 340 = Host enters a turn lane or other dedicated lane (e.g.,
exit lane) while approaching lead vehicle in original travel
lane. (In this case, the target was the vehicle in the host’s
original lane.)

• 350 = Host weaves in order to avoid an obstacle but does not
completely change lanes. (An event was coded as 350 if the
host did not completely change lanes in the process of avoid-
ing an obstacle. This was not a planned maneuver; there was
no turn signal or other indications of a lane change until the
last moment—an evasive reaction.)

• 355 = Host weaves in order to avoid an obstacle and com-
pletely changes lanes. (An event was coded as 355 if the
host changed lanes completely in the process of avoiding an
obstacle. The motivation for the lane change has to have
been to avoid something in the original lane. This was not
a planned maneuver; there was no turn signal or other indi-
cations of a lane change until the last moment—an evasive
reaction.)

The following scenarios were initiated by the lead vehicle.

• 360 = Lead vehicle changes lanes and cuts in front of host.
(The main precipitant of this scenario was the lead cutting
in front of the host. This occurred when the lead was in a
lane parallel to the host’s and then cut in or merged close
to the front of the host’s vehicle.)

• 365 = Lead vehicle is forced to merge in front of host. (An
event was classified as 365 when the lead needed to merge
into the host’s lane because an entrance ramp was ending
or a lane was ending for another reason.)

• 370 = Lead executes a two-lane pass. (This scenario was
coded when the lead passed from a lane parallel to the host’s,
across the host’s path, and then over to the parallel lane on
the other side of the host’s car. The lead was only in the host’s
path momentarily.)

• 380 = Lead vehicle in adjacent lane weaves or encroaches
unintentionally/unknowingly into host’s lane. (The classi-
fication of an event as 380 refers to events in which the lead
entered the host’s lane unintentionally and momentarily.
The brief entry into the host’s lane by the lead vehicle caused
the alert.)

• 390 = A vehicle crossing the host’s roadway travels straight
across host’s path. (The scenario is characterized by a vehicle
driving straight across the host’s path. The target vehicle did
not remain in the host’s path; typically, the radar hit the
side of the crossing vehicle, and the intersecting paths were
perpendicular to each other.)

• 400 = A vehicle makes a left turn across the host’s path in
order to travel in a direction other than that of the host. (In
this scenario the crossing vehicle turned left either from a
perpendicular street or from a parallel lane traveling in the
opposite direction of the host’s lane. If the vehicle turned
from a side street, it crosses the host’s path and then con-
tinues into a parallel lane traveling in the opposite direction.
If the vehicle turned left from a parallel lane, it crossed the
host’s path and continued onto a perpendicular street. The
vehicle crossed the radar path with primarily a perpendi-
cular angle, but the angle may be more steeply tilted than
when the vehicle was simply crossing straight across the
host’s path in other scenarios.)

• 410 = A vehicle entering the host’s roadway crosses host’s
path and moves into a lane parallel to the host’s lane in the
same direction.

• 420 = A vehicle pulls out from a side street or driveway and
pulls in front of host and into the host’s lane. (This sce-
nario occurred when the lead started out perpendicular to
the host car and turned into and in front of host’s car.)

• 430 = Lead changes lanes out of host’s lane. (This sce-
nario developed when the lead departed the host’s lane
but the situation was not covered by another described
scenario. One instance of this situation is when the host
could logically anticipate that the lead vehicle would change
lanes because of the lead’s turn signal or another indica-
tion and, therefore, the host gained on the lead, sounding
an alert.)
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• 440 = Lead leaves host’s lane to enter turn lane or other
dedicated lane (e.g., exit ramps and turn lanes).

• 450 = Lead turns left from host’s travel lane. (The target in
this conflict is the turning car. The lead must have begun
the turn, even slightly, for the scenario to be coded as 450.
If the lead’s turn signal was on but the turn had not yet
been initiated, the event was coded as a predictable decel-
eration and given a supplementary scenario of 450.)

• 460 = Lead turns right from host’s travel lane. (The target
in this conflict is the turning car. The lead must have begun
the turn, even slightly, for the scenario to be coded as 460.
If the lead’s turn signal was on but the turn had not yet
been initiated, the event was coded as a predictable decel-
eration and given a supplementary scenario of 460.)

Scenario Completion

• 0 = Completed.
• 1 = Aborted.

Supplementary Scenario

This category allowed reviewers to select a second scenario to
which the situation could be attributed. The supplementary
scenario could also be a scenario that preceded or followed the
imminent scenario but may have contributed to the develop-
ment of the actual scenario. This category was designed to
be a reference list for people interested in scenarios that could
have been classified in other ways. The category also allowed
reviewers to indicate two scenarios when the primary scenario
was difficult to determine. If reviewers did not indicate a sup-
plementary scenario, a 0 was entered for none.
Notes

A notes section recorded any unusual events or ambiguous
situations not covered by categories for a particular question.
This section also contains general notes on the clip if there
was anything significant taking place that was not adequately
covered by the coding process. See section Annex A-1 below
for further details.

Annex A-1

The following are examples of items that are captured in the
notes section, although other, unforeseen events are also noted.

Visual Occlusion

Rear taillights, glare from rain and wetness on the road, blurry
video, dirty windshield, temporary incapacitation, sneezing,
flying debris, faulty wiper or defroster, and an object in or over
the eyes.

Nondriving Behaviors

Whistling, two or more behaviors, if there is no audio and the
driver is clearly talking or singing but reviewers could not tell
which, attempting to avoid an insect in the car, adjusting mir-
rors, reading a map, reading other materials, checking a watch,
or yawning.

Target

Shadows and embankments.



A P P E N D I X  B

Project 5 Data Dictionary
Coding Key for RDCWS Alerts

LDWS and CSWS alerts were coded using different criteria;
driver behavior, however, was rated in the same way for each
set of alerts. Those criteria are listed first below. Specific cat-
egories regarding scenario details were different for each sys-
tem. Each of the scenario coding keys is described after the
driver behavior key.

Driver Behaviors

Location of the driver’s eyes during the last nonforward glance
and time from the last nonforward glance.

If the driver’s eyes were on the forward scene at the moment
of the alert but had looked away during some portion of the
clip before the alert, this location was recorded. Reviewers also
recorded the amount of time between when the driver’s gaze
began to return to the forward scene and the moment of the
alert, according to the driver-vehicle interface (DVI) display
on the computer monitor. The actual moment of the alert was
not counted; the time represents the time between the change
in gaze and the alert. Time was recorded in 10ths of seconds.
If the driver was always looking forward, the time from the last
nonforward glance was left null because that category was not
applicable. If the driver was looking away 0.1 s before the alert
and then was looking forward at the time of the alert, the time
from the last nonforward glance was recorded as 0. If the eyes
were not visible, typically because of glare, for any portion of
the clip, the location was coded as 9 because one could not be
certain there was not a glance away. The only exception to this
rule is when reviewers could not see the driver’s eyes and then
the eyes became visible so that reviewers could see the eyes
and there was a glance away before the alert. This situation
negates the fact that reviewers could not see the eyes at the
beginning of the clip, because there was a nonforward glance
after the portion during which the eyes were unclassifiable. If
the eyes were unclassifiable again, before the alert but after the
glance, the eyes were coded as 9 because reviewers could not
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be certain what happened during that portion of the clip. If
one eye location could be determined and the other eye’s
location could not, location was still coded. Reviewers were
confident in coding eye position when only one eye could be
seen because normally eyes move in parallel. If the driver’s
eyes were away before the alert and in transition at the time of
the alert, the last forward glance code reflected where they
were looking at the time of the alert, not where they had pre-
viously been looking. For more details on eye location, see the
information on Location of Eyes at Time of Alert. The criteria
for classifying a glance as a specific location are the same as
the criteria for eye location at the time of the alert.

• 0 = Always looking forward at the forward scene.
• 1 = Left outside mirror or window.
• 2 = Looking over left shoulder.
• 3 = Right outside mirror or window.
• 4 = Looking over right shoulder.
• 5 = Interior rearview mirror.
• 6 = Head down, looking at instrument panel or lap area.
• 7 = Head down, looking at center console area. (Console

means the area where the stereo, thermostat, and clock are
located.)

• 8 = Driver wearing sunglasses or glasses with glare. (Glare pro-
hibited the ability to classify where the eyes were looking.)

• 9 = Cannot accurately evaluate eye location. (This was coded
as 9 when reviewers were unsure of the eye position or clas-
sification within a reasonable level of confidence, although
not because of glasses. Typically, reviewers could see the
actual eye but could not determine where the gaze was
directed. Eyes in transition were often coded as 9 because it
was unclear where the driver’s gaze was at that particular
moment.)

• 10 = Other. (For example, the driver may clearly be looking
at the passenger side floor. When a glance was coded as other,
the location was noted in the notes section. The most com-
mon position recorded as other was the rearview mirror.)
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Location of Eyes at Time of Alert

This category was coded at the actual time of the alert. Eye loca-
tion was coded by what reviewers could see of the driver’s eyes
at the time of the alert, even if they could not see the eyes before
the alert. Reviewers coded the location of the driver’s eyes even
if they could see only one eye because it was assumed that the
driver’s eyes moved in parallel. Because of the absence of an eye-
tracking camera and the limitations of the face camera, there
was often some ambiguity about where the drivers were look-
ing. Reviewers needed to be confident in the location of the
driver’s eyes to code as a specific location. In many instances,
reviewers were confident that the driver’s eyes were not looking
forward but could not tell specifically where the eyes were look-
ing. These instances were coded as 9s. One such example is when
the driver appeared to be looking at the camera. In this situa-
tion, it was difficult to determine if the driver was looking at 
the camera intentionally, glancing out the corner, or looking
slightly out the left window; therefore, it was coded as 9.
Another example is when the driver was looking toward the
curve that elicited the alert. The exact location of the driver’s
eyes could not be determined in these instances, although a
notation was made in the notes field. The determination of
whether glances were still forward or if they were glances away
was also difficult and subjective. Reviewers agreed on an area or
box they considered to be looking forward; this allowed for
slight glances but even many scans across the forward scene
were considered glances away. This process defined looking for-
ward narrowly and essentially as meaning straight forward.
Glances toward the right of the forward scene, the right area of
the windshield, were glances away and were coded as 9s.

• 0 = Looking forward at forward scene. (Looking forward
included looking at the head-up display [HUD].)

• 1 = Left outside mirror or window.
• 2 = Looking over left shoulder. (The driver’s gaze needed

to look over the driver’s shoulder but the driver’s chin did
not necessarily need to cross over the driver’s shoulder.)

• 3 = Right outside mirror or window.
• 4 = Looking over right shoulder. (The driver’s gaze needed

to look over the driver’s shoulder but the driver’s chin did
not necessarily need to cross over the driver’s shoulder.)

• 5 = Interior rearview mirror.
• 6 = Head down, looking at instrument panel or lap area.

(Looking at the HUD was not considered part of the instru-
ment panel.)

• 7 = Head down, looking at center console area. (Console
means the area where the stereo, thermostat, and clock
are located.)

• 8 = Driver wearing sunglasses or glasses with glare. (The
glare prohibited the ability to classify where the eyes were
looking. In some instances, drivers were wearing sunglasses,
but reviewers believed that they could confidently identify
the location of the drivers’ eyes. In these instances, eye loca-
tion was recorded.)

• 9 = Cannot accurately evaluate eye location. (The code 9
was chosen when reviewers were unsure of the eye posi-
tion or classification within a reasonable level of confi-
dence but not because of glasses. Typically, reviewers
could see the actual eye but could not determine where
the gaze was directed. Eyes in transition were often coded
as 9 because it was unclear where the driver’s gaze was at
that particular moment.)

• 10 = Other. (For example, the driver may clearly be looking
at the passenger side floor. When a glance was coded as other,
the location was noted in the notes section. The most com-
mon position recorded as other was the rearview mirror.)

Eyes on Task at Time of Alert

• 0 = No. (The classification of no was used only when review-
ers could confidently determine that the driver’s eyes were
off the task of driving at the time of the alert [e.g., the driver
was looking at a friend or the stereo system].)

• 1= Yes. (The classification of yes does not mean looking
forward; it means that the driver’s eyes were on the task of
driving. Looking at the instrument panel, for example, was
considered on task.)

• 2 = Cannot determine (For instance, the driver was wear-
ing glasses with glare or reviewers could not see the driver’s
eyes for some other reason. This classification was also
used when reviewers could not tell if the eye location was
on task. For instance, the driver was looking out the win-
dow [e.g., toward a curve in the road], but it was unclear
whether the driver was looking at the road and traffic or at
a fancy building that was distracting the driver’s attention.
In any case, reviewers did not know whether the driver was
on task.)

Eyes in Transition

To classify the eyes as in transition, the driver’s eyes must
have been in transition at the time of the alert and must have
started the transition at least 0.1 s before the alert. The eyes
could not be at the beginning of a transition or the end of one;
they must have been in the transition at the time of the alert.

• 0 = No.
• 1 = Yes, toward forward scene.
• 2 = Yes, away from forward scene.
• 3 = Cannot tell. (Cannot tell was selected when the driver

was wearing sunglasses or reviewers could not see the driver’s
eyes for some other reason; therefore, researchers were
uncertain whether the eyes were in transition.)
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Visual Response to Alert and Time 
to Visual Response

If the driver initiated a visual response to the alert, review-
ers coded the time it took for the response by recording the
number of 10ths of a second. The time counted was the time
between the alert and when the look was initiated, not includ-
ing the moment of the alert or the moment of response. If the
response was initiated within 1.0 s, the driver was considered
to have looked in response to the alert. The amount of time it
took to look in response was always recorded for applicable
situations, even if this was greater than 1.0 s. If the driver was
already looking at the road and continued to look forward,
the code was null (not applicable). If reviewers were not
sure of the location of the driver’s eyes, the time to visual
response was left as null. The time to visual response was
recorded for Week 1, even though there was no alert to
which to respond. The rationale for coding this was that a
baseline would provide an idea of what a normal time to
visual response was compared with the time to response with
an alert.

• 0 = Looked in response. (The driver initiated a look in
response to the alert within 1.0 s. Glances qualified as a look
in response.)

• 1 = Did not look in response to alert. (The driver did not
look within 1.0 s of the alert.)

• 2 = NA. (This option was always used for Week 1 because
there was no alert during Week 1; thus we could not code
this category, although we still coded the time to visual
response. This option was also selected when the driver was
already looking forward at the time of the alert.)

• 3 = Cannot tell. (The driver was wearing sunglasses or
other glasses with glare, and reviewers could not tell where
the driver’s eyes were.)

Visual Occlusion

Occlusion was coded with regard to the driver as well as to
reviewers. For instance, heavy rain or bright sun might have
occluded the scene for both parties, whereas blurry video
occluded the scene only for the reviewer. The occlusion did
not necessarily have to impact the reviewers’ ability to code
the scene.

• 0 = None.
• 1 = Sun or headlight glare. (This classification includes

when the scene was whitewashed from the sun. Only head-
light glare was included in this section; taillight glare was
coded as other.)

• 2 = Other, specified in notes section. (The most common
entry was taillight glare.)
Startle Response

This was subjective and the classification as such was often
hotly debated. The driver had to be visibly rattled. The driver’s
startle was observed by body response or dialogue or both.

Cursing was not sufficient to be coded as startle, because
it may have resulted from anger or frustration, not startle.
This category tried to capture startle to either the situation
or the alert.

• 0 = No.
• 1 = Yes.

Steering in Response

• 0 = No steering in response to alert. (Small, jerky reactions
or slight wiggling in response to the alert or to the situation
was classified as 0 and was not considered steering.)

• 1 = Driver steered partially or fully in response to the alert.
(Steering, for review purposes, was an evasive maneuver in
an attempt to avoid striking a vehicle; thus there must have
been a significant amount of steering.)

Hand Location at Time of Alert

Both hands were not often visible, so reviewers coded what
could confidently be inferred from the scene. At times, play-
ing the video farther helped determine what was ambiguous
in a still frame at the time of the alert. For instance, at the time
of the alert there may have been a small blur near the steering
wheel. On continuation of the video the blur may have moved
and come into view as a hand.

• 0 = Cannot see the position of either hand or cannot
determine the position of either hand. (Reviewers coded
0 if a hand could be seen but they could not tell if it was
on the wheel.)

• 1 = At least one hand on steering wheel. (This was coded
when the position of one hand could not be determined
but reviewers could see that at least one hand was on the
steering wheel.)

• 2 = Both hands on the steering wheel.
• 3 = At least one hand off the steering wheel. (This was

coded when the position of one hand could not be deter-
mined but at least one hand was clearly off the steering
wheel.)

• 4 = One hand on, one hand off the steering wheel. (The
classification was 4 when reviewers could clearly see both
hands and one was on the wheel but the other was off.)

• 5 = Both hands off the steering wheel. (This classification
was used when reviewers could clearly see both hands and
both were off the wheel.)
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Secondary Driving Behaviors

Audio was used to assist in coding whenever possible. For
instance, reviewers may have heard the radio station change
and seen the driver look at the console; this would indicate
in-car system use. The default for nondriving behaviors was
none, coded as 0.

Cell Phone

• 10 = Conversation, in use. (Conversation could be coded
for listening, talking, or both while using the cell phone.)

• 11 = Reaching for phone. (This classification was used
when the driver reached for the handheld phone to speak
on that phone. If the driver reached for the phone simply
to answer the phone and talk on the headset the driver
was wearing, the classification was other. Simply answer-
ing the phone involves far less physical activity by the
driver than reaching for the phone and holding it during
a conversation.)

• 12 = Dialing phone.

Headset, Hands-free Phone

• 20 = Conversation. (This was selected when reviewers could
tell that the driver was in a conversation.)

• 21 = Reaching for headset.
• 22 = Unsure of activity level. (The driver was wearing a

headset but it was not clear whether the headset was in use.
The driver may have been listening to someone or wearing
it in case of an incoming call.)

Eating

• 30 = High involvement. (High involvement includes such
activities as eating a burger or unwrapping food.)

• 31 = Low involvement. (Low involvement includes such
activities as eating candy or grabbing chips.)

Drinking

• 40 = High involvement. (High involvement includes situa-
tions in which the driver was trying to open a straw or bottle
or was blowing on a hot drink.)

• 41 = Low involvement. (Low involvement includes situa-
tions in which the driver was sipping a drink or drinking
without looking.)

• 50 = Conversation. (The driver and someone in the car were
carrying on a conversation. The driver can be listening
during the clip, talking during the clip, or doing both.)

• 60 = In-car system use. (The driver was actively adjusting
something. For example, the driver was not just listening
to the stereo but also adjusting the stereo. The car lighter
was coded under the smoking section.)

Smoking

• 70 = Lighting. (This classification includes the in-car lighter.)
• 71 = Reaching for cigarettes or lighter. (This classification

includes the in-car lighter.)
• 72 = Smoking.

Grooming

• 80 = High involvement. (High involvement includes apply-
ing makeup or brushing hair.)

• 81 = Low involvement. (Low involvement includes scratch-
ing or running one’s fingers through his or her hair.)

• 90 = Other/multiple behaviors, specified in notes section.
(Behaviors may include whistling or classifications that
reviewers were unsure of [e.g., if the driver’s lips were mov-
ing but there was no audio, the behavior might be singing
or conversation].)

Seat Belt

• 0 = Yes.
• 1 = No.
• 2 = Cannot tell.

Curve Speed Warning System
Scenario Elements

Road Type

• 0 = Freeway/interstate.
• 1 = Ramp. (A ramp was defined as an entrance or exit ramp

from a freeway or any ramp that connected two arterial
roads.)

• 2 = Ramp near merge point. (Near was defined as being
within 10 s of the merge point or within 10 s of arriving at
the straightening of the ramp leading to a merge.)

• 3 = Surface road.
• 4 = Other. (Enter in notes.)

Road Condition

Glare and reflection helped determine whether the road was
dry or wet.

• 0 = Dry.
• 1 = Wet. (Any moisture on the road led to the classification

as wet; there did not need to be standing water. The road
was classified as wet if it was wet from snow but not snow
covered.)
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• 2 = Snow covered. (Snow covered included ice covered if it
was observed, but it was never observed. If any portion of
the road, including turn lanes, was covered in snow, the
classification was snow covered.)

Precipitation

Spots on the windshield or wiper activity helped determine if
there was precipitation.

• 0 = None.
• 1 = Rain. (Light rain and drizzle were classified as rain, as

were downpours.)
• 2 = Snow. (This category included sleet. Several cues helped

indicate that the precipitation was snow. Snow tended to be
larger and fall more slowly than rain, it looked like white
flurries, and was present on the ground, reinforcing the
classification as snow. Precipitation that occurred in
December through February was assumed to be snow
rather than rain. Snow could be coded in other months, but
the assumption that the precipitation was snow was not as
strong.)

Number of Through Lanes

Turn lanes and dedicated exit lanes are not included in the
count of the number of through lanes.

• 1 = 1.
• 2 = 2.
• 3 = 3.
• 4 = 4 or more.

Recent Lane Change

To be considered a recent lane change, the lane change had to
occur no more than 5 s before the alert or the car had to be in
the process of a lane change at the time of the alert.

• 0 = No.
• 1 = Yes, toward branch that triggered the alert.
• 2 = Yes, away from the branch that triggered the alert.
• 3 = Yes, but there was no branch triggering the alert or the

branch triggering the alert is unknown.

Curve Confidence

This field was used to indicate when reviewers could not accu-
rately determine which branch or curve triggered the alert.
Most of the events categorized as confidence not high resulted
from CSWS behavior that stems from artifacts of the map or
CSWS implementation details.
• 0 = Confidence not high.
• 1 = Confidence high.

Nearby Overpass or Underpass

The criteria were that the driver had to pass an overpass or
underpass 5 s before the alert or 10 s after the alert.

• 0 = No.
• 1 = Yes.

Change in Number of Through Lanes

• 0 = No.
• 1 = Yes.

Does the Vehicle Branch?

This addresses whether the vehicle is or will be taking a branch
that triggers the CSWS alert.

• 0 = Not branching, and the alert is not triggered by a
branch. (This can occur on a curvy rural road, for instance,
or after the vehicle has exited onto a ramp and is approach-
ing a curve.)

• 1 = Not branching, but passing branch that triggers alert.
• 2 = Branching onto segment that triggers alert. (This includes

taking an exit or driving in a dedicated exit lane.)
• 3 = Branching but alert was triggered by curve on initial

roadway.
• 9 = No confidence in identifying the curve.

Branch Type When Branch Is Triggering Alert

If the roadway is a ramp, the ramp being traveled is not con-
sidered a branch. For instance, if the vehicle has exited the free-
way onto an exit ramp and the roadway classification is ramp,
an alert triggered by a curve along that ramp would be coded
as 0, no branch, because the vehicle is already on the ramp.

• 0 = A branch does not trigger the alert.
• 1 = Ramp.
• 2 = Turn lane.
• 3 = Michigan left.
• 4 = Intersection.
• 5 = Other.
• 9 = No confidence in identifying the curve.

Road Geometry

• 0 = Straight.
• 1 = Curve.
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• 2 = Approaching curve. (This classification constituted sit-
uations in which the driver was approaching but not in a
curve at the time of the alert. The driver had to be driving
through the curve within 5 s after the alert in order to be
classified as approaching curve.)

Notes

A notes section recorded any unusual events or ambiguous
situations not covered by categories for a particular question.
This section also contains general notes on the clip if there
was anything significant taking place that was not adequately
covered by the coding process. Examples of items captured in
the notes section are described below, but other, unforeseen
events are also noted.

Visual Occlusion

Rear taillights, glare from rain and wetness on the road, blurry
video, dirty windshield, temporary incapacitation, sneezing,
flying debris, faulty wiper or defroster, and object in or over
the driver’s eyes.

Nondriving Behaviors

Whistling, two or more behaviors, if there is no audio and the
driver is clearly talking or singing but reviewers could not tell
which, attempting to avoid insect in car, adjusting mirrors, read-
ing map, reading other materials, checking watch, or yawning.

LDWS Scenario Elements

Road Type

• 0 = Freeway/interstate.
• 1 = Ramp.
• 2 = Ramp near merge point. (Near is defined as being within

10 s of the merge point or within 10 s of arriving at the
straightening of the ramp leading to a merge.)

• 3 = Surface road.
• 4 = Other. (Enter in notes.)

Road Condition

Glare and reflection helped determine whether the road was
dry or wet.

• 0 = Dry.
• 1 = Wet. (Any moisture on the road led to the classification

as wet; there did not need to be standing water. The road
was classified as wet if it was wet from snow but not snow
covered.)

• 2 = Snow covered. (Snow covered included ice covered if it
was observed, but it was never observed. If any portion of
the road, including turn lanes, was covered in snow, the
classification was snow covered.)

Precipitation

Spots on the windshield or wiper activity helped determine if
there was precipitation.

• 0 = None.
• 1 = Rain. (Light rain and drizzle were classified as rain, as

were downpours.)
• 2 = Snow. (This category included sleet. Several cues helped

indicate that the precipitation was snow. Snow tended to be
larger and fall more slowly than rain, it looked like white flur-
ries and it was also present on the ground, reinforcing the
classification as snow. Precipitation that occurred in Decem-
ber through February was assumed to be snow rather than
rain. Snow could be coded in other months, but the assump-
tion that the precipitation was snow was not as strong.)

Road Curvature

• 0 = Straight.
• 1 = Right-hand curve.
• 2 = Left-hand curve.

Lane Marking Change

• 0 = No.
• 1 = Yes.

Boundary Type

This field refers to which type of boundary was on the side of the
alert. For example, for an imminent LDW to the left in which
there was a solid lane boundary to the left, it would be coded
as 0. Options 4 and 5 refer to double-boundary situations.

• 0 = Solid.
• 1 = Dashed.
• 2 = Double solid.
• 3 = No marking.
• 4 = Solid/dashed.
• 5 = Dashed/solid.
• 6 = Curb.
• 7 = Cannot tell.

Continuous Incidental Feature

This feature applies to continuous markings on the road that
are not lane lines but may appear as lane lines to the LDWS—
for example, tar markings, shadows, or tire marks on wet
pavement.
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• 0 = No.
• 1 = Yes.

Badly Placed Boundary

At times the LDWS’s real or virtual boundary was not prop-
erly placed according to actual conditions on the roadway.

• 0 = No.
• 1 = Yes.

Boundary Interaction

Ultimately, the position of the vehicle’s tires was used to
determine its position in the lane. At the time of the alert, if
the tires were on or over the lane line, the crossed/straddled
line option was selected.

• 0 = Crossed/straddled line at alert.
• 1 = Lane change at alert.
• 2 = Centered/slightly off-center in lane.
• 3 = Drifted in lane.

Postboundary Maneuver

This field evaluates the first maneuver the vehicle makes after
the alert. For example, if the vehicle was drifting in the lane 
at the time of the alert, then crossed the lane line, and finally
returned to its original lane, only the eventually crossed option
would be selected. The fact that the vehicle had ultimately
returned to its original lane was addressed in the additional driv-
ing circumstances field, option corrected per the alert, which
is detailed in the Additional Driving Circumstances section.

• 0 = Eventually crossed.
• 1 = Eventually returned to original lane.
• 2 = Stayed in lane.

Beyond the Boundary

The area within two-thirds of a lane width and outside the
boundary in question was considered in this evaluation.
Although the choices were not mutually exclusive, no attempt
was made to quantify everything beyond the boundary. 
If the alert was propagated by the camera, the area directly
to the right or left of the vehicle was evaluated. If, how-
ever, information from the radar produced the alert, every
effort was made to discern which object(s) had provoked
the alert based on available maneuvering room (AMR) bin
information.
• 0 = Median/open space.
• 1 = Solid barrier.
• 2 = Turning lane.
• 3 = Empty lane.
• 4 = Adjacent same-direction vehicle.
• 5 = Fixed, discrete objects.
• 6 = Construction zone.
• 7 = Stalled/slow traffic in adjacent lane.
• 8 = Curb.
• 9 = Other/unknown.
• 10 = Adjacent opposing-direction vehicle.

Additional Driving Circumstances

These circumstances are intentional maneuvers by the driver
that help explain why the vehicle crossed the boundary or, in the
case of corrected per the alert, the action the driver took after
the alert.

• 0 = None.
• 1 = Cut behind a car.
• 2 = Clear a temporary obstacle.
• 3 = Make room for a large truck.
• 4 = Corrected per the alert.
• 5 = Early or late exit/merge.

False Alert Comments

• 0 = None.
• 1 = Cannot identify target. (For a radar-induced alert.)
• 2 = Target seems far. (For a radar-induced alert, the target

had to be within two-thirds of the lane width from the
vehicle to be considered valid.)

• 3 = Appears too sensitive. (This classification is usually
applied when it appeared that the driver was not drifting.)

• 4 = Other. (List in notes.)

Lighting Issues

• 0 = None.
• 1 = Possible road reflection.
• 2 = Recent change in road illumination.

Notes

A notes section recorded any unusual events or ambiguous
situations not covered by categories for a particular question.
This section also contains general notes on the clip if anything
significant was taking place that was not adequately covered
by the coding process.
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Project 7 and Project 8 Event Data Dictionary
Event Variables

In the following variables, C-N-I-B is an abbreviation for
crashes, near crashes, incidents, and baseline epochs.

Event Identifier (C-N-I-B)

Comment: Each event is assigned a file name that is automat-
ically generated by the software.

Analyst Identifier (C-N-I-B)

Comment: Analysts/data reductionists are identified by their
log-ins.

Trigger Type (C-N-I-B)

• 00 = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 01 = Lateral acceleration.
• 02 = Longitudinal acceleration.
• 03 = CI button.
• 04 = Lane deviation/bust.
• 05 = Normalized lane position.
• 06 = Forward time to collision (TTC).
• 07 = Forward range.
• 08 = Rear TTC.
• 09 = Rear range.
• 10 = Side object detection.
• 11 = Lane change cutoff.
• 12 = Yaw rate (swerve).
• 13 = Automatic collision notification (ACN).
• 14 = RF sensor.
• 15 = Glare event.
• 16 = Air bag.

Comment: These are taken from the 100-Car Study coding,
although a number of 100-Car triggers are not being used in
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the current study. The total will be somewhat greater than
the total event N because some events will have more than
one trigger. This variable will be automatically generated by
the software.

Trigger Quantitative Value (C-N-I)

Maximum or minimum value of relevant triggers. For TTC
triggers, find the closest point at which the two vehicles are
still in a path to collision and enter that number.

Event Classification (C-N-I-B)

• 00 = Invalid trigger. (In these events, sensor readings were
spurious or otherwise not safety-relevant, because of a
transient spike or some other anomaly.)

• 00a = No video. (One or more of the quadrants of video is
out or not visible. It is not possible to obtain enough infor-
mation to determine the event.)

• 01 = Baseline driving epoch (selected randomly). (These are
1-min periods that are randomly selected from the recorded
data set. Baseline epochs are described using many of the
same variables and data elements used to describe and clas-
sify crashes, near crashes, and incidents. Examples of such
variables include ambient weather, roadway type, and driver
behaviors. The creation of a baseline data set will enable the
study to (1) describe and characterize normal driving for the
study sample and (2) infer the increased or decreased risk
associated with various conditions and driver behaviors by
comparisons between the control [baseline] data set and the
incident and near-crash data sets. For example, if 20% of
incidents but only 10% of baseline epochs occurred during
rain, one could infer that rain is associated with an increased
incident rate and, therefore, increased risk.)

• 02 = Crash. (This includes any contact with an object [e.g.,
other vehicles, roadside barriers, objects on or off the road-
way, pedestrians, cyclists, or animals], either moving or
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fixed, at any speed in which kinetic energy is measurably
transferred or dissipated.)

• 03 = Near crash (evasive maneuver). (This classification
includes any circumstance that requires a rapid, evasive
maneuver by the subject vehicle or any other vehicle,
pedestrian, cyclist, or animal to avoid a crash. A rapid,
evasive maneuver is defined as steering, braking, accelerat-
ing, or any combination of control inputs that approaches
the limits of vehicle capabilities. Any event in which the
driver swerves off the side of the road and any part of the
truck leaves the pavement is automatically coded a near
crash.)

• 04 = Near crash (no evasive maneuver). (Any circumstance
that results in extraordinary proximity of the subject vehicle
to any other vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, animal, or fixed
object in which, because of apparent unawareness on the part
of the driver(s), pedestrians, cyclists, or animals, there is no
avoidance maneuver or response is coded in this manner.
Extraordinary proximity is defined as a clear case in which
the absence of an avoidance maneuver or response is inap-
propriate for the driving circumstances, including speed and
sight distance. TTCs of less than 2.00 s are reviewed to assess
whether they qualify as crash-relevant conflicts [or near
crashes]; TTCs of less than 1.00 s are always coded as crash-
relevant conflicts or near crashes.)

• 05 = Crash-relevant conflict (evasive maneuver). (This
category includes any circumstance that requires a crash
avoidance response on the part of the subject vehicle, any
other vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, or animal that is less severe
than a rapid evasive maneuver [as defined above] but more
severe than a normal maneuver. A crash avoidance response
can include braking, steering, accelerating, or any combina-
tion of control inputs. A normal maneuver for the sub-
ject vehicle is defined as a control input that falls within the
99% confidence limit for control inputs for the initial study
data sample. Examples of potential crash-relevant conflicts
include hard braking by a driver because of a specific crash
threat or proximity to other vehicles. Evasive maneuvers
resulting in unsafe or illegal maneuvers or situations should
be included in this category [or as near crashes if more
severe]. Longitudinal decelerations of −0.35 g or greater are
reviewed to assess whether they qualify as crash-relevant
conflicts [or near crashes]; those with decelerations of 
−0.50 g or greater are always coded as crash-relevant con-
flicts or near crashes.)

• 06 = Crash-relevant conflict (no evasive maneuver).
(Included in this classification is any circumstance that
results in proximity of the subject vehicle to any other vehi-
cle, pedestrian, cyclist, animal, or fixed object in which,
because of apparent unawareness on the part of the
driver(s), pedestrians, cyclists, or animals, there is no
avoidance maneuver or response. Proximity is defined as a
clear case in which the absence of an avoidance maneuver
or response is inappropriate for the driving circumstances,
including speed and sight distance.)

• 07 = Nonconflict. (This includes any incident that has an
above-threshold trigger but does not result in a crash, near
crash, or crash-relevant conflict as defined above. There is
no abrupt evasive maneuver and no signs of any other
unsafe condition, such as a lane break. Driver errors may
be observed, but they do not result in a traffic conflict.
Examples include hard braking by a driver in the absence
of a specific crash threat and high lateral acceleration on
curves not resulting in loss of control, lane departure, or
proximity to other vehicles.)

Comment: Initial coding step. Invalid triggers and noncon-
flicts result in no further coding. Identification of two types
of near crashes (i.e., evasive maneuver and proximity event)
permits later disaggregation if desired. Definitions of each
type of event are given above.

Date (C-N-I-B)

Comment: Raw data from vehicle.

Day of Week (C-N-I-B)

Comment: Raw data from vehicle.

Time (C-N-I-B)

Comment: Raw data from vehicle. For C-N-I events, the
time of maximum or minimum trigger value is recorded.
For baseline epochs, the end of the 30-s baseline period is
recorded.

Format: Integer.

Vehicles or Nonmotorists Involved (C-N-I)

• 00 = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 01 = 1 vehicle (subject vehicle only).
• 02 = 2 vehicles.
• 03 = 3 vehicles.
• 04 = 4 or more vehicles.
• 05 = Subject vehicle + pedestrian.
• 06 = Subject vehicle + pedalcyclist.
• 07 = Subject vehicle + animal.
• 08 = Other.

Comment: Events that involve the subject vehicle and an object
(i.e., struck or potentially struck) are coded 01. For some events
(e.g., those that involve transient encroachment into an
oncoming lane), it will be difficult to decide whether the event
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should be considered a one- or two-vehicle event. Consider the
event a two-vehicle event if the crash resulting from the incident
would probably have involved two vehicles and if either driver’s
maneuvers were influenced by the presence of the other vehicle
(e.g., if Driver/Vehicle 1 [DV1] maneuvered to avoid Vehicle 2
[V2]). Consider the event a one-vehicle event if the presence of
other vehicles presented no immediate threat and had no effect
on Driver 1’s maneuvers or behaviors.

Which Vehicle Is Considered to Be at Fault?
(C-N-I)

• 00 = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 01 = Vehicle 1 (subject vehicle).
• 02 = Vehicle 2 (other vehicle, pedalcyclists, or animal).
• 09 = Unknown.

Comment: The at-fault vehicle is defined as the vehicle with
the assigned critical reason.

Light Condition (C-N-I-B)

• 01 = Daylight.
• 02 = Dark.
• 03 = Dark but lighted.
• 04 = Dawn.
• 05 = Dusk.
• 09 = Unknown.

Comment: General estimate system (GES) A19.

Weather (Atmospheric Condition) (C-N-I-B)

• 01 = No adverse conditions.
• 02 = Rain.
• 03 = Sleet.
• 04 = Snow.
• 05 = Fog.
• 06 = Rain and fog.
• 07 = Sleet and fog.
• 08 = Other (smog, smoke, sand or dust, crosswind, hail).
• 09 = Unknown.

Comment: GES A20.

Roadway Surface Condition (C-N-I-B)

• 01 = Dry.
• 02 = Wet.
• 03 = Snow or slush.
• 04 = Ice.
• 05 = Sand, oil, dirt.
• 08 = Other.
• 09 = Unknown.

Comment: GES A15.

Relation to Junction (C-N-I-B)

• 00 = Nonjunction.
• 01 = Intersection.
• 02 = Intersection related.
• 03 = Driveway, alley access, etc.
• 03a = Parking lot.
• 04 = Entrance/exit ramp.
• 05 = Rail grade crossing.
• 06 = On a bridge.
• 07 = Crossover related.
• 08 = Other.
• 09 = Unknown.

Comment: GES variable A09. GES instructions for coding
this variable will be reviewed to ensure consistency of coding
approach with GES.

Construction Zone Related (C-N-I-B)

• 00 = Not construction zone related (or unknown).
• 01 = Construction zone (occurred in zone).
• 02 = Construction zone related (occurred in approach or

otherwise related to zone).

Comment: Default code is 0. For the purposes of coding, con-
sider any area with multiple traffic cones, barrels, and so forth
to be a construction zone.

Traffic Density (C-N-I-B)

• 01 = LOS A: Free flow. (Individual users are virtually
unaffected by the presence of others in the traffic stream.
Freedom to select desired speeds and to maneuver within
the traffic stream is extremely high. The general level of
comfort and convenience provided to the motorist, pas-
senger, or pedestrian is excellent.)

• 02 = LOS B: Flow with some restrictions. (In the range of
stable traffic flow, but the presence of other users in the
traffic stream begins to be noticeable. Freedom to select
desired speeds is relatively unaffected, but there is a slight
decline in the freedom to maneuver within the traffic stream
from LOS A because the presence of others in the traffic
stream begins to affect individual behavior.)

• 03 = LOS C: Stable flow; maneuverability and speed are
more restricted. (Traffic flow is in the stable range but is
beginning to enter the range of flow in which the opera-
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tion of individual users becomes significantly affected by
interactions with others in the traffic stream. The selec-
tion of speed is now affected by the presence of others,
and maneuvering within the traffic stream requires sub-
stantial vigilance on the part of the user. The general level
of comfort and convenience declines noticeably at this
level.)

• 04 = LOS D: Unstable flow; temporary restrictions substan-
tially slow driver. (This category represents high-density 
but stable traffic flow. Speed and freedom to maneuver
are severely restricted, and the driver or pedestrian experi-
ences a generally poor level of comfort and convenience.
Small increases in traffic flow generally cause operational
problems at this level.)

• 05 = LOS E: Flow is unstable; vehicles are unable to pass,
temporary stoppages, etc. (Operating conditions are at or
near the capacity level. All speeds are reduced to a low but
relatively uniform value. Freedom to maneuver within
the traffic stream is extremely difficult, and it is generally
accomplished by forcing a vehicle or pedestrian to give
way to accommodate such maneuvers. Comfort and con-
venience levels are extremely poor, and driver or pedes-
trian frustration is generally high. Operations at this level
are usually unstable because small increases in flow or
minor perturbations within the traffic stream will cause
breakdowns.)

• 06 = LOS F: Forced traffic flow condition with low speeds
and traffic volumes that are below capacity; queues form in
particular locations. (This condition exists whenever the
amount of traffic approaching a point exceeds the amount
that can traverse the point. Queues form behind such loca-
tions. Operations within the queue are characterized by
stop-and-go waves and are extremely unstable. Vehicles
may progress at reasonable speeds for several hundred feet
or more and then be required to stop in a cyclic manner.
LOS F is used to describe operating conditions within the
queue, as well as the point of the breakdown. In many
cases, operating conditions of vehicles or pedestrians dis-
charged from the queue may be quite good. Nevertheless,
it is the point at which arrival flow exceeds discharge flow,
which causes the queue to form. LOS F is an appropriate
designation for such points.)

• 09 = Unknown/unable to determine.

Driver/Vehicle 1 Variables

Note: DV1 is always the study subject driver/vehicle (e.g., the
truck driver or truck).

Subject Vehicle Number (C-N-I-B)

Format: Integer. Automatically generated.
Subject Driver Number (C-N-I-B)

Format: Integer. Automatically generated.

Trafficway Flow (C-N-I-B)

• 00 = Not physically divided (center two-way left turn lane).
• 01 = Not physically divided (two-way trafficway).
• 02 = Divided (median strip or barrier).
• 03 = One-way trafficway.
• 09 = Unknown.

Comment: GES variable V A11. Coded in relation to subject
vehicle.

Number of Travel Lanes (C-N-I-B)

• 01 = 1.
• 02 = 2.
• 03 = 3.
• 04 = 4.
• 05 = 5.
• 06 = 6.
• 07 = 7+.
• 09 = Unknown.

Comment: GES V A12. Per GES, if road is divided, only lanes
in travel direction are counted. If the road is undivided, all
lanes are counted. Coded in relation to subject vehicle. Count
all contiguous lanes at the time and location of the incident
(e.g., include entrance and exit lanes if contiguous).

Truck Pre-Event Speed (C-N-I-B)

Format: Integer.
Comment: C-N-I events are coded for the period just before
the occurrence of the critical event or just before any avoidance
maneuver or both. For example, when braking is involved,
the pre-event speed is the speed just before the beginning of
braking. Baseline events are coded for the end of the 30-s base-
line interval. Note that roadway speed limit cannot currently
be determined because most speed limit signs are not legible on
the videos. Future efforts (in particular, Phase 2) will consider
automated ways to obtain this variable, such as the use of GPS
and roadway geographic information systems.

Roadway Alignment (C-N-I-B)

• 01 = Straight.
• 02a = Curve right.
• 02b = Curve left.
• 09 = Unknown.
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Comment: GES V A13, with expansion of curve choices.
Coded in relation to subject vehicle.

Roadway Profile (C-N-I-B)

• 01 = Level (or unknown).
• 02a = Grade up.
• 02b = Grade down.
• 03 = Hillcrest.
• 04 = Sag.

Comment: GES V A14, with expansion of grade choices.
Coded in relation to subject vehicle.

Driver Seat Belt Worn? (C-N-I-B)

• 01 = Yes.
• 02 = No.
• 09 = Unknown.

Comment: This issue is of current interest to FMCSA, and its
capture would permit comparisons of driver behavior between
drivers wearing and those not wearing seat belts. Judgment is
based on whether a shoulder strap is visible; the lap belt typi-
cally cannot be seen.

Does the Driver Cover the Camera or Is the
Camera Covered? (C-N-I-B)

• 00 = Yes.
• 01 = No/not observed.
• 02 = Attempts but fails.
Alcohol Use (C-N-I-B)

• 00 = None apparent.
• 01 = Suspected use observed in vehicle without overt effects

on driving.
• 02 = Suspected use observed in vehicle with overt effects on

driving.
• 03 = Reported by police (applicable only to crashes).
• 04 = Use not observed or reported but suspected based on

driver behavior.
• 09 = Unknown.

Comment: Use indicated only if apparent from event review.
Note: The remaining DV1 variables are precrash and event
causation variables. Table C.1 lists these variables, indicates
sources, and shows the corresponding variable for DV2.

Vehicle Pre-Event Movement (C-N-I-B)

• 00 = No driver present.
• 01 = Going straight.
• 02 = Decelerating in traffic lane.
• 03 = Accelerating in traffic lane.
• 04 = Starting in traffic lane.
• 05 = Stopped in traffic lane.
• 06 = Passing or overtaking another vehicle.
• 07 = Disabled or parked in travel lane.
• 08a = Leaving a parking position, moving forward.
• 08b = Leaving a parking position, backing.
• 09a = Entering a parking position, moving forward.
• 09b = Entering a parking position, backing.
Table C.1. Coded Precrash and Causation Variables

Principal Source(s) Subject Other
(e.g., other Vehicle (DV1) Vehicle (DV2)

Variable Name databases/studies) Variable No. Variable No.

Vehicle pre-event movement GES, LTCCS 27 44

Accident type (scenario role) GES, LTCCS 28 45

Incident types Two recent VTTI studies 29 46

Critical precrash event LTCCS 30 47

Critical reason for the critical event LTCCS 31 48a

Attempted avoidance maneuver GES, LTCCS 32 49

Driver vision obscured by GES 34 Not coded

Average PERCLOS value (1, 3, 5 minutes) VTTI and other fatigue research 35–37

Observer rating of drowsiness (1 minute) Previous VTTI research 38

Potentially distracting driver behaviors GES 39

Driver actions/factors relating to event 100-Car Study 40 50a

Applicable functional countermeasures Various 41 51

aAbridged due to inability to observe specific DV2 behaviors and states.
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• 10 = Turning right.
• 11 = Turning left.
• 12 = Making a U-turn.
• 13 = Backing up (other than parking).
• 14 = Negotiating a curve.
• 15 = Changing lanes.
• 16 = Merging.
• 17 = Successful avoidance maneuver to a previous critical

event.
• 98 = Other.
• 99 = Unknown.

Comment: This is Large Truck Crash Causation Survey
(LTCCS) Variable 4 with expanded choices for 8 and 9. For
baseline epochs, the primary movement of the vehicle during
the epoch is coded.

Accident Type (Scenario Role) (C-N-I)

• 00 = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• Other codes (see Table C.2).

Comment: LTCCS Variable 10 and GES Variable V23.
Because this variable includes intent, analysts should proj-
ect probable scenario roles for incidents in which outcomes
are not definite. In other words, if the trigger-related event
had resulted in a crash, what would the crash scenario be?
When specific scenarios cannot be projected, use the spe-
cific unknown choices (e.g., 5, 10, 16, and 33). Table C.2
illustrates accident types.

Additional clarifications:

• Drive off road codes (e.g., 01 and 06) are used when a
vehicle has crossed or is projected to cross a roadside delin-
eation such as a lane edge line (going onto the shoulder or
median), a curb, or the edge of the pavement. This includes
scenarios that involve parked vehicles and stationary objects
if those objects are outside the roadway delineation (e.g., on
an unpaved shoulder).

• Forward impact codes (e.g., 11 and 12) are used when the
objects are in the travel lane or when there is no lane edge
delineation as described above. Thus, a scenario involving
a parked vehicle on the pavement where there is no lane
edge delineation is coded 12.

• For left-side lane departures into the oncoming traffic
lane, code 64 or 65 if the lateral encroachment is less than
a few feet. Code 50 or 51 only if the lateral encroachment
was sufficient to create a significant risk of a head-on
crash.

• Hard-braking events at intersections in the absence of 
a specific crash or crash threat are coded 91 (intersecting
straight paths, specifics unknown).
Incident Types (C-N-I)

• 00 = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 01/02 = Aborted lane change.
• 03/04 = Approaches traffic quickly (not used).
• 05/06/07/08 = Backing in roadway.
• 09/10 = Clear path for emergency vehicle.
• 11/12 = Conflict between merging and exiting traffic.
• 13/14 = Conflict with oncoming traffic.
• 15/16 = Exit then re-entrance onto roadway.
• 17/18 = Following too closely.
• 19/20 = Improper lane change.
• 21/22/23 = Improper passing.
• 24/25 = Improper U-turn.
• 26/27 = Lane change without sufficient gap.
• 28/29 = Lane drift.
• 30/31 = Late braking for stopped/stopping traffic.
• 32/33 = Lateral deviation of through vehicle.
• 34/35 = Left turn without clearance.
• 36/37 = Merge out of turn (before lead vehicle).
• 38/39/40 = Merge without sufficient gap.
• 41/42 = Obstruction in roadway.
• 43/44 = Proceeding through red traffic signal.
• 45/46 = Roadway entrance without clearance.
• 47/48 = Slow speed.
• 49/50 = Slow upon passing.
• 51/52/53 = Sudden braking in roadway.
• 54/55 = Through traffic does not allow lane change.
• 56/57/58 = Through traffic does not allow merge.
• 59/60 = Turn without sufficient warning.
• 61/62 = Turn/exit from incorrect lane.
• 63/64 = Wide turn into adjacent lane.
• 65 = Conflict with object/animal/pedalcyclist in roadway.
• 66 = Conflict with object/animal/pedalcyclist on side of road.
• 67 = Other single-vehicle event.
• 68/69 = Proximity to turning vehicle.
• 99 = Unknown.

Comment: This scenario classification has been used in
Hanowski, Keisler, and Wierwille (2) and Hanowski, Olson,
Hickman, and Dingus (3). Coding this variable will enable
comparisons with that study. Diagrams of these scenarios are
provided in Table C.3.
Critical Precrash Event for Vehicle 1 (C-N-I)

• 00 = Not applicable (baseline epoch).

Causes of Vehicle (V1) Loss of Control

• 01 = Blow out or flat tire.
• 02 = Stalled engine.
• 03 = Disabling vehicle failure (e.g., wheel fell off ).

(text continues on page 107)
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Table C.2. Description of Accident Types (1)
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Table C.3. Incident Type Descriptions

Incident Type Description Illustration

Aborted lane change

Approaches traffic quickly (not used)

Backing in roadway

Clear path for emergency vehicle

Driver tries to make a lane change into a lane where there is already a
vehicle (driver doesn’t see vehicle). The driver has to brake and
move back into the original lane.

Driver approaches stopped or slowing traffic too quickly and has to
brake hard or suddenly to avoid hitting the lead vehicle.

Driver backs the vehicle while on a roadway in order to maneuver
around an obstacle ahead on the roadway.

Driver is traveling ahead of an emergency vehicle (e.g., ambulance,
fire truck) and has to move to the side of the road to let the emer-
gency vehicle pass.

Emergency 
Vehicle 

9

10

7

8

Obstacle 

5

6

Stationary 
3

4

1 2 

(continued on next page)
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Conflict between merging or exiting
traffic

Conflict with oncoming traffic

Exit then re-entrance onto roadway

Following too closely

Improper lane change

Table C.3. Incident Type Descriptions (continued)

Incident Type Description Illustration

11 12

Drivers entering or exiting a roadway, using a shared weaving 
section, conflict.

Driver is approaching oncoming traffic (e.g., through an intersection)
and has to maneuver back into the correct lane to avoid an
oncoming vehicle.

Driver exits a roadway and then crosses a solid white line to re-enter.

Driver does not allow adequate spacing between his or her vehicle
and the lead vehicle (e.g., tailgating).

Driver makes an improper lane change with regard to another vehicle
(e.g., does not use blinker, changes lanes behind another vehicle
and then does not let vehicle change lanes, changes lanes across
multiple lanes).

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
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Improper passing

Improper U-turn

Lane change without sufficient gap

Lane drift

Late braking (or steering) for stopped
or stopping traffic

Table C.3. Incident Type Descriptions (continued)

Incident Type Description Illustration

22

21

23

Driver passes another vehicle when it is illegal or unsafe (e.g., pass-
ing across a double yellow line or without clearance from oncom-
ing traffic).

Driver makes a U-turn in the middle of the road (over the double yel-
low line) and blocks traffic in the opposite direction.

Driver enters an adjacent lane without allowing adequate space
between the driver’s vehicle and the vehicle ahead or behind it.

Driver drifts into an adjacent lane without intention to make a lane
change.

Driver fails to slow in advance for stopped or stopping traffic and
must brake or steer abruptly.

(continued on next page)

24

25

26

27

28 29

Stationary/
 

Slowing 

Late Braking

30

31
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Lateral deviation of through vehicle

Left turn without clearance

Merge out of turn (before lead vehicle)

Merge without sufficient gap

Obstruction in roadway

Table C.3. Incident Type Descriptions (continued)

Incident Type Description Illustration

32

33

Driver has substantial lateral deviation of a through vehicle. Vehicle
may or may not deviate from the lane.

Driver turns left without adequate clearance from either oncoming
through traffic or cross traffic from the left. Driver crosses another
driver’s path while entering an intersecting roadway.

Driver merges onto a roadway before the lead vehicle. The lead vehicle
must wait for the merged vehicle to pass before it is safe to enter
the main highway.

Driver merges into traffic without a sufficient gap to either the front or
the back of one or more vehicles.

Stationary object blocks through traffic, such as traffic that is backed
up or an animal in the roadway.

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42
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Proceeding through red traffic signal

Roadway entrance without clearance

Slow speed

Slow on passing

Sudden braking in roadway

Table C.3. Incident Type Descriptions (continued)

Incident Type Description Illustration

Driver fails to respond to a red traffic signal, conflicting with a vehicle
proceeding through the intersection legally.

Driver turns onto a roadway without adequate clearance from
through traffic.

Driver is traveling at a much slower speed than the rest of the traffic,
causing following traffic to pass the slow vehicle to avoid a conflict.

Driver moves in front of another vehicle and then slows, causing the
second (passed) vehicle to slow as well or go around the first
vehicle.

Driver is traveling ahead of another vehicle and brakes suddenly and
improperly in the roadway for traffic or a traffic light, causing the
following vehicle to come close to the braking vehicle or to also
brake suddenly.

43

44

45 46

Slower 
Speed 

47

48

49

50

Sudden 
Braking 

51

52

53

(continued on next page)
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Through traffic does not allow lane
change

Through traffic does not allow merge

Turn without sufficient warning

Turn or exit from incorrect lane

Wide turn into adjacent lane

Table C.3. Incident Type Descriptions (continued)

Incident Type Description Illustration

Turn Signal 
On 54

55

Driver is trying to make a lane change (with the turn signal on) but
traffic in the adjacent lane will not allow the lane change to be
completed.

Through traffic obstructs a driver from entering the roadway.

Driver slows and turns without using a turn signal or without using a
turn signal in advance.

Driver turns onto a side road from the incorrect lane (e.g., driver
makes a right turn from the left lane instead of the right lane).

Vehicle partially enters an adjacent lane when turning. Traffic in the
adjacent lane may be moving in the same or opposite direction.

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64
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Conflict with object/animal/
pedalcyclist in roadway

Conflict with object/animal/
pedalcyclist on side of roadway

Proximity to turning vehicle

Other single-vehicle event

Unable to determine

Table C.3. Incident Type Descriptions (continued)

Incident Type Description Illustration

Object/ 
Animal 

65

Vehicle approaches an object, animal, or pedalcyclist in the roadway
and either makes contact with it or performs an evasive maneuver
to avoid it.

Vehicle approaches an object, animal, or pedalcyclist on the side of
the road and either makes contact with it or performs an evasive
maneuver to avoid it.

Lead vehicle is making a right or left turn or changing lanes to the
right or left and the following vehicle comes close to the rear of
the lead vehicle as they pass.

Vehicle is involved in a single-vehicle event; for example, runs off the
side of the road without a threat of hitting a fixed object.

It is not possible to determine which vehicle is at fault; therefore, it is
not possible to assign an incident type to the event.

Object/ 
Animal 

66

68

69
• 04 = Nondisabling vehicle problem (e.g., hood flew up).
• 05 = Poor road conditions (e.g., wet road, puddle, pot-

hole, ice).
• 06 = Traveling too fast for conditions.
• 07 = Jackknife event.
• 08 = Cargo shift.
• 09 = Braking.
• 10 = Steering.
• 18 = Other cause of control loss.
• 19 = Unknown cause of control loss.

Travel of Vehicle (V1)

• 20 = Toward or over the lane line on left side of travel
lane.

• 21 = Toward or over the lane line on right side of travel lane.

(continued from page 99)
 • 22 = Toward or off the edge of the road on the left side.
• 23 = Toward or off the edge of the road on the right side.
• 24 = End departure.
• 25 = Turning left at intersection.
• 26 = Turning right at intersection.
• 27 = Crossing over (passing through) intersection.
• 28 = This vehicle decelerating.
• 29 = Unknown travel direction.

Other Motor Vehicle (V2) in Lane

• 50 = Other vehicle stopped.
• 51 = Traveling in same direction with lower steady speed.
• 52 = Traveling in same direction while decelerating.
• 53 = Traveling in same direction with higher speed.
• 54 = Traveling in opposite direction.
• 55 = In crossover.
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• 56 = Backing
• 59 = Unknown travel direction of other motor vehicle in

lane.

Other Motor Vehicle (V2) Encroaching 
into Lane

• 60 = From adjacent lane (same direction), toward or over
left lane line.

• 61 = From adjacent lane (same direction), toward or over
right lane line.

• 62 = From opposite direction, toward or over left lane
line.

• 63 = From opposite direction, toward or over right lane
line.

• 64 = From parking lane.
• 65 = From crossing street, turning into same direction.
• 66 = From crossing street, across path.
• 67 = From crossing street, turning into opposite direction.
• 68 = From crossing street, intended path not known.
• 70 = From driveway, turning into same direction.
• 71 = From driveway, across path.
• 72 = From driveway, turning into opposite direction.
• 73 = From driveway, intended path not known.
• 74 = From entrance to limited-access highway.
• 78 = Encroachment by other vehicle, details unknown.

Pedestrian, Pedalcyclist, 
or Other Nonmotorist

• 80 = Pedestrian in roadway.
• 81 = Pedestrian approaching roadway.
• 82 = Pedestrian, unknown location.
• 83 = Pedalcyclist or other nonmotorist in roadway.
• 84 = Pedalcyclist or other nonmotorist approaching

roadway.
• 85 = Pedalcyclist or other nonmotorist, unknown location.

Object or Animal

• 87 = Animal in roadway.
• 88 = Animal approaching roadway.
• 89 = Animal, unknown location.
• 90 = Object in roadway.
• 91 = Object approaching roadway.
• 92 = Object, unknown location.

Other

• 93 = This vehicle not involved in first harmful event.
• 98 = Other critical precrash event.
• 99 = Unknown.
Comment: This is LTCCS Variable 5. It is coded for both
vehicles in a two-vehicle incident. However, the critical rea-
son (see below) is coded for only one vehicle. For consistency
with the accident type variable (28), lane edges between travel
lanes and nontravel lanes (e.g., shoulders) are considered road
edges; for example, events involving V1’s crossing of these
edges are coded 22 or 23. Unlike the accident type variable,
the analyst should code the actual precipitating event and
should not project or extrapolate the event. In the list above,
note the addition of 09 = loss of control caused by braking
and 10 = steering.

DV1 Critical Reason for the 
Critical Event (C-N-I)

• 000a = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 000b = Critical reason not coded to this vehicle.

Driver-Related Factor: Critical 
Nonperformance Errors

• 100 = Sleep (i.e., actually asleep).
• 101 = Heart attack or other physical impairment of the

ability to act.
• 107 = Drowsiness, fatigue, or other reduced alertness (not

asleep).
• 108 = Other critical nonperformance.
• 109 = Unknown critical nonperformance.

Driver-Related Factor: Recognition Errors

• 110 = Inattention (i.e., daydreaming).
• 111 = Internal distraction.
• 112 = External distraction.
• 113 = Inadequate surveillance (e.g., failed to look, looked

but did not see).
• 118 = Other recognition error.
• 119 = Unknown recognition error.

Driver-Related Factor: Decision Errors

• 120 = Too fast for conditions (e.g., for safe vehicle control
or to be able to respond to unexpected actions of other
road users).

• 121 = Too slow for traffic stream.
• 122 = Misjudgment of gap or other road user’s speed.
• 123 = Following too closely to respond to unexpected actions

(proximity for 2 or more seconds).
• 124 = False assumption of other road user’s actions.
• 125 = Illegal maneuver.
• 125a = Apparently intentional sign/signal violation.
• 125b = Illegal U-turn.
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• 125c = Other illegal maneuver.
• 126 = Failure to turn on headlamps.
• 127 = Inadequate evasive action (e.g., braking only instead

of braking and steering; releasing accelerator only instead
of braking).

• 128a = Aggressive driving behavior: intimidation. (Any
behavior emitted by a driver while driving that is intended
to cause physical or psychological harm to another person.)

• 128b = Aggressive driving behavior: wanton, neglectful, 
or reckless behavior. (Excessive risky driving behaviors
performed without intent to harm others, such as weaving
through traffic, maneuvering without signaling, running
red lights, frequent lane changing, and tailgating.)

• 138 = Other decision error.
• 139 = Unknown decision error.
• 140 = Apparent recognition or decision error (unknown

which).

Driver-Related Factor: Performance Errors

• 141 = Panic/freezing.
• 142 = Overcompensation.
• 143 = Poor directional control (e.g., failing to control vehicle

with skill ordinarily expected).
• 148 = Other performance error.
• 149 = Unknown performance error.
• 199 = Type of driver error unknown.

Vehicle-Related Factor

• 200 = Tires/wheels failed.
• 201 = Brakes failed.
• 202 = Steering failed.
• 203 = Cargo shifted.
• 204 = Trailer attachment failed.
• 205 = Suspension failed.
• 206 = Lights failed.
• 207 = Vehicle-related vision obstructions.
• 208 = Body, doors, hood failed.
• 209 = Jackknifed.
• 298 = Other vehicle failure.
• 299 = Unknown vehicle failure.

Environment-Related Factor: Highway Related

• 500 = Signs/signals missing.
• 501 = Signs/signals erroneous/defective.
• 502 = Signs/signals inadequate.
• 503 = View obstructed by roadway design.
• 504 = View obstructed by other vehicles in crash circum-

stance.
• 505 = Road design, roadway geometry (e.g., ramp curvature).
• 506 = Road design, sight distance.
• 507 = Road design, other.
• 508 = Maintenance problems (e.g., potholes, deteriorated

road edges).
• 509 = Slick roads (low-friction road surface caused by ice,

loose debris, any other cause).
• 518 = Other highway-related condition.

Environment-Related Factor: Weather Related

• 521 = Rain, snow (Note: code loss-of-control as 509).
• 522 = Fog.
• 523 = Wind gust.
• 528 = Other weather-related condition.

Environment-Related Factor: Other

• 530 = Glare.
• 531 = Blowing debris.
• 532 = Animal in roadway (no driver error).
• 533 = Pedestrian or pedalcyclist in roadway (no driver error).
• 538 = Other sudden change in ambience.
• 999 = Unknown reason for critical event.

Comment: LTCCS Variable 6 with revisions. “This vehicle” is
always used for the vehicle being coded. Note that vehicle-
related factors are rarely apparent to data reductionists.

Vehicle 1 Attempted Avoidance 
Maneuver (C-N-I)

• 00 = No driver present.
• 0a = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 01 = No avoidance maneuver.
• 02 = Braking (no lockup or lockup unknown).
• 03 = Braking (lockup).
• 04 = Braking (lockup unknown).
• 05 = Releasing brakes.
• 06 = Steered to left.
• 07 = Steered to right.
• 08 = Braked and steered to left.
• 08a = Braked and steered to left (no lockup or lockup

unknown).
• 08b = Braked and steered to left (lockup).
• 09 = Braked and steered to right.
• 09a = Braked and steered to right (no lockup or lockup

unknown).
• 09b = Braked and steered to right (lockup).
• 10 = Accelerated.
• 11 = Accelerated and steered to left.
• 12 = Accelerated and steered to right.
• 13 = Released gas pedal without braking.
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• 14 = Released gas pedal (without braking) and steered to
left.

• 15 = Released gas pedal (without braking) and steered to
right.

• 98 = Other actions.
• 99 = Unknown if driver attempted any corrective action.

Comment: LTCCS Variable 7 and GES V27, corrective action
attempted. Released gas pedal elements added because this
evasive maneuver by subject drivers is sometimes observed.

Relevant Object (C-N-I)

Analyst chooses the most relevant object; that is, one that was
struck in a crash or that constituted a crash threat for near
crashes and crash-relevant conflicts.

• 00a = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 00b = Not applicable (single-vehicle event but no critical

object [e.g., shoulder only]).
• 00c = Not applicable (two-vehicle event, pedestrian, ani-

mal, etc.).
• 01 = Parked motor vehicle.

Fixed Objects

• 02 = Building.
• 03 = Impact attenuator/crash cushion.
• 04 = Bridge structure (e.g., abutment).
• 05 = Guardrail.
• 06 = Concrete traffic barrier or other longitudinal barrier

(e.g., Jersey barrier).
• 07 = Post, pole, or support (e.g., sign or light).
• 08 = Culvert or ditch.
• 09 = Curb.
• 10 = Embankment.
• 11 = Fence.
• 12 = Wall.
• 13 = Fire hydrant.
• 14 = Shrubbery or bush.
• 15 = Tree (not overhang; see below).
• 16 = Boulder.
• 17 = Loading dock.
• 18 = Loading equipment (e.g., forklift or pallets).
• 19 = Cargo.

Overhanging Objects

The following were coded only if struck or potentially struck
by the top of a truck trailer.
• 20 = Tree branch.
• 21 = Overhanging part of sign or post.
• 22 = Bridge/overpass.
• 23 = Building.
• 24 = Telephone wires.

Nonfixed Objects

• 25 = Vehicle parts, including tire parts.
• 26 = Spilled cargo.
• 27 = Dead animal in roadway.
• 28 = Broken tree limbs or other tree/shrub parts.
• 29 = Trash/debris.
• 30 = Construction barrel.
• 31 = Construction cone.
• 98 = Other.
• 99 = Unknown object hit.

Comment: Most objects are the same as those used in 
GES A06, first harmful event. Those in italics are not A06
codes.

Driver 1 Vision Obscured (C-N-I)

• 00 = No obstruction.
• 01 = Rain, snow, fog, smoke, sand, dust.
• 02 = Reflected glare, sunlight, headlights.
• 03 = Curve or hill.
• 04 = Building, billboard, or other design features (includes

signs and embankment).
• 05 = Trees, crops, vegetation.
• 06 = Moving vehicle (including load).
• 07 = Parked vehicle.
• 08 = Splash or spray of passing vehicle (any other vehicle).
• 09 = Inadequate defrost or defog system.
• 10 = Inadequate lighting system (includes vehicle or object

in dark area).
• 11 = Obstruction interior to vehicle.
• 12 = Mirrors.
• 13 = Head restraints.
• 14 = Broken or improperly cleaned windshield.
• 15 = Fog.
• 16 = Other vehicle or object in blind spot.
• 50 = Hit-and-run vehicle.
• 95 = No driver present.
• 96 = Not reported.
• 97 = Vision obscured, no details.
• 98 = Other obstruction.
• 99 = Unknown whether vision was obstructed.

Comment: GES Variable D4. Element 16 added because of
relevance to large trucks. Elements 50, 95, and 96 are not
applicable.
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Driver Fatigue Monitor Operating Mode (C-N-I-B)

• 01 = Auto-manual.
• 02 = Manual.
• 03 = Auto (if operating mode = auto, driver fatigue moni-

tor [DFM] is automatically nonoperative).

DFM Sensitivity Level (C-N-I-B)

• 01 = Low.
• 02 = Medium.
• 03 = High.

Rules to Follow When Trying to Determine 
If DFM Is in Standby

• When speed is below 30 mph (48.28 kph) and ambient
brightness is above 100, the DFM is in standby.

• When the speed is above 35 mph (56.32 kph) and ambient
brightness is less than 50, the DFM is active.

• Ambient brightness (0 = dark; 255 = bright).

Special note: Sometimes when the DFM should be func-
tioning according to the rules above but often during dawn
and dusk, it still does not operate correctly. If it looks light in
the video but the ambient brightness values are within the
correct range, a judgment call might be needed to determine
whether it is working. Please ask if there are any questions.

Average PERCLOS over 1 Min (C-N-I-B)

Comment: Recorded parameter from DFM, averaged over a
1-min period before the initiating event. Coded when avail-
able for time epoch.

Format: Percent; 999 = DFM not operative.

Average PERCLOS over 3 Min (C-N-I-B)

Comment: Recorded parameter from DFM, averaged over a
3-min period before the initiating event. Coded when avail-
able for time epoch.

Format: Percent; 999 = DFM not operative.
Average PERCLOS over 5 Min (C-N-I-B)

Comment: Recorded parameter from DFM, averaged over a
5-min period before the initiating event. Coded when avail-
able for time epoch.

Format: Percent; 999 = DFM not operative.

Observer Rating of Driver Drowsiness (C-N-I-B)

Note: Analysts use a 100-point scale to code observer rating
of drowsiness (ORD). They can choose any value (e.g., 35, 62,
or 87) on the scale in Figure C.1. The five given points are to
be used as guidelines.

If ORD is 25 or greater, mark drowsy, sleepy, asleep, fatigued,
other reduced alertness under Driver 1 behaviors.

• 999 = Driver is wearing sunglasses or eyes are otherwise
blocked from view.

• 00 = Not drowsy. (No signs of being drowsy.)
• 25 = Slightly drowsy. (Driver shows minor signs of being

drowsy [e.g., single yawn, single stretch, or droopy eyes for
a short period]; quickly recovers; does not have any appar-
ent impact on vehicle control.)

• 50 = Moderately drowsy. (Driver shows signs of being
drowsy [e.g., yawns, stretches, moves around in seat, droopy
eyes for a slightly longer period, or minor blinking]; takes
slightly longer to recover; does not have any apparent impact
on vehicle control.)

• 75 = Very drowsy. (Driver shows signs of being drowsy
[e.g., yawns often, has very heavy or droopy eyes, or blinks
frequently]; duration lasts much longer; does not have any
apparent impact on vehicle control.)

• 100 = Extremely drowsy. (Driver shows extreme signs of
being drowsy [e.g., yawns often, has very heavy or droopy
eyes, has trouble keeping eyes open, or blinks very fre-
quently]; duration lasts much longer; has apparent impact
on vehicle control.)

Comment: An ORD is assigned for 1 min before the event
based on review of driver videos. Three-, 6-, and 20-min ORDs
are not obtained, because of the labor required and difficulties
in averaging reliably over these periods.
0 
Not 

Drowsy

50 
Moderately 

Drowsy

25 
Slightly 

Drowsy

75 
Very 

Drowsy

100 
Extremely 

Drowsy 

Figure C.1. Driver drowsiness scale.
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Driver 1 Potentially Distracting Driver 
Behaviors (C-N-I-B)

Analysts code up to four behaviors observed during 10 s before
the maximum or minimum trigger value or during final 10 s of
a 30-s baseline epoch. Code observed behaviors regardless of
their apparent relevance to the incident. This is similar to GES
but significantly modified. If there are more than four behav-
iors, select the ones that occur closest in time to the trigger.

• 00 = None observed.
• 01 = Looked but did not see (e.g., driver looked in direction

of crash threat but apparently did not recognize threat).
(Not applicable to baseline epochs.)

• 02a = Interact with or look at other occupant(s).
• 02b = Interact with or look at pet in vehicle.
• 03a = Look at or for object in vehicle.
• 03b = Reach for object in vehicle (e.g., handheld cell phone,

hands-free cell phone, PDA, CB microphone or other com-
munications device, or other object).

• 04a = Talk or listen to handheld phone.
• 04b = Talk or listen to hands-free phone.
• 04c = Talk or listen to CB microphone or other communi-

cations device.
• 05a = Dial handheld phone.
• 05b = Dial hands-free phone.
• 05c = Operate PDA (inputting or reading).
• 06 = Adjust instrument panel (e.g., climate control, radio,

cassette or CD).
• 07a = Look at left-side mirror/out left-side window.
• 07b = Look at right-side mirror/out right-side window.
• 07c = Look back in sleeper berth.
• 07d = Shift gears.
• 07e = Look down (e.g., at lap or at something on the floor).
• 08 = Use or reach for other devices.
• 09 = Appear drowsy, sleepy, asleep, fatigued.
• 10a = Look at previous crash or highway incident.
• 10b = Look at construction zone signs, barriers, flag-

person, etc.
• 10c = Look at outside person.
• 10d = Look at outside animal, object, store, etc.
• 10e = Look at undetermined outside event, person, or object.
• 11a = Eat with utensil.
• 11b = Eat without utensil (includes chewing other than gum

[e.g., toothpick]).
• 11c = Drink from covered container (e.g., with straw).
• 11d = Drink from open container.
• 11e = Chew gum.
• 12a = Smoking-related behavior—reaching, lighting, or

extinguishing.
• 12b = Smoking-related behavior—other (e.g., cigarette in

hand or mouth).
• 13a = Read book, newspaper, etc.
• 13b = Read or look at map.
• 14 = Talk/sing/“dance” with no indication of passenger.
• 15a = Handle or interact with dispatching, electronic record-

ing, or navigational device.
• 15b = Read or look at dispatching, electronic recording, or

navigational device.
• 16a = Comb/brush/fix hair.
• 16b = Apply makeup.
• 16c = Shave.
• 16d = Brush/floss teeth.
• 16e = Bite nails/cuticles.
• 16f = Remove/adjust jewelry.
• 16g = Remove/insert contact lenses.
• 16h = Other personal hygiene.
• 17 = Look at or handle driver fatigue monitor (DFM).
• 18 = Look at or handle data acquisition system (DAS) (e.g.,

in-vehicle camera).
• 19 = Appears inattentive or lost in thought.
• 20 = Other potentially distracting behavior.

Comment: Similar to GES Variable D7 (driver distracted by),
with expansions of many elements to capture direct observa-
tions. All observed behaviors or conditions that occur within
10 s before the maximum trigger are coded without regard to
apparent relevance to the conflict. Baseline epochs are coded
only for activities that occur within the last 10 s of the 30-s
baseline epoch. Handheld and hands-free phone data are
coded separately to permit comparisons.

Driver 1 Actions, Factors, or Behaviors 
Related to the Event (C-N-I)

Note: Analysts code up to four factors believed to have relevance
to the occurrence of the incident (e.g., contributing factors). If
there are more than four factors, the four most important are
selected.

• 00a = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 00b = None coded.
• 01 = Apparent excessive speed for conditions or location

(regardless of speed limit; does not include tailgating unless
above speed limit).

• 02 = Drowsy, sleepy, asleep, fatigued, other reduced alertness.
• 03 = Angry.
• 04 = Other emotional state.
• 05 = Inattentive or distracted.
• 06 = Apparent impairment (e.g., drowsy, drunk, 

distracted)—specific type unknown.
• 07 = Driving slowly (below speed limit or in relation to

other traffic).
• 08 = Illegal passing (e.g., across double line).
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• 09 = Passing on right.
• 10 = Other improper or unsafe passing.
• 11a = Cutting in, too close in front of other vehicle.
• 11b = Cutting in at safe distance but then decelerating,

causing conflict.
• 12 = Cutting in, too close behind other vehicle.
• 13 = Making turn from wrong lane (e.g., across lanes).
• 14 = Did not see other vehicle during lane change or merge.
• 15 = Driving in other vehicle’s blind zone.
• 16 = Aggressive driving, specific, directed menacing actions.
• 17 = Aggressive driving, other (reckless driving without

directed menacing actions).
• 18 = Wrong side of road, not overtaking (includes partial

or full drift into oncoming lane).
• 19 = Following too closely.
• 19a = Inadequate evasive action.
• 20 = Failed to signal, or improper signal.
• 21 = Improper turn, wide right turn.
• 22 = Improper turn, cut corner on left turn.
• 23 = Other improper turning.
• 24 = Improper backing, did not see.
• 25 = Improper backing, other.
• 26 = Improper start from parked position.
• 27 = Disregarded officer or watchman.
• 28 = Signal violation, apparently did not see signal.
• 29 = Signal violation, intentionally ran red light.
• 30 = Signal violation, tried to beat signal change.
• 31 = Stop sign violation, apparently did not see stop sign.
• 32 = Stop sign violation, intentionally ran stop sign at speed.
• 33 = Stop sign violation, rolling stop.
• 34 = Other sign (e.g., yield) violation, apparently did not

see sign.
• 35 = Other sign (e.g., yield) violation, intentionally 

disregarded.
• 36 = Other sign violation.
• 37 = Nonsigned crossing violation (e.g., driveway entering

roadway).
• 38 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or

person, apparent recognition failure (e.g., did not see other
vehicle).

• 39 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or per-
son, apparent decision failure (e.g., did see other vehicle
before action but misjudged gap).

• 40 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or per-
son, other or unknown cause.

• 41 = Sudden or improper stopping on roadway.
• 42 = Parking in improper or dangerous location (e.g.,

shoulder of interstate).
• 43 = Speeding or other unsafe actions in work zone.
• 44 = Failure to dim headlights.
• 45 = Driving without lights or insufficient lights.
• 46 = Avoiding pedestrian.
• 47 = Avoiding other vehicle.
• 48 = Avoiding animal.
• 48a = Avoiding object.
• 49 = Apparent unfamiliarity with roadway.
• 50 = Apparent unfamiliarity with vehicle (e.g., displays and

controls).
• 51 = Use of conventional cruise control (CCC) contributed

to late braking (does not imply malfunction of CCC).
• 52 = Excessive braking/deceleration creating potential

hazard.
• 53 = Loss of control on slippery road surface.
• 54 = Loss of control on dry (or unknown) surface.
• 55 = Apparent vehicle failure (e.g., brakes).
• 56 = Other.

Comment: This variable was used in the 100-Car Naturalis-
tic Driving Study, although some new elements have been
added. Also, the coding rule is different; in the 100-Car Study,
analysts coded up to three factors for each driver in descend-
ing order of judged importance. In the current study, analysts
code all that apply in no order of importance. Thus, the data
from the two studies are not directly comparable. Note that
Element 6 is not relevant to Driver 1, because analysts are not
able to identify impairment type.

Applicable Countermeasures for DV1 (C-N-I)

On the basis of the variables above that relate to the event 
scenario, pre-event actions and states, and event causation, a
senior analyst identifies applicable functional countermea-
sures. For crashes, an applicable DV1 functional countermea-
sure is one that would probably have prevented the crash,
either by preventing the genesis of the unsafe condition or by
improving driver response to the unsafe condition. Near
crashes and crash-relevant conflicts are analyzed as if a crash
had occurred. Table C.4 shows functional countermeasures
and coding rules for them. The coding of functional counter-
measures is based on both algorithmic determination from
previous coded variables and analyst judgment. In many cases,
particular accident type, critical reason, or other causation-
related codes algorithmically determine applicable functional
countermeasures. Some countermeasure choices, however,
are coded based on senior analyst judgment.
Driver/Vehicle 2 Variables

Vehicle/Person 2 Type (C-N-I)

• 00a = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 00b = Not applicable (single-vehicle event; includes single

vehicle + object).
• 01 = Automobile.

(text continues on page 117)
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Table C.4. Applicable Countermeasures for Vehicle 1

Scenario/Driver Code
No. Functional Countermeasure Error Source(s) DV2? Comments

0a

0b

0c

0d

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Not applicable (baseline epoch)

No countermeasure applicable to this driver/vehicle (no
driver error and/or coded to other vehicle only)

No obvious or plausible countermeasure applicable to this
driver/vehicle (e.g., insufficient information because of
random occurrence)

Not applicable: single-vehicle event

Increase driver alertness (reduce drowsiness)

Improve commercial driver hours-of-service (HOS) compli-
ance (i.e., reflective of alertness-related incident during
HOS violation period)

Prevent drift lane departures (e.g., caused by fatigue, 
inattention, or misjudgment of lines)

Improve vehicle control/stability on curves

Improve vehicle control/stability on slippery road surfaces

Improve vehicle control/stability during braking

Improve vehicle control/stability during evasive steering

Increase driver attention to forward visual scene (e.g.,
eyes on road)

Increase/improve driver use of mirrors or provide better
information from mirrors (or from other indirect visibility
systems)

Improve general driver situation awareness and/or 
proactive/defensive driving

NA

NA

NA

Veh/Nonmotorists
involved = 01,
05–07

CR = 100 or 107

Or analyst judgment
considering 
PERCLOS, ORD,
driver behavior

AT = 01 or 06

Trigger Type = 1

And PEM = 14

And AT = 02, 07, 46,
47, or 50

Road surface = 2–5

And CPE = 05

CPE = 09

Or Avoidance maneu-
ver = 3

CPE = 10

Or Avoidance maneu-
ver = 6–9 with LOC

Analyst judgment,
considering poten-
tial distractions
coded (V39) and
CR (e.g., 110–119,
140)

AT = 46, 47, 70, 73,
76, 78, or others
TBD and Vision
Obscured = 12 
or 16

Analyst judgment

Never coded for V1

Not coded during Phase I; potential for
Phase II.

No evidence of intention (e.g., lane change).

Assumes potential rollover or other LOC
event; no triggers for V2.

Not coded if 1 and/or 8 are coded.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No
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12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Table C.4. Applicable Countermeasures for Vehicle 1 (continued)

Scenario/Driver Code
No. Functional Countermeasure Error Source(s) DV2? Comments

Reduce road/highway travel speed

Reduce speed on downgrades

Reduce speed on curves or turns

Reduce speed at or on exits (including ramps)

Limit top speed to 70 mph (except on downgrades)

Increase driver recognition/appreciation of specific high-
way crash threats: stopped vehicle(s) in lane ahead 
traveling in same direction

Increase driver recognition/appreciation of specific high-
way crash threats: moving/decelerating vehicle(s) in lane
ahead traveling in same direction

Increase driver recognition/appreciation of specific 
highway crash threats: vehicle in left adjacent lane on
highway

Increase driver recognition/appreciation of specific 
highway crash threats: vehicle in right adjacent lane on
highway

Increase driver recognition/appreciation of specific high-
way crash threats: vehicle in left adjacent lane during
merging maneuver

Increase driver recognition/appreciation of specific high-
way crash threats: vehicle in right adjacent lane during
merging maneuver

Increase driver recognition of crossing or oncoming traffic
at intersections

Improve driver gap judgment relating to crossing or
oncoming traffic at intersections

CR = 120

Or Driver behavior =
1, 43

CR = 120 and
Profile = 2b or
Driver B = 1, 43 and
Profile = 2b

CR = 120 and
Alignment = 2a, 2b

Or Driver B = 1, 43
and Alignment =
2a, 2b

CR = 120 and
Profile = 2b or
Driver B = 1, 43 and
Profile = 2b

Prevented speed
greater than 
70 mph; analyst
judgment

Evidence: CR = 120;
Driver A/F/B = 1

AT = 11, 20

And CR = 107–119

AT = 24, 28

And CR = 107–119

AT = 47

And CR = 107–119

AT = 46

And CR = 107–114

AT = 47, 78

And PEM = 16

And CR = 107–119

AT = 46, 76

And PEM = 16

And CR = 107–119

AT = 76, 78, 80,
82–91

And CR = 107–119

AT = 76, 78, 80,
82–91

And CR = 122

Includes all road configurations and thus
is inclusive of 14–16 but does not
include all speeds above speed limit;
must be significant factor.

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(continued on next page)
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25

26

27

28

29

30

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

Table C.4. Applicable Countermeasures for Vehicle 1 (continued)

Scenario/Driver Code
No. Functional Countermeasure Error Source(s) DV2? Comments

Improve driver response execution of crossing or turning
maneuver at intersections (performance failure)

Improve driver recognition, gap judgment, or response
execution at intersection (specific cause not determined)

Improve driver compliance with intersection traffic signal
(e.g., red light) controls (includes both intentional and
unintentional intersection control violations)

Improve driver compliance with intersection traffic sign
(e.g., stop or yield sign) controls (includes both inten-
tional and unintentional intersection control violations)

Increase forward headway during vehicle following

Improve driver night vision in forward field

Provide warning to prevent rear encroachment or tailgat-
ing by other vehicle (i.e., this vehicle is lead vehicle,
other vehicle is following)

Provide advisory to driver regarding reduced road-tire friction
(i.e., associated with slippery roads)

Prevent vehicle mechanical failure (e.g., brakes, steering,
or tire blowout)

Other, specify

Prevent splash and spray from this vehicle affecting other
vehicle(s)

Improve driver recognition/gap judgment relating to
oncoming vehicle during passing maneuver

Prevent animals from crossing roadways

AT = 76, 78, 80,
82–91

And CR = 141–199

AT = 76, 78, 80,
82–91

And CR = 140 or 199

Driver A/F/B = 28–30

Driver A/F/B = 31–33

AT = 24, 28

And CR = 123

Light = 2, 3

And AT = 1–14, 20,
34, 36, 38, 40

And analyst judgment

AT = 21, 22, 23, 25,
26, 27, 29, 30, 31

Roadway surface
condition = 2–5

And LOC

And analyst judgment

CR = 200–209, 298,
299

Analyst judgment

AT = 25, 26, 35–41,
45–47

And analyst judgment

And Roadway surface
condition = 2, 3

PEM = 06

And AT = 50 or 64

And CR = 110–119,
120–122, or
128–140

Vehicle/Person 2
Type = 13 or 14

Applies to tailgating scenarios, not rapid
closing scenarios.

CM would provide earlier driver recogni-
tion of distant object (e.g., pedestrian
walking in roadway)

Reciprocal relation between 17 and 18
and 32 (i.e., if one vehicle is coded 17
or 18, other vehicle is coded 32).

Probably undercounted in instrumented
vehicle studies.

When possible, analyst will specify asso-
ciated precrash/causation algorithm
and add to list of CMs.

Applicable to all animal-related events.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
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39

40

98

99

Key: AT = accident type; CR = critical reason; CM = countermeasure; PEM = pre-event movement; CPE = critical precrash event; A = actions; B = behaviors; F = factors;
TBD = to be determined; LOC = loss of control.

Table C.4. Applicable Countermeasures for Vehicle 1 (continued)

Scenario/Driver Code
No. Functional Countermeasure Error Source(s) DV2? Comments

Navigation system/routing aid

Aid to vertical clearance estimation

Driver error and/or vehicle failure apparent for this vehicle
but countermeasure(s) to address it unknown

Unknown

Driver A/F/B = 49

Object = overhanging
object

Vehicle has CR but
no other CM 
specified

Used when truck hits or has the potential
to hit overhanging object (e.g., tree limb).

Not coded if other CMs coded.

Not coded if other CMs coded.

No

No

Yes

Yes
• 02 = Van (minivan or standard van).
• 03 = Pickup truck.
• 03a = SUV (includes Jeep).
• 04 = Bus (transit or motor coach).
• 05 = School bus.
• 06 = Single-unit straight truck (includes panel truck, 

U-Haul truck).
• 07 = Tractor-trailer.
• 08 = Motorcycle or moped.
• 09 = Emergency vehicle (police, fire, EMS; in service)
• 10 = Vehicle pulling trailer (other than tractor-trailer).
• 11 = Other vehicle type.
• 12 = Pedestrian.
• 13 = Pedalcyclist.
• 14 = Deer.
• 15 = Other animal.
• 99 = Unknown vehicle type.

Comment: Highly abridged version of GES V5, body type. If
Driver/Vehicle 2 is a pedestrian, cyclist, animal, or object,
most other DV 1 file variables are coded not applicable.

Vehicle 2 Position (in Relation to V1) (C-N-I)

• 00 = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 00a = Not applicable (single-vehicle event).
• K = Top of vehicle.

Comment: The vehicle in Figure C.2 represents the DV1 (the
truck). The relative position of Vehicle 2 (in relation to Vehi-
cle 1) is coded for the time in which the critical event occurs;
that is, the event creating the crash risk. Vehicles in the adja-
cent left lane are coded J, I, H, or G, depending on their posi-
tion. Vehicles in the adjacent right lane are coded B, C, D, or
E, depending on their position. Baseline epochs are coded 0.

(continued from page 113)
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 Rear  Figure C.2. Vehicle diagram.
Vehicle 2 Pre-Event Movement (C-N-I)

• 00 = No driver present.
• 00a = Not applicable (single-vehicle event).
• 01 = Going straight.
• 02 = Decelerating in traffic lane.
• 03 = Accelerating in traffic lane.
• 04 = Starting in traffic lane.
• 05 = Stopped in traffic lane.
• 06 = Passing or overtaking another vehicle.
• 07 = Disabled or parked in travel lane.
• 08a = Leaving a parking position, moving forward.
• 08b = Leaving a parking position, backing.
• 09a = Entering a parking position, moving forward.
• 09b = Entering a parking position, backing.
• 10 = Turning right.
• 11 = Turning left.
• 12 = Making a U-turn.
• 13 = Backing up (other than parking).
• 14 = Negotiating a curve.
• 15 = Changing lanes.
• 16 = Merging.
• 17 = Successful avoidance maneuver to a previous critical

event.
• 98 = Other.
• 99 = Unknown.
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Comment: This is LTCCS Variable 4 with expanded choices
for 8 and 9. For baseline epochs, the primary movement of
the vehicle during the epoch is coded.

Vehicle 2 Accident Type (Scenario Role) (C-N-I)

• 00 = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 00a = Not applicable (single-vehicle event).

Other Codes: See diagram shown earlier for Variable 28.

Vehicle 2 Incident Type (C-N-I)

• 00a = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 00b = Not applicable (single-vehicle event; includes those

with pedestrian or animal).
• 01/02 = Aborted lane change.
• 03/04 = Approaches traffic quickly.
• 05/06/07/08 = Backing in roadway.
• 09/10 = Clear path for emergency vehicle.
• 11/12 = Conflict between merging and existing traffic.
• 13/14 = Conflict with oncoming traffic.
• 15/16 = Exit then re-entrance onto roadway.
• 17/18 = Following too closely.
• 19/20/21 = Improper lane change.
• 22/23 = Improper passing.
• 24/25 = Improper U-turn.
• 26/27 = Lane change without sufficient gap.
• 28/29 = Lane drift.
• 30/31 = Late braking for stopped/stopping traffic.
• 32/33 = Lateral deviation of through vehicle.
• 34/35 = Left turn without clearance.
• 36/37 = Merge out of turn (before lead vehicle).
• 38/39/40 = Merge without sufficient gap.
• 41/42 = Obstruction in roadway.
• 43/44 = Proceeding through red traffic signal.
• 45/46 = Roadway entrance without clearance.
• 47/48 = Slow speed.
• 49/50 = Slow upon passing.
• 51/52/53 = Sudden braking in roadway.
• 54/55 = Through traffic does not allow lane change.
• 56/57/58 = Through traffic does not allow merge.
• 59/60 = Turn without sufficient warning.
• 61/62 = Turn/exit from incorrect lane.
• 63/64 = Wide turn into adjacent lane.
• 68/69 = Proximity to turning vehicle.
• 99 = Unknown.

Comment: This scenario classification has been used in
Hanowski, Keisler, and Wierwille (2) and Hanowski, Olson,
Hickman, and Dingus (3). Coding this variable enables com-
parisons with that study. See Variable 29 for diagrams of these
scenarios.

Vehicle 2 Critical Precrash Event (C-N-I)

• 00 = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 00a = Not applicable (single-vehicle event).

This vehicle (V2) loss of control because of

• 01 = Blow out or flat tire.
• 02 = Stalled engine.
• 03 = Disabling vehicle failure (e.g., wheel fell off).
• 04 = Nondisabling vehicle problem (e.g., hood flew up).
• 05 = Poor road conditions (wet road, puddle, pothole,

ice, etc.).
• 06 = Traveling too fast for conditions.
• 07 = Jackknife event.
• 08 = Cargo shift.
• 09 = Braking.
• 10 = Steering.
• 18 = Other cause of control loss.
• 19 = Unknown cause of control loss.

This vehicle (V1) is traveling

• 20 = Toward or over the lane line on left side of travel lane.
• 21 = Toward or over the lane line on right side of travel lane.
• 22 = Toward or off the edge of the road on the left side.
• 23 = Toward or off the edge of the road on the right side.
• 24 = End departure.
• 25 = Turning left at intersection.
• 26 = Turning right at intersection.
• 27 = Crossing over (passing through) intersection.
• 28 = This vehicle decelerating.
• 29 = Unknown travel direction.

Other motor vehicle (V2) in lane

• 50 = Other vehicle stopped.
• 51 = Traveling in same direction with lower steady speed.
• 52 = Traveling in same direction while decelerating.
• 53 = Traveling in same direction with higher speed.
• 54 = Traveling in opposite direction.
• 55 = In crossover.
• 56 = Backing.
• 59 = Unknown travel direction of other motor vehicle in lane.

Other motor vehicle (V2) encroaching into lane

• 60 = From adjacent lane (same direction), toward or over
left lane line.
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• 61 = From adjacent lane (same direction), toward or over
right lane line.

• 62 = From opposite direction, toward or over left lane line.
• 63 = From opposite direction, toward or over right lane line.
• 64 = From parking lane.
• 65 = From crossing street, turning into same direction.
• 66 = From crossing street, across path.
• 67 = From crossing street, turning into opposite direction.
• 68 = From crossing street, intended path not known.
• 70 = From driveway, turning into same direction.
• 71 = From driveway, across path.
• 72 = From driveway, turning into opposite direction.
• 73 = From driveway, intended path not known.
• 74 = From entrance to limited-access highway.
• 78 = Encroachment by other vehicle, details unknown.

Pedestrian, pedalcyclist, or other nonmotorist

• 80 = Pedestrian in roadway.
• 81 = Pedestrian approaching roadway.
• 82 = Pedestrian, unknown location.
• 83 = Pedalcyclist or other nonmotorist in roadway.
• 84 = Pedalcyclist or other nonmotorist approaching

roadway.
• 85 = Pedalcyclist or other nonmotorist, unknown location.

Object or animal

• 87 = Animal in roadway.
• 88 = Animal approaching roadway.
• 89 = Animal, unknown location.
• 90 = Object in roadway.
• 91 = Object approaching roadway.
• 92 = Object, unknown location.

Other

• 93 = This vehicle not involved in first harmful event.
• 98 = Other critical precrash event.
• 99 = Unknown.

Comment: This is LTCCS Variable 5. Per discussion with
Ralph Craft of FMCSA, this variable is coded for both vehi-
cles in a two-vehicle incident. However, the critical reason
(see below) is coded for only one vehicle. In the list above,
note addition of 09 = loss of control caused by braking and 
10 = loss of control caused by steering.

DV2 Critical Reason for Critical Event (C-N-I)

• 000a = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 000b = Not applicable (single-vehicle event).
• 000c = Critical reason not coded to this vehicle.
Driver-Related Factor: Critical Nonperformance Errors

• 100 = Sleep (i.e., actually asleep).
• 101 = Heart attack or other physical impairment of the

ability to act.
• 107 = Drowsiness, fatigue, or other reduced alertness (not

asleep).
• 108 = Other critical nonperformance.
• 109 = Apparent critical nonperformance (includes any

apparent driver impairment).

Driver-Related Factor: Recognition Errors

• 110 = Inattention (i.e., daydreaming).
• 111 = Internal distraction.
• 112 = External distraction.
• 113 = Inadequate surveillance (e.g., failed to look, looked

but did not see).
• 118 = Other recognition error.
• 119 = Apparent recognition error.

Driver-Related Factor: Decision Errors

• 120 = Too fast for conditions (e.g., for safe vehicle control
or to be able to respond to unexpected actions of other
road users).

• 121 = Too slow for traffic stream.
• 122 = Misjudgment of gap or other’s speed.
• 123 = Following too closely to respond to unexpected actions

(proximity for 2 or more seconds).
• 124 = False assumption of other road user’s actions.
• 125 = Illegal maneuver.
• 125a = Apparently intentional sign/signal violation.
• 125b = Illegal U-turn.
• 125c = Other illegal maneuver.
• 126 = Failure to turn on headlamps.
• 127 = Inadequate evasive action (e.g., braking only instead

of braking and steering; releasing accelerator only instead
of braking).

• 128a = Aggressive driving behavior: intimidation. (Any
behavior emitted by a driver while driving that is intended
to cause physical or psychological harm to another 
person.)

• 128b = Aggressive driving behavior: wanton, neglectful, or
reckless behavior. (Excessive risky driving behaviors per-
formed without intent to harm others, such as weaving
through traffic, maneuvering without signaling, running
red lights, frequent lane changing, and tailgating.)

• 138 = Other decision error.
• 139 = Apparent, unknown decision error.
• 140 = Apparent recognition or decision error (unknown

which).
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Driver-Related Factor: Performance Errors

• 141 = Panic/freezing.
• 142 = Overcompensation.
• 143 = Poor directional control (e.g., failure to control vehicle

with skill ordinarily expected).
• 148 = Other performance error.
• 149 = Apparent performance error.
• 199 = Type of driver error unknown.

Vehicle-Related Factors

• 200 = Tires/wheels failed.
• 201 = Brakes failed.
• 202 = Steering failed.
• 203 = Cargo shifted.
• 204 = Trailer attachment failed.
• 205 = Suspension failed.
• 206 = Lights failed.
• 207 = Vehicle-related vision obstructions.
• 208 = Body, doors, hood failed.
• 209 = Jackknifed.
• 298 = Apparent other vehicle failure.
• 299 = Unknown vehicle failure.

Environment-Related Factor: Highway

• 500 = Signs/signals missing.
• 501 = Signs/signals erroneous/defective.
• 502 = Signs/signals inadequate.
• 503 = View obstructed by roadway design.
• 504 = View obstructed by other vehicles in crash circum-

stance.
• 505 = Road design, roadway geometry (e.g., ramp curvature).
• 506 = Road design, sight distance.
• 507 = Road design, other.
• 508 = Maintenance problems (potholes, deteriorated road

edges, etc.).
• 509 = Slick roads (low-friction road surface caused by ice,

loose debris, any other cause).
• 518 = Other highway-related condition.

Environment-Related Factor: Weather

• 521 = Rain, snow. (Note: Code loss-of-control as 509.)
• 522 = Fog.
• 523 = Wind gust.
• 528 = Other weather-related condition.

Environment-Related Factor: Other

• 530 = Glare.
• 531 = Blowing debris.
• 532 = Animal in roadway (no driver error).
• 538 = Other sudden change in ambience.
• 999 = Unknown reason for critical event.

Comment: LTCCS Variable 6, with revisions that reflect lack
of information about Driver 2. Many critical reason elements
available for DV1 are not allowed for DV2, because they
require observation of precrash driver behavior. The remain-
ing elements for DV2 are either maneuvers or conditions vis-
ible from outside the vehicle (e.g., most of the decision error
choices) or reasonable general inferences (e.g., codes 109,
119, 139, 140, 149).

Attempted Avoidance Maneuver (C-N-I)

• 00 = No driver present.
• 00a = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 00b = Not applicable (single-vehicle event).
• 01 = No avoidance maneuver.
• 02 = Braking (no lockup or lockup unknown).
• 03 = Braking (lockup).
• 04 = Braking (lockup unknown).
• 05 = Releasing brakes.
• 06 = Steered to left.
• 07 = Steered to right.
• 08 = Braked and steered to left.
• 08a = Braked and steered to left (no lockup or lockup

unknown).
• 08b = Braked and steered to left (lockup).
• 09 = Braked and steered to right.
• 09a = Braked and steered to right (no lockup or lockup

unknown).
• 09b = Braked and steered to right (lockup).
• 10 = Accelerated.
• 11 = Accelerated and steered to left.
• 12 = Accelerated and steered to right.
• 98 = Other actions.
• 99 = Unknown if driver attempted any corrective action.

Comment: LTCCS Variable 7 and GES V27, corrective action
attempted. The released gas pedal elements available for DV1
are not available for DV2, because they would not be observ-
able from outside the vehicle.

Driver Behavior: Driver 2 Actions or Factors
Relating to Event (C-N-I)

Note: Analysts code up to four factors believed to have relevance
to the occurrence of the incident (e.g., contributing factors). If
there are more than four, the four most important are selected.

• 00a = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 00b = Not applicable (single-vehicle event).
• 00 = None coded.
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• 01 = Apparent excessive speed for conditions or location
(regardless of speed limit; does not include tailgating unless
above speed limit).

• 02 = Drowsy, sleepy, asleep, fatigued, other reduced alertness.
• 03 = Angry.
• 04 = Other emotional state.
• 05 = Alert but inattentive or distracted.
• 06a = Vehicle drift or slow weave consistent with possible

drowsy/distracted driving.
• 06b = Erratic steering, weaving, lane break, or other vehicle

motion consistent with possible alcohol-impaired driving.
• 07 = Driving slowly (below speed limit or in relation to

other traffic).
• 08 = Illegal passing (e.g., across double line).
• 09 = Passing on right.
• 10 = Other improper or unsafe passing.
• 11a = Cutting in, too close in front of other vehicle.
• 11b = Cutting in at safe distance but then decelerating,

causing conflict.
• 12 = Cutting in, too close behind other vehicle.
• 13 = Making turn from wrong lane (e.g., across lanes).
• 14 = Did not see other vehicle during lane change or merge.
• 15 = Driving in other vehicle’s blind zone.
• 16 = Aggressive driving, specific, directed menacing actions.
• 17 = Aggressive driving, other (reckless driving without

directed menacing actions).
• 18 = Wrong side of road, not overtaking (includes partial

or full drift into oncoming lane).
• 19 = Following too closely.
• 19a = Inadequate evasive action.
• 20 = Failed to signal, or improper signal.
• 21 = Improper turn, wide right turn.
• 22 = Improper turn, cut corner on left turn.
• 23 = Other improper turning.
• 24 = Improper backing, (apparently) did not see.
• 25 = Improper backing, other.
• 26 = Improper start from parked position.
• 27 = Disregarded officer or watchman.
• 28 = Signal violation.
• 29 = Not used.
• 30 = Signal violation, tried to beat signal change.
• 31 = Stop sign violation.
• 32 = Not used.
• 33 = Stop sign violation, rolling stop.
• 34 = Other sign (e.g., yield) violation.
• 35 = Not used.
• 36 = Other sign violation.
• 37 = Nonsigned crossing violation (e.g., driveway entering

roadway).
• 38 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or person.
• 39 = Not used.
• 40 = Not used.
• 41 = Sudden or improper stopping on roadway.
• 42 = Parking in improper or dangerous location (e.g., shoul-
der of interstate).

• 43 = Speeding or other unsafe actions in work zone.
• 44 = Failure to dim headlights.
• 45 = Driving without lights or insufficient lights.
• 46 = Avoiding pedestrian.
• 47 = Avoiding other vehicle.
• 48 = Avoiding animal.
• 48a = Avoiding object.
• 49 = Apparent unfamiliarity with roadway.
• 50 = Apparent unfamiliarity with vehicle (e.g., displays and

controls).
• 51 = Use of cruise control contributed to late braking.
• 52 = Excessive braking/deceleration, creating potential

hazard.
• 53 = Loss of control on slippery road surface.
• 54 = Loss of control on dry (or unknown) surface.
• 55 = Apparent vehicle failure (e.g., brakes).
• 56 = Other.
• 57 = Unknown.

Comment: Parallel variable to 40 (see Table C.1). Note, how-
ever, that a number of element choices relating to specific driver
behaviors or impairments are disallowed because these are not
observable for Driver 2. Also, for signal, sign, and right-of-way
violations, analysts code the violation but do not attempt to
ascertain whether the violation was intentional or caused by
recognition failure. Thus, several elements are not used. As
noted under 40, this variable was used in the 100-Car Natural-
istic Driving Study, although some new elements have been
added. Also, the coding rule is different; in the 100-Car Study,
analysts coded up to three factors for each driver in descend-
ing order of judged importance. In the current study, analysts
code all that apply in no order of importance. Thus, the data
from the two studies are not directly comparable.

Applicable Functional Countermeasures 
for DV2 (C-N-I)

On the basis of the variables above that relate to the event
scenario, pre-event actions and states, and event causation,
senior analysts identify applicable functional countermea-
sures. For crashes, an applicable DV2 functional countermea-
sure is one that would probably have prevented the crash 
by either preventing the genesis of the unsafe condition or
improving driver response to the unsafe condition. Near
crashes and crash-relevant conflicts are analyzed as if a crash
had occurred. Variable 41 (see Table C.1) provides a table of
functional countermeasures and shows coding rules for them.
The coding of functional countermeasures is based on both
algorithmic determination from previous coded variables
and analyst judgment. In many cases, particular accident type,
critical reason, or other causation-related codes algorithmically
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determine applicable functional countermeasures. Some
countermeasure choices, however, are coded based on senior
analyst judgment. Most potential functional countermeasures
are coded for DV2, but some are not, because little informa-
tion is available to analysts on the specific Driver 2 behaviors
and states.

General Variables

Event Comments (C-N-I-B)

Comment: This text variable will permit analysts to provide
any comments on the event, including information not cap-
tured by data variables, assumptions made about the event
affecting coding, and coding issues that arose. Ordinarily this
will not contain information that is captured by the coded
variables.
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A P P E N D I X  D

Project 7 and Project 8 Environmental 
Data Dictionary
Event Variables

Driver ID

Enter the driver ID (from Slacker Tool) in the following for-
mat 00##.

Date

Enter the date on which the event occurred in the following
format: mm/dd/yyyy.

Time

Enter the GMT time at the point of the trigger in the follow-
ing format: hh:mm AM/PM. If the time is obviously wrong
(e.g., it says 10:00 PM but it is daylight), write “time is wrong”
in the text box.

Day of Week

Using a calendar, enter the day of week on which the event
occurred.

Vehicles/Nonmotorists Involved

• 00 = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 01 = 1 vehicle (subject vehicle only or subject vehicle +

object).
• 02 = 2 vehicles.
• 03 = 3 vehicles.
• 04 = 4 or more vehicles.
• 05 = Subject vehicle + pedestrian.
• 06 = Subject vehicle + pedalcyclist.
• 07 = Subject vehicle + animal.
• 08 = Other.

Note: For some events (e.g., those involving transient encroach-
ment into an oncoming lane), it is difficult to decide whether
123
the event should be considered a one- or two-vehicle event.
Consider the event a two-vehicle event if the crash resulting
from the incident would probably have involved two vehicles or
if either driver’s maneuvers were influenced by the presence of
the other vehicle (e.g., if DV1 maneuvered to avoid V2). Con-
sider the event a one-vehicle event if the presence of other vehi-
cles presented no immediate threat and had no effect on DV1’s
maneuvers or behaviors.

Vehicle/Nonmotorist 2 Type

• 00a = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 00b = Not applicable (single-vehicle event, no object).
• 01 = Automobile.
• 02 = Van (minivan or standard van).
• 03 = Pickup truck.
• 04 = SUV (includes Jeep).
• 05 = School bus.
• 06 = Transit bus.
• 07 = Greyhound bus.
• 08 = Conversion bus.
• 09 = Single-unit straight truck: multistop/step van.
• 10 = Single-unit straight truck: box.
• 11 = Single-unit straight truck: dump.
• 12 = Single-unit straight truck: garbage/recycling.
• 13 = Single-unit straight truck: concrete mixer.
• 14 = Single-unit straight truck: beverage.
• 15 = Single-unit straight truck: flatbed.
• 16 = Single-unit straight truck: tow truck.
• 17 = Single-unit straight truck: other.
• 18 = Single-unit straight truck: unknown.
• 19 = Straight truck + trailer.
• 20 = Tractor-trailer: cab only.
• 21 = Tractor-trailer: cab + trailer.
• 22 = Tractor-trailer: flatbed.
• 23 = Tractor-trailer: tank.
• 24 = Tractor-trailer: car carrier.
• 25 = Tractor-trailer: livestock.
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• 26 = Tractor-trailer: lowboy trailer.
• 27 = Tractor-trailer: dump trailer.
• 28 = Tractor-trailer: multiple trailers.
• 29 = Tractor-trailer: multiple trailers, grain.
• 30 = Tractor-trailer: other.
• 31 = Other large construction equipment.
• 32 = Ambulance.
• 33 = Fire truck.
• 34 = Motorcycle or moped.
• 35 = Police car.
• 36 = Vehicle pulling trailer (other than tractor-trailer).
• 37 = Other vehicle type.
• 38 = Pedestrian.
• 39 = Pedalcyclist.
• 40 = Deer.
• 41 = Other animal.
• 42 = Object (single-vehicle event with relevant object).
• 43 = Unknown.

Note: Highly abridged version of GES V5, body type; codes
above do not match GES codes.

Relevant Object

Choose the most relevant object (i.e., one that was struck in
a crash or that constituted a crash threat) for near crashes and
crash-relevant conflicts.

• 00a = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 00b = Not applicable (single-vehicle event, no relevant

object; e.g., shoulder only).
• 00c = Not applicable (multivehicle event, pedestrian, ani-

mal, etc.).
• 01 = Parked motor vehicle.

Fixed Objects

• 02 = Building.
• 03 = Impact attenuator/crash cushion.
• 04 = Bridge structure (e.g., abutment).
• 05 = Guardrail.
• 06 = Concrete traffic barrier or other longitudinal barrier

(e.g., Jersey barrier).
• 07 = Post, pole, or support (e.g., sign or light).
• 07a = Mailbox.
• 08 = Culvert/ditch/edge of road.
• 09 = Curb.
• 10 = Embankment.
• 11 = Fence.
• 12 = Wall.
• 13 = Fire hydrant.
• 14 = Shrubbery or bush.
• 15 = Tree (not overhang; see below).
• 16 = Boulder.
• 17 = Loading dock.
• 18 = Loading equipment (e.g., forklift or pallets).
• 19 = Cargo.

Overhanging Objects (Only If Struck or Potentially
Struck by Top of Truck or Trailer)

• 20 = Tree branch.
• 21 = Overhanging part of sign or post.
• 22 = Bridge/overpass.
• 23 = Building.
• 24 = Telephone wires.

Nonfixed Objects

• 25 = Vehicle parts, including tire parts.
• 26 = Spilled cargo.
• 27 = Dead animal in roadway.
• 28 = Broken tree limbs or other tree/shrub parts.
• 29 = Trash/debris.
• 30 = Construction barrel.
• 31 = Construction cone.

Other

• 98 = Other.
• 99 = Unknown object hit.

Note: GES A06, first harmful event. Options in italics are not
A06 codes.

Vehicle/Nonmotorist 2 Position (in Relation to V1)

The vehicle in Figure D.1 represents the subject vehicle (V1,
the truck). The relative position of Vehicle 2 (in relation to
V1) is coded for the time in which the critical event occurs
(i.e., the event creating the crash risk). Vehicles in the adja-
cent left lane are coded J, I, H, or G, depending on their posi-
tion. Vehicles in the adjacent right lane are coded B, C, D, or
 Front  
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 Rear  Figure D.1. Vehicle diagram.
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E, depending on their position. Also code the position of ani-
mals, pedestrians, pedalcyclists, and objects.

• 00a = Not applicable (baseline epoch).
• 00b = Not applicable (single-vehicle event, no object).
• K = Top of vehicle.

Driver/Vehicle 1 variables
Driver/Vehicle 1 (DV1) is always the study subject driver/
vehicle (i.e., the truck or truck driver).

Driver Seat Belt Worn?

• 00 = No.
• 01 = Yes.
• 02 = Unknown.

Possible to Do Observer Rating of Drowsiness?

• 00 = Yes.
• 01 = No, wearing sunglasses.
• 02 = No, not enough video.
• 03 = No, cannot see driver’s eyes.

Driver 1 Vision Obscured

• 00 = No obstruction.
• 01 = Rain, snow, smoke, sand, dust.
• 02 = Reflected glare, sunlight, headlights.
• 03 = Curve or hill.
• 04 = Building, billboard, or other design features (includes

signs, embankment).
• 05 = Trees, crops, vegetation
• 06 = Moving vehicle (including load).
• 07 = Parked vehicle.
• 08 = Splash or spray of passing vehicle or any other vehicle.
• 09 = Inadequate defrost or defog system.
• 10 = Inadequate lighting system (includes vehicle or object

in dark area).
• 11 = Obstruction interior to vehicle.
• 12 = Mirrors.
• 13 = Head restraints.
• 14 = Broken or improperly cleaned windshield.
• 15 = Fog.
• 16 = Other vehicle or object in blind spot.
• 97 = Vision obscured, no details.
• 98 = Other obstruction.
• 99 = Unknown whether vision was obstructed.

Note: GES Variable D4. Element 16 added because of relevance
to large trucks.
Environmental Variables

Environmental variables are coded at the time of the trigger.

Light Condition

• 01 = Daylight.
• 02 = Dark.
• 03 = Dark but lighted.
• 04 = Dawn.
• 05 = Dusk.
• 09 = Unknown.

Note: GES A19.

Weather

• 01 = No adverse conditions.
• 02 = Rain.
• 03 = Sleet.
• 04 = Snow.
• 05 = Fog.
• 06 = Rain and fog.
• 07 = Sleet and fog.
• 08 = Other (smog, smoke, sand/dust, crosswind, hail).
• 09 = Unknown.

Comment: GES A20.

Roadway Surface Condition

• 01 = Dry.
• 02 = Wet.
• 03 = Snow or slush.
• 04 = Ice.
• 05 = Sand, oil, dirt.
• 08 = Other.
• 09 = Unknown.

Comment: GES A15.

Relationship to Junction

• 00 = Nonjunction.
• 01 = Intersection.
• 02 = Intersection related.
• 03 = Driveway, alley access, etc.
• 03a = Parking lot.
• 04 = Entrance/exit ramp.
• 05 = Rail grade crossing.
• 06 = On a bridge.
• 07 = Crossover related.
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• 08 = Other.
• 09 = Unknown.

Comment: GES variable A09. Baseline epoch coded at time of
trigger.

Trafficway Flow

• 00 = Not physically divided (center two-way left-turn
lane).

• 01 = Not physically divided (two-way trafficway).
• 02 = Divided (median strip or barrier).
• 03 = One-way trafficway.
• 09 = Unknown.

Note: GES variable V A11. Coded in relation to subject vehi-
cle; baseline epoch coded at time of trigger.

Number of Travel Lanes

• 01 = 1.
• 02 = 2.
• 03 = 3.
• 04 = 4.
• 05 = 5.
• 06 = 6.
• 07 = 7+.
• 09 = Unknown.

Note: GES V A12. Per GES, if road is divided, only lanes in
travel direction are counted. If undivided, all lanes are counted.
Coded in relation to subject vehicle; baseline epoch coded at
time of trigger. Count all contiguous lanes at the time and
location of the incident; for example, include entrance or exit
lanes if contiguous. Do not include lanes if blocked by cones
or barrels.

Roadway Alignment

• 01 = Straight.
• 02a = Curve right.
• 02b = Curve left.
• 09 = Unknown.

Note: GES V A13, with expansion of curve choices. Coded in
relation to subject vehicle; baseline epoch coded at time of
trigger.

Roadway Profile

• 01 = Level (or unknown).
• 02a = Grade up.
• 02b = Grade down.
• 03 = Hillcrest.
• 04 = Sag.

Note: GES V A14, with expansion of grade choices. Coded in
relation to subject vehicle; baseline epoch coded at time of
trigger.

Traffic Density

Code the traffic density for the time before the precrash event.

• 01 = LOS A: Free flow. (Individual users are virtually unaf-
fected by the presence of others in the traffic stream. Free-
dom to select desired speeds and to maneuver within the
traffic stream is extremely high. The general level of com-
fort and convenience provided to the motorist, passenger,
or pedestrian is excellent.)

• 02 = LOS B: Flow with some restrictions. (In the range of sta-
ble traffic flow, but the presence of other users in the traffic
stream begins to be noticeable. Freedom to select desired
speeds is relatively unaffected, but there is a slight decline
in the freedom to maneuver within the traffic stream from
LOS A because the presence of others in the traffic stream
begins to affect individual behavior.)

• 03 = LOS C: Stable flow; maneuverability and speed are
more restricted. (Traffic flow is in the stable range but is
beginning to enter the range of flow in which the operation
of individual users becomes significantly affected by interac-
tions with others in the traffic stream. The selection of speed
is now affected by the presence of others, and maneuvering
within the traffic stream requires substantial vigilance on the
part of the user. The general level of comfort and conven-
ience declines noticeably at this level.)

• 04 = LOS D: Unstable flow; temporary restrictions substan-
tially slow the driver. (This category represents high-density
but stable traffic flow. Speed and freedom to maneuver are
severely restricted, and the driver or pedestrian experiences
a generally poor level of comfort and convenience. Small
increases in traffic flow generally cause operational problems
at this level.)

• 05 = LOS E: Flow is unstable; vehicles are unable to pass,
temporary stoppages, etc. (Operating conditions are at or
near capacity level. All speeds are reduced to a low but rel-
atively uniform value. Freedom to maneuver within the
traffic stream is extremely difficult and is generally accom-
plished by forcing a vehicle or pedestrian to give way to
accommodate such maneuvers. Comfort and convenience
levels are extremely poor, and driver or pedestrian frustra-
tion is generally high. Operations at this level are usually
unstable because small increases in flow or minor pertur-
bations within the traffic stream will cause breakdowns.)
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• 06 = LOS F: Forced traffic flow condition with low speeds
and traffic volumes that are below capacity; queues form
in particular locations. (This condition exists whenever
the amount of traffic approaching a point exceeds the
amount that can traverse the point. Queues form behind
such locations. Operations within the queue are charac-
terized by stop-and-go waves and are extremely unstable.
Vehicles may progress at reasonable speeds for several
hundred feet or more and then be required to stop in a
cyclic manner. LOS F is used to describe operating condi-
tions within the queue, as well as the point of the break-
down. In many cases, operating conditions of vehicles or
pedestrians discharged from the queue may be quite good.
Nevertheless, it is the point at which arrival flow exceeds
discharge flow, which causes the queue to form. LOS F is
an appropriate designation for such points.)

• 09 = Unknown/unable to determine.

Construction Zone Related

• 00 = Not construction zone related (or unknown).
• 01 = Construction zone (occurred in zone).
• 02 = Construction zone related (occurred in approach or

otherwise related to zone).
Note: Any area with one or more traffic cones, barrels, and so
forth is considered to be a construction zone.

Truck Pre-Event Speed

Note: The pre-event speed is coded for the period just before
the occurrence of the critical event or just before any avoidance
maneuver or both. For example, when braking is involved,
the pre-event speed is the speed just before the beginning of
braking. If there is no avoidance maneuver, enter the speed at
the time of the trigger.

• 999 = Unknown.

General Variables

Event Comments

Note: This text variable permits analysts to provide any com-
ments on the event, including information not captured 
by data variables, assumptions made about the event affect-
ing coding, and coding issues that arose. Ordinarily this 
will not contain information that is captured by the coded
variables.
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